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PUBLISHER'S NOTE TO THE SECOND 

EDITION 

It gives us pleasure to state that this second edition 
of the Manditkya Upanisad (with Gaudapada’s Karika) 
has undergone a thorough revision by the translator 
himself. 

Mayavati PUBLISHER 
1 january 1989 



PUBLISHER'S NOTE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The Mandikya Upanisad and Karika, with the 
English 

translation of the commentary of Sri Sankaracarya, 

is the third in the series to be published by us, after 

the Aitareya Upanisad and the Mundaka Upanisad. This 

is to be followed very soon by the Pra
sna Upanisdd. These 

four Upanisads together constitute Volume Two of 

Eight Upanisads by the same author. 

In the translation of the commentary, the words 

quoted from the text by Sankaracarya are given in 

italics. These are followed by commas and the English 

equivalents. Informative explanatory footnotes have 

been added wherever necessary. 

This Upanisad derives its name after its seer Man- 

düka, and belongs to the Atharva-Veda. Though it is 

the shortest of the principal Upanisads, having ordy 

twelve passages, it presents the quintessence of the _ 

entire Upanisadic teaching. It analyses the whole ` 

gamut of human consciousness, in the three states of 

waking (jagrat), dream (svapna), and dreamless sleep 

(susupti). It asserts unequivocally that the ultimate 

Reality is non-dual (advaita) by adopting a unique 

method of investigating the three states of human con- 

sciousness, and proclaims the mahavakya. (sacred dic- 

tum): ayamatma brahma (this self is Brahman). 

This Upanisad provides a symbol for the meditation 

on, and the realization of, the supreme Reality; and 

_that symbol is the mono-syllable AUM, the word of 

all words, comprising three sounds A, U, M, whose 

philosophical implications are elaborated in the text. 



v 

The language of.this Upanisad is compact and 

concise. Hence the need of a Karika (expository treat- 

ise) by no less a person than Sri angered: the 

paramaguru (spiritual teacher's teacher) of Sri Sankara- 

carya. The Acarya considered it necessary to write a 

bhasya (commentary) on the Karika also, because of 

its lucid exposition of the text, apart from a com- 

mentary on the Upanisad proper. It can be said that 

the Karika is one of the earliest attempts to systematize 

‘the teachings of the Upanisads on rational lines. As 

such, it is looked upon as an authentic treatise on the 

Advaita Vedanta. ; 
We earnestly hope that, with the publication of the 

present separate edition of this very important Upa-’ 

nisad, it will reach a wider circle of readers and arouse 

in them a genuine interest in the subject matter and 

help them to have correct idea of the Advaita Vedanta 

philosophy, which presents Truth without any con- 

sideration for creed, sect, colour, race, sex, or belief. 

Mayavati PUBLISHER 

1 july 1979 
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MANDUKYA UPANISAD 



Om! O gods, may we hear auspicious words with 
the ears; while engaged in sacrifices, may we see 
auspicious things with the eyes; while praising the 
gods with steady limbs, may we enjoy a life that is 
beneficial to the gods. 

May Indra of ancient fame be auspicious to us; 
may the supremely rich (or all-knowing) Pisa (god 
of the earth) be propitious to us; may Garuda, the 
destroyer of evil, be well disposed towards us; may 
Brhaspati ensure our welfare. 

Om! Peace! Peace! Peace! 



MANDUKYA UPANISAD 
CHAPTER 1 

AGAMA-PRAKARANA (ON THE VEDIC TEXT) 

dte HACHETTE 
ATTA TARAS ur Terese t 21 

at fara aiaa atireatacsry 
qaaa aaa SMa CAT TAT UI 
aataargaefe pt caren eara 
Ra aatan pra: qrereit EGET: NRU 

Commentator’s invocation: (1) I bow to that Brahman 

which after having enjoyed! (during the waking state) 

the gross objects by pervading all the human objectives 

through a diffusion of Its rays? of unchanging Con- 

sciousness that embraces all that moves or does not 

move; which again after having drunk’ (during the 

dream state) all the variety of objects, produced by 

desire (as well as action and ignorance) and lighted 

up by the intellect,4 sleeps while enjoying bliss and 

1 Enjoyment consisting in witnessing the various mental moods 

of happiness, sorrow, etc. 

2 The individual souls that are but reflections of Brahman on 

the intellect. 

3 Le. having merged all in the unrealized Self. 

4 Existing only. subjectively in the form of mental moods or 

impressions of past experience. 

3 
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making us enjoy through Maya; and which is counted 

as the Fourth! from the point of view of Maya, and is 
supreme, immortal, and birthless. 

(2) May that Fourth one protect us which, after 

having identified Itself with the universe,? enjoys 
(during the cosmic waking state) the gross objects 
created by virtue (and vice); which again (during 
the cosmic dream state?) experiences through Its own 
light the subtle objects of enjoyment that are called up 
by Its own intellect; which, further (in sound sleep or 
.cosmic dissolution), withdraws promptly all these into 
Itself; and which lastly becomes free from all at- 
tributes by discarding every distinction and difference. 

Introduction: “The letter Om is all this. Of this a clear 
exposition (follows) (Ma. 1). These four Chapters (of 
the Karika) that sum up the quintessence of the Vedan- 

_ tic ideas are commenced with the text, ‘The letter, Om 
is all this,’ etc. Accordingly, the connection, subject 
matter, and utility (of this treatise) need not be-separ- 
ately dealt with. The connection, subject matter, and 
utility that pertain to Vedanta itself should fit in here 
also.4 Still they ought to be briefly stated by one who 

1 Not possessed of the three states of waking, dream, and slecp. 
2 The cosmic gross body of Virat. 

. 3 As identified with the cosmic subtle body of Hiranyagarbha. 
#The present book comprising the Upanisadic text and the 

Karika of Gaudapada forms a sort of a treatise on the Vedanta; 
and hence the four anubandhas or interconnecting elements — viz 
adhikari, the person competent for study, sambandha, connection, 
e.g. that between the book and the subject matter, visaya, subject 
matter of the book, viz unity of the Self and Brahman, and prayo- 
Jana, utility, viz liberation — are the same in both cases. 
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wants to explain a treatise, In this connection it is to be 
noted that by the very fact that a scripture (whether 
it be Vedanta or a treatise on it) reveals the spiritual 
disciplines conducive to the goal, it becomes endowed 
with a subject, matter; and from this fact it becomes 
indirectly possessed of a distinct relationship, a subject 
matter, and utility.! What again is the objective in 
view? That is being explained: Just as the normal state 
of a man, afflicted by disease, consists in his getting 
cured of the disease, similarly the normalcy of the 
Self, stricken with identification with misery, is re- 
gained through the cessation of the phenomenal uni- 
verse of duality. The end in view is the realization of 
non-duality. Since the phenomenal world of duality 
is a creation of ignorance, it can be eradicated through 
knowledge; and hence this book is begun in order to 
reveal the knowledge of Brahman. This fact is estab- 
lished by such Vedic texts as: ‘Because when there is 
duality, as it were, then one-smells something, one 
sees something,’ and so on (Br. II. iv. 14); ‘When 
there is something else, as it were, then one can sec 

something, onc can know something' (Br. IV. iii. 31); 
‘But when to the knower of Brahman everything has 

become the Self, then what should one see and through 

1 We are concerned primarily with knowledge and its result, and 
not with books. The result aimed at is liberation which follows 

from the realization of the non-differencc of the Self and Brahman, 

and not from mere scriptures. Still the scriptures express that non- 
difference, and knowledge does not dawn without the help of scrip- 
tural deliberation. Thus, as the indirect means to knowledge, the 

scriptures become connected with the subject matter. 
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what? What should one know and through what?" 

(Br. II. iv. 14). 
That being so, the first chapter, devoted to'a deter- 

mination of the meaning of Om, is based on (Vedic) 

traditional knowledge and is an aid to the ascertain- 

ment of the reality of the Self. The second chapter is 

concerned with rationally proving the unreality of tha
t 

phenomenal world of duality, on the cessation of which 

is attained non-duality, just as the reality of the rope 

is known on the elimination of the illusion of a snake 

etc. imagined on it. The third chapter is there to 

establish rationally the truth of non-duality, lest it, 

too, should be negated by a similar process of argu- 

ment. The fourth chapter secks to refute through their 

own arguments all the un-Vedic points of view which 

are antagonistic to the ascertainment of the truth of 

non-duality and which remain involved in this' unreal 

duality by the very fact of their mutual antagonism. 

How again does the ascertainment of the meaning 

of Om become an aid to the realization of the reality of 

the Self? The answer is: From such Vedic texts as, 

‘(That goal which all the Vedas with one voice pro- 

pound, which all the austerities speak of, and wishing 

for which people practise Brahmacarya) —it is this, 

viz Om’ (Ka. I. ii. 15), “This medium is the best’ (Ka. 

I. ii. 17), ʻO Satyakama, this (Om) is verily Brahman, 

(superior and inferior)’ (Pr. V. 2), ‘Meditate on the 

Self as Om’ (Mai. VI. 3), ‘Om is Brahman’ (Tai. I. 

viii. 1), ‘Om indeed is all these’ (Ch. II. xxiii. 3), it 

follows that just as the non-dual Self, notwithstanding 

the fact that It is the supreme Reality, can still be the 
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substratum of all such illusions as the vital force, like 
the rope etc. becoming the substrata of the illusory 
snake etc., similarly it is but Om that appears as all 
the ramifications of speech which have for their con- 
tents such illusory manifestations of the Self as the 
vital force etc. And Om is essentially the same as the 
Self, since it denotes the latter. And all the illusory 
manifestations of the Self, such as the vital force etc., 
that are denoted by the modifications of Om, do not 
exist apart from their names, in accordance with the 
Vedic texts: ‘All transformation has speech as its basis, 
and it is name only’ (Ch. VI. i. 4), ‘All this phenom- 
enal creation of that Brahman is strung togcther 
by the thread of speech and by the strands of names’, 
‘All these are but dependent on names’!, and so on. 
Hence the Upanisad says, ‘Om iti etat aksaram idam 
sarvam — the letter Om is all this.’ 

Afda: wd aei wd wd waga- 

fafa agn Val Arata framed qaum 

THU 

. This letter that is Om is all this. Of this a clear 

Wa (is started with): All that is past, present, 

or future is verily Om. And whatever is beyond the 

three periods of time is also verily Om. 

As all these objects that are indicated by names 

are non-different from the names, and as names are 

non-different from Om, so Om is verily all this. And 

1 Names make empirical dealings possible for objects. 
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as the supreme Brahman is knownethrough the rela- 

tionship subsisting between name and its object, It, 

too, is but Om. Tasya, of that, of this letter, viz Om, 

that is the same as the supreme as well as the inferior 

Brahman; upavyakhyanam, a clear exposition, showing 

its proximity to Brahman by virtue of its being a 

means for the attainment of Brahman; the expression, 

‘s to be understood as started with’, has to be sup- 

plied after ‘clear exposition’ to complete the sentence. 

Bhütam, the past; bhavat, the present; bhavisyat, the 

future; iti, these, that is to say, whatever is circum- 

scribed by the three periods of time; (sarvam) onkarak 

eva, (all this) is but Om, in accordance with the reasons 

already advanced. Ca yat trikalafitam, and whatever 

else there is that is beyond the threc periods of time, 

that is inferable from its effects but is not circumscribed 

by time, e.g. the Unmanifested and the rest; lat api, 

that, too; is onkarah eva, verily Om. 

Though a word and the thing signified are the same, 

still the presentation in the text, ‘This letter that is 

Om is all this’ etc. was made by giving greater promi- 

nence to the word. The very same thing that was 

presented through an ‘emphasis on the word is being 

indicated over again with a stress on the thing
 signified, 

so that the unity of the name and the nameable may 

be comprehended. For otherwise, the nameable having 

been grasped as dependent on the name, the doubt 

may crop up that the identity of the nameable with 

the name is to be taken in a secondary sense. And the 

necessity of understanding their identity arises from 

the fact that (once this identity is established,) one 
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can by a single effort eliminate both the name and the 
nameable to realize Brahman that is different from 
both. And this is what the Upanisad will say in, “The 
quarters are the letters of Om, and the letters are the 
quarters’ (8). The Upanisad adverts to the topic in, 
‘All this is surely Brahman’ etc. 

AAS WAT SRIRTHICHT Fel ASAATAT AGHA UI 

2. All this is surely Brahman. This Self is Brahman. 
The Self, such as It is, is possessed of four quarters. 

Sarvam elat, all this, all this that’ was spoken of as 
but Om; is brahma, Brahman. And that Brahman that 
was indirectly spoken of is being directly and specifi- 
cally pointed out as, ‘Ayam atma brahma, this Self is 
Brahman.’ In the text, ‘This Self is Brahman’, the very 
Self that will be presented as divided into four parts 
is being pointed out as one’s innermost Self by the 
word ‘ayam, this’, (accompanied) with a gesture of 
hand.! Sak ayam atmá, that Self that is such, that is signi- 
fied by Om and exists as the higher and lower Brahman; 
is catuspat, possessed of four quarters, like a (harsa- 

pana) coin, but not like a cow2 As the Fourth (Turiya) 
is realized by successively merging the earlier three, 

1 By placing the hand on the heart. 
2 The word pada may mean either foot or quarter. The second 

meaning applies here. A karsapana is divisible into sixteen smaller 
units. Four of these form a quarter. The smaller units lose their 
individuality in the bigger ones, as it were. So Visva merges in 
Taijasa, Taijasa in Prajna, and Prajna in Turiya. The word 
‘quarter’ is not used in any physical sensc. 
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starting from Visva, the word pada (in the cases of 

Visva, Taijasa and Prajna) is derived in the instru- 

mental sense of that by which something is attained, 

whereas in the case of the Turlya the word pada is 

derived in the objective sense of that which is achieved. 

The Upanisad shows how the Self can be possessed 

of four quarters: 

mirae Tiger: AT aaa: FIT 

ASAT: MAR: WI: NIN 

3. The first quarter is Vaisvanara whose sphere (of 

action) is the waking state, whose consciousness relates 

to things external, who is possessed of seven limbs 

and nineteen mouths, and who enjoys gross things. 

He (Vaisvanara) who has the jagarita, waking state, 

as His sthana, sphere of activity, is jagarilasthanah. He 

who has His prajňā, awareness, bahik, outside, directed 

to things other than Himself, is bahisprajiiah. The idea 

is that Consciousness appears as though related to 

outer objects, owing to ignorance. Similarly, He has 

seven limbs. For completing the imagery of Agnihotra 

sacrifice contained in, ‘Heaven is verily the head of 

that VaiSvanara-Self who is such; the sun is the eye, 

air is the vital force, space is the middle part, water 

is the bladder, and the earth indeed is the two feet’ 

(Ch. V. xviii. 2), the Ahavantya fire has been imagined 

as His mouth (ibid). He that is possessed of these seven 

limbs is saptangah. Similarly, He is ekonavinisatimukhah, 

possessed of nineteen mouths—the (five) senses of 

perception and the (fivc) organs of action make up 
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ten, the vital forces — Prana and the rest— make up 
five, and (there are) mind (the thinking faculty), in- 
tellect, ego, and mind-stuff. These are mouths, since 
they are comparable to mouths; that is to say, they are 
the gates of experiences. Since through these aforesaid 
entrances Vaisvanara, thus constituted, enjoys gross 
objects—viz sound and the rest—therefore He is 
sthulabhuk, an enjoyer of the gross. He is called vaiíva- 
narak because He leads in diverse ways all (visva) beings 
(nara) (to their enjoyment). Or Vaisvanara is the same 
as Visvanara; He is called Vaisvanara (all beings) 
since He encompasses all beings by virtue of His being 
non-different (in reality) from the Self (i.e. Virat) 
comprising all the gross bodies. He is the prathamak 
padak, the first quarter! He gets this precedence, 
because the knowledge of the succeeding quarters is 
contingent on His knowledge. 

Objection: The topic under discussion being the 
possession of four quarters by the indwelling Self rc- 
ferred to in the text, “This Self is Brahman’ etc., how 
is it that heaven and the rest are presented as the head 
etc.? 

Answer: That is nothing incongruous, inasmuch as 
the intention is to show that the entire phenomenal 
universe and the world of gods, in the form of this (gross 
cosmic) Self, contribute to the constitution of the four 
parts.2 If the presentation is made in this way, non- 

1 The first step to the knowledge of Brahman. 
2 The gross cosmic ‘world, as constituting Virat, is the first 

quarter. The subtle cosmic world. as constituting Hiranyagarbha, 
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duality stands established on the removal of the entire 

phenomenal world, and the Self existing in all beings 

is realized as one, and all beings are seen as existing 

in the Self.! And: thus alone will stand affirmed the 

meaning of the Vedic text: He who sees all beings 

in the Self Itself, and the Self in all beings...’ (I5. 6). 

Otherwise, the indwelling Self, as circumscribed by 

one’s own body, will alone be perceived, as It is by the 

Samkhyas and others; and in that case the specific 

statement made by the Upanisads that It is non-dual 

(Ma. I. 7; Ch. VI. ii. 1) will remain unestablished 

for there will be no difference from the philosophies 

of the Samkhyas and others. But as a matter of fact, 

it is desirable to find all the Upanisads propounding 

the unity of all the selves. Therefore it is but reasonable 

that, having in view the identity of this embodied 

Self (as Visva) in the individual physical context with 

the Self as Virat (i.e. Vais$vanara) in the divine context, 

. the former should be mentioned as possessed of seven 

limbs comprising such physical constituents as heaven 

etc. And this is confirmed by the logical grounds (for 

inferring unity) that is implied in, 'Your head would 

is the second quarter. The cosmic world in its causal state (of 
ignorance) as constituting the Unmanifested, is the third quarter. 

That, again, when it is freed from all states of cause and effect and 
exists merely as the substratum of all, as Existence-Knowledge- 

Bliss, is the fourth quarter. 

'Cfadarerarenrt weder Tent | 
aaa 4 emaan (M. XII. 91) 
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have dropped off if you had not come to me'! (Ch. V. 
xii. 2). 

This identity (of Visva) with Virat is suggestive of 

the unity (of Taijasa and Prajna) with Hiranyagarbha 

and the Unmanifested (respectively) as well. And this 

has been stated in the Madhu-brahmana (of the Brha- 

daranyaka Upanisad): ‘(The same with) the shining 

immortal being who is in this earth, and the (shining 

immortal) corporeal being (in the body). (These four 

are but this Self)’ etc. (II. v. 1). As for the unity of 

the Self in sleep (Prajna) and the Unmanifested, it is 

a patent fact because of the absence of distinctions 

Such being the case, it will become proved that non- 
duality follows on the dissipation of all duality. 

EESE: amg taR: sfafar- 

aA faeta: wma: uu 

L Six Brahmanas, who approached Asvapati, used to worship 

particular limbs of Vaisvanara as Vaisvanara Himself. Asvapati 

pointed out their mistakes and said that unless they had come to 

him for rectification, their head, cye, life, etc. would have been 

destroyed. But if the individual and Virat are not the same, it is 

unreasonable to say, for instance, that from the mistaken worship 

of heaven (that is only the head of Virat) as Virat Himself, one’s 

own head should drop off. The statement becomes reasonable 

only if the individual and Virat are the same, so that the head of 

the one can be the head of the other. 
'2 The individual sleeps by withdrawing all distinctions into 

himself, and in dissolution the Unmanifested, too, withdraws 

everything into itself. The ‘Unmanifested’ means here the ‘inner 

Director’ (Ma. 6) conditioned by Maya, ruling from inside all. 
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4. Taijasa is the second quarter, whose sphere 

(of activity) is the dream state, whose consciousness 

is internal, who is possessed of seven limbs and nineteen 
mouths, and who enjoys subtle objects. 

Taijasa that has the dream state as his sphere of 
activity is svapnasthanah. The consciousness of the 
waking state, though it is only a state of mental vibra- 
tion, is associated with many means, and it appears 
to be engrossed in external objects, and thus it leaves 

in the mind the corresponding impressions. Under the 
impulsion of ignorance, desire, and (past) action, 

that mind, thus possessed of the impressions like a 

piece of painted canvas, makes its appearance (in the 

dream state) just as in the waking state, but without 

any external means. In line with this is‘the statement, 

‘(When he dreams), he takes away a little of (the im- 

pressions of) this all-embracing world (the waking 
state)’ (Br. IV. iii. 9). Similarly, in the Upanisad of 
the Atharva-Veda, after introducing (the subject) 
with *(All the senses) become one in the highest deity, 
the mind’, it is said, ‘In this dream state, this deity 
(the mind) experiences greatness’ (Pr. IV. 5). The mind 
is antah, internal in relation to the senses. And he whose 
prajüà, awareness in dream, takes the forms of the 
impressions in that (antah, internal) mind, is antah- 
prajnah, aware of internal objects. He is called Taijasa 
(luminous), since he becomes the witness of the (modes 
of) cognition that is bereft of objects and appears only 
as a luminous thing. As Visva is dependent on objects, 
he experiences the (modes of) gross cognition, whereas 
the awareness that is experienced here consists of mere 
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impressions; and hence the enjoyment is subtle. The 

rest is common (with the earlier paragraph). Taijasa 

is the second quarter. 

WX gA A AST a Hd A Head Tact 

waa AT FTAA! GOAT UH: TATA UST- 

ASMA greg BATA: MA: Wa: UA 

5. That state is deep sleep where the sleeper docs 
not desire any enjoyable thing and does not see any 
dream. The third quarter is Prajfia who has deep 
sleep as his sphere, in whom everything becomes un- 
differentiated, who is a mass of mere consciousness, 
who abounds in bliss, who is surely an enjoyer of bliss, 
and who is the doorway to the experience (of the 
dream and waking states). 

Since sleep, consisting in the unawareness of Reality, 
is a common feature of the two states (of waking and 
dream) where there are the presence and absence 
(respectively, of perceptible gross objects), therefore 
the adverbial clause, ‘Where the sleeper’ etc.,! is used 

in order to keep in view the state of deep sleep. Or 

since sleep, consisting in the unawareness of Reality, 

is equally present in all the three states, deep sleep is 

being distinguished (by that clause) from the earlier 

1 That is to say, the portion ‘does not desire any enjoyable 

thing’ etc. occurring in the clause, ‘Where the sleeper’ etc.; for 

the portion ‘does not’ etc. distinguishes deep sleep from the other 
two states which have the common feature of unawareness. 
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two states Yatra, in which place, or at which time; 

suptah, the sleeping nian; na pasgyati, does not see; 

kancana svapnam, any dream; na kamayate, does not 

desire; kaücana kamam, any enjoyable thing—for in 

deep sleep there does not exist, as in the two earlier 

states, either dream, consisting in the perception of 

things otherwise than what they are, or any desire? 

—this is (at susuptam, that state of deep sleep. He who 

- has got this state of deep sleep as his sphere is susupta- 

sthánah. He is said to be ekibhütah, undifferentiated, 

since the whole host of duality, that are diversified as 

the two states (of waking and dream) and are but 

modifications of the mind, become non-discernible 

(in that state) without losing their aforesaid charac- 

teristics, just as the day together with the phenomenal 

world becomes non-discernible under the cover of 

nocturnal darkness. As such, conscious experiences, 

that are but vibrations of the mind in the waking and 
dream states, become solidified, as it weres;This state 
is called prajnanaghanah, a mass of consciousness, since 
it is characterized by the absence of discrimination. 
It is a mass of mere consciousness like everything .ap- 

1 Since by the use of the portion, ‘does not see any dream’, that 
is to say, ‘does not have any false perception of Reality’, the other 
two states of dream and waking can be eliminated, the addition of 
the portion, ‘does not desire any enjoyable thing’, may seem to be 
redundant if we follow the first interpretation. To obviate this. 
difficulty the second explanation is introduced. Non-perception 
of Reality being a common factor of the three states, deep sleep 

. can be distinguished by the absence of desire. 
2'Thus either of the adverbial portions—viz absence of false. 

perception, and freedom from desire — can be used for excluding 
the earlier two states. 
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pearing as a mass by becoming indistinguishable 

under nocturnal darkness. From the use of the word 

eva, merely, it follows that there is nothing of a separ- 

ate class other than consciousness. And he is ananda- 
mayah, full of joy, his abundance of joy being caused 
by the absence of the misery involved in the effort of 
the mind vibrating as the objects and their experi- 
encer; but he is not Bliss itself, since the joy is not 
absolute. Just as in common parlance, one remaining 
free from effort is said to be happy or anandabhuk, an 
experiencer of joy, so this one, too, is called ananda- 
bhuk, for by him is enjoyed this state that consists in 
extreme freedom from effort, in accordance with the 

Vedic text, ‘this is its supreme bliss’ (Br. IV. iii. 32). 
He is cetomukhah, since he is the doorway to the con- 
sciousness of the experiences in the dream and waking 
states. Or he is called cetomukhah, because conscious- 

ness, appearing as empirical experience, is his doorway 
or entrance leading to the states of dream and waking. 

He is called prajnak, Prajna, conscious par excellence, 

since in him alone is there the knowledge of: the past 

and the future and of all things. Even though lying 

in deep sleep he is called Prajna (conscious) because 

of his having been so earlier (in the two former states 

of dream and waking); or he is called conscious, since 

he alone is possessed of the peculiar characteristics 

of mere (undiversified). consciousness, whereas the 

other two have diversified knowledge as well. This 

Prajna, as described, is the third quarter. 

UN adr us wan usted NA: der 

Taare fg Wem UI 
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6. This one is the Lord of all; this one is Omnis- 
cient; this one is the inner Director (of all); this one 
is the Source of all; this one is verily the place of 
origin and dissolution of all beings. 

Esah, this one (this Prajna), when in his natural 
state; is surely sarveívarah, the Lord of all, of all diver- 
sity inclusive of the heavenly world; and contrary 
to whet others believe in, He (the Lord of all) is not 
something intrinsically different from this one (that is 
Prajna), as is borne out by the Vedic text, ‘O good- 
looking one, (the individual soul conditioned by) the 
mind is tethered to (that is to say, has for its goal) the 
Vital Force (which is Brahman)’ (Ch. VI. viii. 2). 
This one, again, in his (state of) immanence in all 
diversity, is the knower of all; hence esah ‘sarvajnah, 
this one is Omniscient. Esah, this one, is; antaryami, 
the inner Controller; this one, indeed, becomes also:the 
Director of all beings by entéring inside (antar). For 
the same reason! he gives birth to the universe together 
with its diversities, as described before; and hence 
esah yonik, this one is the Source; sarvasya, of all. And 
since this is so, therefore this very one, is Ai, certainly; 
prabhava-apyayau, the place of origin and dissolution; 
bhutanam, of all beings. 

GAUDAPADA'S KARIKA 

adang manetsd ud seater Wafu— 

1 Since Prajna is the Lord, Omniscient, and inner Director (in 
his identity with Brahman). 
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Pertaining to this aforesaid idea, here occur these 

verses: 

Aira, with regard to the subject matter dealt with; 

ete $lokah bhavanti, here occur these verses: 

afgorant frafaeat grersemeg Ae: | 
qaran Mat Wa Ue PAT SAAT UU 

1. Vi$va experiences the external things and is all- 

pervading; but Taijasa experiences the internal things; 
similarly, Prajna is a mass of consciousness. It is but 
the same entity that is thought of in three ways. 

The purport of the verse is this: The transcendence 

of the three states by the Self, Its unity, purity, and 
unrelatedness (to anything) are proved by the fact of 

Its existence in the three states in succession and of 

Its being interlinked by memory as ‘I’. This is borne. 

out by the illustration of the great fish and others in 
the Vedic texts.! 

aferorfarqe fadt ereWemeg cee: | 
ama a gfe maan dg aaea: uz 

2. Visva is met with in the right eye which is his 

1 ‘As a great fish swims alternately to both the banks (of a river), 

eastern and western, so does this infinite being move to both these 

states—the dream and waking states’ (Br. IV. iii. 18). ‘As a hawk 

or a falcon flying iri the sky becomes tired, and stretching its 

wings is bound for its nest, so does this infinite being run for this 

state, where falling asleep he craves no desires and sees no dreams’ 

(Br. VI. iii. 19). 
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place of experience. But Taijasa is inside the mind. 

Prajna is in the space within the heart. In three ways 

he exists in the body. 

This verse aims at discovering how all the three, 

` starting with. Visva, are experienced in the waking 

state itself. Visva, the witness of gross objects, is pri- 

marily experienced! in the daksina-aksi, right eye, that 

is his mukha, mouth (or place of experience); and this 

is in accordance with the Vedic text, *This being who 

js in the right eye is named Indha’ (Br. IV. ii. 2). He 

who is Indha or Vaisvanara, possessed of effulgence— 

the Virat Self (identifying Itself with the cosmic gross 

body) that is within the sun—and he who is the 

(individual) Self (i.e. Visva) in the (right) eye are 

identical. 

Objection: Hixanyagarbha is different, and different 

also (is the sotil that) is the knower of the body znd 

senses, that exists in the right eye as the controller of 

the eyes, that is the cognizer, and that is the master 

of the body. à 

Answer: Not so, for in reality no difference is admit- 

ted, in accordance with the Vedic text, ‘One effulgent 

being hidden in all creatures’ (Sv. VI. 11), and the 

Smrti texts, 'O scion of the Bharata dynasty, know 

me, again, as the knower of the bodies and senses, 

in all the bodies (G. XIII. 2), ‘Indivisible, and yet 

EE in all beings, as though divided' (G. XIII. 

16). : 

1 By the adepts in meditation. % 

2 Virat is essentially identical with Hiranyagarbha, and so is 

the Prajna with them both. / 
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Though Vi$va exists equally in all the organs, he 
is specially referred to as existing in the right eye, for 
in the right eye is noticed the clarity of his (Visva's) 
perception. The soul, with its abode in the right eye, 
perceives some form; and then closing the eyes and re- 
collecting that very form sees it manifested, manasi 
antah, inside the mind, in the form of impressions as 
in a dream.! As it is the case here, so is it in dream. 
Therefore, though Taijasa is within the mind, he is 
really the same as Visva. On the cessation of the activ- 
ity called memory, Prajna, sitting akase ca hdi, in 
the space within the heart, becomes free from the 
diversity (of objects and their perceiving subject) and 
continues to be a mere mass of consciousness, for then 
there is no functioning of the mind.? Perception and 
recollection are merely vibrations of the mind; in the 
absence of these, there is mere existence in an unmani- 
fested state, in the heart, in identification with the 
vital force, as is said in the Vedic text, ‘It is the vital 

force indeed that engulfs all these’ (Ch. IV. iii. 3). 

Taijasa is the same as Hiranyagarbha because of ex- 

isting in the mindj? as is declared by the Vedic texts: 

1 This is how Taijasa is met with in the waking state. And Visva 

and Taijasa are the same; for the same entity that sees as Visva, 

recollects as Taijasa. 
2 This is how Prajna is met with in the waking state. When the 

mind ceases to act, the same entity assumes the characteristics of 

Prajna. 
3 Taijasa is conditioned by the individual mind, and Hiranya- 

garbha by the cosmic mind. But the individual and cosmic minds 

are the same; and so Taijasa and Hiranyagarbha, though con- 

ditioned by them, must be the same. 
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‘(Being attached, he, together with the work, attains 
that result to which his) subtle body or mind (is at- 
tached)'! (Br. IV. iv. 6), ‘This Purusa identified with 
the mind,? (and resplendent, is realized within the 
heart)’ (Br. V. vi. 1), and so on. 

Objection: The vital force is a manifested (i.e. per- 
ceptible) reality in deep sleep and the organs merge 
into it.3 How can the vital force be unmanifested? 

Answer: That is no defect; for an undifferentiated 
thing is characterized by absence of any distinction 
of time and space. Among those who think themselves 
to be intimately connected with the individualized 
vital force,4 although the vital force appears to be 
differentiated so long as (individual) identification 
with Prana persists still, since the self-identification 
with any speciality resulting from the delimitation of 
the body is absent in the vital force during deep sleep, 

1 Hiranyagarbha, as possessed of the power to act, is the soul 
within the subtle body (liga); and linga is equated with mind in 
the Vedic text. Therefore Taijasa and Hiranyagarbha are the 
same. 

2 Hiranyagarbha is but a special manifestation of the Purusa 
identified with the mind. And Taijasa’s chief adjunct is the mind. 
Therefore they are the same. 

3 People sitting by a sleeping man clearly perceive the activities 
of the vital force (Prana). And an additional argument proving 
that Prana is a manifested entity is provided by the fact that the 
organs become identified with it in sleep. ‘Unmanifested’ means 
‘devoid of the limitations of time, space, and things’. Prana is not 
so in deep sleep. 

4 They may think, ‘This is my Prana’, ‘That is his’, and so on. 
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the vital force is then surely undifferentiated.! Just as 
in the case of people identifying themselves with in- 
dividualized vital force, the vital force becomes un- 
manifested after death, similar, too, is the’ unmani- 
festedness in the state of absence of distinctions (in 
deep sleep) in the case of those who identify them- 
selves with the vital force, and similar also is its poten- 
tiality to produce effects. And the witness in the state 
of unmanifestedness and deep sleep is the same (Con- 
sciousness).? Moreover, since the individuals who 
identify themselves with limitations, or witness those 
states, appear as identical with the Unmanifested, the 
foregoing attributes, ‘in whom everything becomes 
undifferentiated’, ‘who is a mass of consciousness’, etc., 

become appropriate with regard to him? (i.e. Prajna 
in deep sleep, identifying himself with Prana). And 
there is also the reason adduced earlier. 

Objection: Why should the Unmanifested be called 

Prana (Vital Force)? 

Answer: Because of the Vedic text, ‘O good-looking 

one, (the individual soul conditioned by) the mind 

1 Though to others it may appear to be manifested, to the 

sleeping man it is unmanifested, because for him the Prana is then 

unassociated with any particular time or space. 

2 Consciousness underlines the two entities conditioned by the 

unmanifested states on the divine and human planes. 

. 3 Not only are the sleeper and the Unmanifested one from the 

standpoint of absence of distinction, but they are also one even 

when conditioned by limiting adjuncts. 
4 The unity of the entity manifested on the divine and human 

planes. 
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is surely tethered to (that i is to say, has for its goal) the 

Prana' (Ch. VI. viii. 2). 

Objection: In that text the word Prana means Brah- 

man that was introduced as Existence in the sentence, 

*O good-looking one,. in the beginning this was Exist- 
ence alone' (Ch. VI. ii. 1). 

Answer: That is no valid objection, for Existence 
was assumed there to be the seed (of creation). Though 
in that sentence the Existence-Brahman is denoted by 

the word Prana, still that Existence (-Brahman) is called 
Prana as well as Existence without ruling out Its being 
the source of the emergence of individual beings. Had 
the seedless (non-causal) state of Brahman been 
meant, the text would have declared, ‘Not this, not 
this’ (Br. IV. iv. 22; IV. v. 15), ‘From which speech 
turns back’ (Tai. II. 9), ‘That (Brahman) is surely 
different from: the known, and, again, It is above the 
unknown’ (Ke. I. 4), and so on, as it is also stated by 
the Smrti, ‘It is called neither existence nor non- 
existence’ (G. XIII. 12). If Brahman in Its seedless 
(non-causal) state be meant there, then the individuals 
that ‘merge in It in deep sleep and dissolution cannot 
reasonably re-emerge, and! there will be the possi- 
bility of the freed souls returning to take birth again, 
for in either case, the absence of cause is a common 
factor. Besides, in the absence of any seed (of the 
worldly state) to be burnt by the knowledge (of Brah- 
man), knowledge itself becomes useless. Hence Exist- 

1 If anybody can re-emerge from sleep or dissolution, conceived 
of as nothing but identity with the pure Brahman, then... 
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ence is referred to as Prana (in the Chandogya 
Upanisad), and in all the Upanisads It is spoken of 
as the cause in all the Upanisads by assuming It (for 
the time being) to be the seed of others. And it is be- 
cause of this that It is referred to — by refuting Its 
causal state —in such Vedic texts as, ‘Superior to the 
(other) superior imperishable (Maya) (Mu. II. i. 2 
‘From which speech turns back’ (Tai. IT. 9), ‘Not 
this, not this’ (Br. IV. iv. 22), etc. That supremely 
real state—free from causality, relation with body 
etc. and modes of waking etc.— of that very entity 
that is called Prajna, will be-spoken separately in its 
aspect as the Turrya (Fourth). The causal state, too, 
is verily experienced in the body, inasmuch as an 
awakened man is seen to have such a recollection as, 
‘I did not know anything (in my deep sleep).’ Hence 
it is said, *Tridha dehe vyavasthitah — existing in three 
ways in the body’. 

ta fg aea dene wfafennqm I 
ATTA smear AT feret ug 

3. Visva ever enjoys the gross; Taijasa enjoys the 
subtle; and similarly Prájiia enjoys bliss. Know enjoy- 
ment to be threefold. 

eae dad fared safari q enr 
ATS wur at Prem ier frere uv 

4. The gross satisfies Visva, and the subtle satisfies 
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Taijasa. And so also joy satisfies Prajfia. Know enjoy- 
ment to be threefold. 

The two verses need no explanation. 

fre aag ag ate ara NEA: d 
lagad weg a ga a aA uu 

5. He who knows both these— viz the enjoyment 
that there is in the three states, and that which is de- 
clared to be the enjoyer there— does not become 
affected even while enjoying. 

Trisu dhamasu, in the three states, of waking and the 
rest; there is but one bhojyam, object of enjoyment, 
that appears in triple form, known as gross, subtle, 
and bliss. And the entity known by the names of Visva, 
Taijasa, and Prajna, is prakirtitak, declared to be; the 
one bhokia, enjoyer, because of their being unified 
together as one through the single concept of 'I am 
that, and because there is no distinction so far as 
cognition (by them) is concerned. He who veda, knows; 
etat ubhayam, both these, as diversified multifariously 
into enjoyers and the things of enjoyment; sak, he; na 
lipyate, does not become affected; bhuñjānah, even while 
enjoying, because all that is enjoyable belongs to a 
single enjoyer. For nothing is added to or deducted 
from one's nature:by one’s own objects (of enjoyment 
or awareness) — as in the case of fire, which does not 
lose or gain (in its essential nature) by consuming its 
own fuel. 
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waa: amat afafa fafaa: | 
wd HA MRANA WW: WW NRN 

6. It is a well-established fact that origination 
belongs to all entities that have existence. Prāņa 
creates all (objects); Purusa creates separately the 
rays of Consciousness (that are the living creatures). 

Prabhavah, origination, in their own respective ap- 
parent appearances consisting of names and forms 
created by ignorance; sarvabhavanam satam, belongs to 
all the entities that exist! in their different modes of 
Vigva, Taijasa, and Prajna. It will be said later on, 
*...a barren woman's son is born neither through 
Maya nor in reality’ (Karika, III. 28). For, if birth 
really belongs to nonentities themselves, then Brah- 
man, which is beyond all empirical relations, will be 
left without any ground of cognition? and may be 
equated with nonentity. But as a matter of fact, it is 
seen that the snake and such other things created by 

1 Existin their own substratum on which they are superimposed. 
In the sixth paragraph of the Upanisad, ‘in this one is verily the 
place of origin’, it was said that Prajna is the source of the phenom- 
enal world. The question now is: ‘Is he a producer of entities 
or nonentities?' The answer is that he produces entities which are 
a sort of reflection of Reality and are true so long as their sub- 
stratum is kept in view. 

2 Logical ground of inference. If the effect is true, the cause can 
be inferred to be so; but if the effect is non-existing, the cause will 
be equally so. The inference with regard to Brahman will be like 
this: ‘This world is produced from Existence (Brahman), for it 
is a superimposed thing like the snake on a rope.’ 
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ignorance and sprouting from the seed of Maya, and 
appearing as a rope etc., have their existence as the 

rope etc. (which are their substrata). For nobody 

perceives anywhere a rope-snake or a mirage if there 

is no substratum. Just as the snake surely had its exist- 

ence as the rope before its illusory appearance as the 

snake, so also all positive entities, before their mani- 

festation, certainly had their existence in the form of 
their cause, Prana.! And it is therefore that the 
Upanisad, too, says, ‘All this (that is in front) is but 
Brahman’ (Mu. II. ii. 11), ‘In the beginning this 
(universe) was but the Self (Br. I. iv. 1). Pranah 
janayati, Prana creates; sarvam, all. Purugah janayati, 
Purusa creates; prthak, separately; cetorifun, the rays 
of Consciousness, that issue out (from Purusa) like 
rays from the sun, that are the modes of the intelli- 
gence of Purusa who is by nature Consciousness, that 
are comparable to the reflections of the sun on water, 

and that appear divergently as Visva, Taijasa, and 
Prajna in the different bodies of gods, animals, and 
others — (Purusa creates) all these rays of Conscious- 
ness that possess the characteristics of living creatures, ' 
that differ from what has assumed the appearance of 
objects, and that are similar (to Purusa) just as the 
sparks of fire (are to fire), or the reflections of the sun 
on water (are to the sun). But Prana, or the Self in 
the causal state, creates all other entities? as shown in 
the Vedic texts: ‘As a spider (spreads and withdraws 

1 Praga is Brahman considered as an unknown entity but ident- 
ified with Existence and serving as the source of all. 

2 Existing in the form of objects, as opposed to the subjects. 
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its thread)’ (Mu. I. i. 7), and ‘as from fire tiny sparks 
fly in all directions’ (Br. II. i. 20). 

faa wed capere afte ferret: | 
vaeraumenedfe qfércstfernferar tot 

7. Others steeped in cognition about creation con- 
sider origination as an exuberance (of God), while by 
others it is imagined that creation is comparable to 
dream or magic. 

Sristicintakah, people steeped in the thought (or 
theories) of creation; manyante, consider; that creation 
is a vibhuti, exuberance, (a demonstration of the super- 
human power), of God. The idea implied is that for 
people who think of the supreme Reality there is no 
interest in questions regarding creation, (which is 
illusory) as is declared in the Vedic text, ‘Indra (the 
Lord), on account of Maya, is perceived as manifold’ 
(Br. II. v. 19).. For those who observe a magician 
throw up a rope into the sky, ascend it bearing arms 
and vanish out of sight, and engage in a fight in which 
he is cut to pieces and falls to rise. up again, do not 
evince any interest in deliberating on the reality of 
the magic and its effect conjured up by him. So also, 
analogous to the spreading out of the rope by the 
magician, is this manifestation of deep sleep, dream, 
and so on; comparable to the magician who has 
climbed up the rope are the Prajna, Taijasa, and the 
rest in those states; and different from the rope and 
the man who has climbed up it is the real magician. 
Just as that very magician stands on the ground, in- 
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visible because of his magical cover, similar is the 
supreme Reality called Turiya. Therefore the noble 

people, aspiring to liberation, evince interest in the 

contemplation of that Turiya alone, but not so in that 

of creation which serves no purpose. Hence these 

theories are advanced only by those who cogitate 

about creation. This fact is stated in svapnamayasarupa, 
of the same nature as dream and magic.! 

qom sat: gief geet fafaa: | 
aeai AAA emer Te gener tet 

8. With regard to creation some have the firm con- 
viction that creation is a mere will of the Lord. People 
engrossed in the thought of time (to wit, astrologers) 
consider that birth of beings is from time. 

Srslih, creation; is icchamatram, a mere will; prabhon, 
of the Lord, because His will is unfailing. A pot, for 
instance, is a mere thought (of the potter), and it is 
nothing beyond thought. Some think that creation is 
from time alone. : ; 

Amh uferfeeed merda umm i 
SANT STATS BT TET E 

9. Some others say that creation is for the enjoy- 

1 This differs from the Vedantic position in believing that dream 
is true so far as it reflects the phenomenal realities of the waking 
state, and that the incantations etc., conjuring up magical illusions, 
are pom empirically true, though the magical objects 
are false. 
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ment (of God), while still others say that it is for (His) 
disport. But it is the very nature of the Effulgent 
Being, (for) what desire can One have whose desire is 
ever fulfilled? 

Others think that systik, creation; is bhogartham, 
for the sake of enjoyment; (and) kridartham, for the 
sake of disport. These two views are refuted by ‘devasya 
esah svabhavah ayam, of the Effulgent Being this is the 
nature! etc., by basing the argument on the Nature 
(of God). Or, all the points of view? are refuted by 
asserting, ‘Aptakamasya ka sprha, what desire can One 
have whose desire is ever fulfilled?’ For apart from 
the fact that the rope etc. are constituted by natural 
ignorance, no cause can be ascertained for their 
appearing as snake etc. 

UPANISAD 

The fourth quarter which follows in order has to be 
stated; hence this is presented (by the Upanisad) in 
‘nantah-prajnam, not conscious of internal world’ etc. 
Since It (i.e. Turīya) is devoid of every characteristic 
that can make the use of words possible, It is not 
describable through words; and hence the (Upanisad) 

I Nature, otherwise known as Maya, is without any beginning 
though it is directly perceived. This being so, no motive for creation 
should be sought. 

2 Presented in the verses 7 and 8, and the first line of verse 9. 
3 Ignorance about the rope etc. that are the substrata of the 

illusory things like snake etc. 
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seeks to indicate Turiya merely through the negation 

of attributes. 

Objection: In that case is It a mere void? 

Answer: No, for an unreal illusion cannot exist 

without a substratum; for the illusion of silver, snake, 

human being, mirage, etc., cannot be imagined to 

exist apart from.the (corresponding) substrata of the 

mother of pearl, rope, stump of a tree, desert, etc.! 

Objection: In that case, just as a pot etc. that hold 

water etc. are denoted by words, so also Turiya should 

be specified by (positive) words, and not by negations, 

for It is the substratum of all such illusion as Prana etc. 

Answer: Not so, because the illusion of Prana and 

the rest is unreal just as silver and the rest are on the 

mother of pearl etc. For a relation between the real 

and the unreal does not lend itself to verbal represen- 

tation, since the relation itself is unsubstantial. Unlike 

a cow, for instance, the Self, in Its own reality, is not 

an object of any other means of knowledge; for the 
Self is free from all adventitious attributes. Nor like a 
cow etc. does It belong to any class; because, by 
virtue of Its being one without a second, It is free from 
generic and specific attributes. Nor is It possessed of 
activity like a cook for instance, since It is devoid of 
all action. Nor is It possessed of qualities like blueness 
etc., It being free from qualities. Therefore It baffles 
all verbal description. 

1 Since an illusion is perceived as soaked in the idea of existence, 
it cannot have non-existence as its basis. 
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Objection: It will, in that case, serve no useful pur- 
pose, like the horn of a hare and such other things. 

Answer: Not so; for when Turiya is realized as the 
Self, it leads to the cessation of craving for the non- 
Self, just as the hankering for silver ceases on recog- 
nizing the nacre. Indeed, there can be no possibility 
of such defects as ignorance, desire, and the like, after 
the realization of Turiya as one's Self. Nor is there 
any reason why Turiya should not be realized as 
identical with one's Self, inasmuch as all the Upani- 
sads aim at this conclusion, as is evidenced by the 
texts, "Thou art That (Ch. VI. viii-xvi), "This Self 
is Brahman’ (Br. II. v. 19), “That which is the Self 
is Truth’ (Ch. VI. viii.7), "The Brahman that is im- 
mediate and direct’ (Br. III. iv. 1), ‘Since He is 
coextensive with all that is external and internal 
and since He is birthless . . . (Mu. II. i. 2), “The Self 
indeed is all this’ (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), and so on. 

This very Self, that is the supreme Reality but has 
false appearances, has been spoken of as possessed of 
four quarters. Its unreal form has been dealt with, 
which is à creation of ignorance and which is anal- 
ogous to a snake superimposed on a rope, and consists 
of the three quarters that are related (mutually) like 
the seed and its sprout.| Now, in the text beginning 
with, 'nantahprajüam, not conscious of the internal 
world’, the Upanisad speaks of the non-causal, su- 
premely real state, comparable to a rope etc., by 
way of eliminating the aforesaid three states, com- 

1 By way of cause and effect. 
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parable to the snake etc. (superimposed on the rope 
etc.). 

art A aio Aas A Maa TT 
ATA ARARAT ASNA arena a 

i Racer ues feeds wad > 

a arent a ferta: wil 

7. They consider the Fourth to be that which is 
not conscious of the internal world, nor conscious of 
the external world, nor conscious of both the worlds, 
nor a mass of consciousness, nor conscious, nor un- 
conscious; which is unseen, beyond empirical dealings, 
beyond the grasp (of the organs of action), unin- - 
ferable, unthinkable, indescribable; whose valid pros ^ i 
consists in the single belief in the Self; in which“ ‘all 
phenomena cease; and which is unchanging, auspi- 
cious, and non-dual. That is the Self, arzt is to 
be known. 

Objection: The start was made with the premise 
that the Self is possessed of four quarters. Then, after 
the presentation of the three quarters, it has become 
evident that the fourth is different from those three 
that are conscious of the internal world, and so on; 
and hence the negation through ‘not conscious of the 
internal world’ etc. becomes futile. 

Answer: Not so; for as the true nature of the rope 
is realized through the negation of the illusions of a 
snake etc., so the very Self, subsisting usually in the 
three states, is sought to be established as Turiya in 
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the same way as is done in the case of the text, "That 
thou art’! (Ch. VI. viii). For if Turiya, whose charac- 
teristics are dissimilar to those of the Self in the three 
states, be really different (from the Self), then owing 
to the absence of any means for realizing Turīya the 
scriptural instruction would be useless or Turiya will 
be reduced to a non-entity. On the view, however, 
that like the rope, imagined variously as a snake etc., 
the Self, too, though one, is imagined in the three 
states to be possessed of such attributes as conscious- 
ness of the internal world etc., there follows in the 
Self the cessation of the phenomenal world of misery 
simultaneously with the valid knowledge arising from 
the negation of such attributes as being conscious of 
he internal world; and therefore there remains no 
need to search for any other means of knowledge or 
any other discipline (like constant thinking) for the 
realization of Turtya. This is similar to what happens 
in the case of the knowledge of the rope where the 
elimination of the snake from the rope occurs simulta- 
neously with the discrimination between the rope and 
the snake.? On the contrary, by those who hold the 
view that in the act of knowing a pot, for instance, 

1 This positive statement is interpreted not literally, but figu- 
ratively to mean that ‘Thou’, which is the individual soul, is ident- 
ical with ‘That’, which is God, when both are bereft of condi- 
tioning factors. 

2Since along with the discriminating knowledge in the form, 
‘This is a rope and not a snake’, the cessation of the snake comes 
simultancously, one need not search for a separate result to issue 
out of the direct perception of the rope; or for any other means 
of its knowledge, or any other aid to it. 
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an instrument of knowledge engages in some other 

activity in addition to the removal of darkness (from 

the pot etc.), it may'as well be held that in the matter 

of splitting wood, the act of splitting engages in doing 

something to one of the two parts in addition to re- 

moving the adhesion of the two members. On the 

other hand, if it is true that the means of knowledge, 

engaged in distinguishing a jar from the darkness 

(covering it), fulfils its goal by merely removing the 
unwanted darkness, just as the act of cutting, aimed 
at tearing apart the adhesion of the parts of the wood 
to be split, fully serves its purpose by separating the 
parts, then the knowledge of the jar emerges im- 
mediately; and it is not achieved by any instrument 
of knowledge. Just as it is here, so in the case of Turiya 
the instrument of knowledge— which is nothing 
but a valid knowledge arising from negation and in- 
tended to separate such ideas as being 'conscious of 
the internal world’ that are superimposed on the 
Self— has no other action on Turīya, apart from elim- 
inating the unwanted attributes like being *conscious 

1 The objection was: "The result of applying an instrument of 
knowledge to any object is the revelation of the object and not 
the mere removal of any illusion created by darkness or “‘ignor- 
ance". The answer is: ‘An instrument of knowledge fulfils its 
purpose by removing the darkness of ignorance from its object. 
The revelation comes fari passu, as a matter of course. If the in- 
strument of knowledge is supposed to serve the additional purpose 
of adding a fresh feature, like revelation, to its object, then one 
may as well argue that the cutting of wood aims not only at re- 
moving the adhesion of the two parts, but also at adding something 
to either of the two parts.’ 
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of the internal world';1 for simultaneously with the 
cessation of such attributes as being. ‘conscious of the 
internal world’, there comes about the eradication of 
such distinctions as the knower, (the known, and the 
knowledge). So also it will be said, ‘Duality ceases 
to exist after realization’ (Karika, I. 18), for knowledge 
(as a mental state) does not continue for a second 
moment following that of the cessation of duality. 
Should it, however, continue, it will lead to infinite 
regress resulting in non-cessation of duality.2 There- 
fore the conclusion arrived at is that all evils, such as 
being ‘conscious of the internal world’, superimposed 
on the Self, cease simultaneously with the application 
(i.e. birth) of the instrument (of illumination) which 
is nothing but a valid knowledge arising from negation 
(of duality). 

By the phrase, ‘nantah-prajnam, not conscious of the 
internal world’, is eliminated Taijasa. By ‘na bahis- 
prajiam, not conscious of the outside world’, is elim- 
inated Visva. By ‘na ubhayatah-prajnam, not con- 
scious of either’ is ruled out the intermediate state 
between dream and waking. By ‘na prajüanaghanam, 
not a mass of consciousness’ is denied the state of deep 
sleep, for this consists in a state of latency where every- 

1 Turiya is self-effulgent and does not require to be illumined 
by any instrument of knowledge. 

21f the knowledge calculated to eliminate duality persists after 
serving its purpose, some other knowledge will be needed to 
eliminate it. That other knowledge will again require a third for 
a similar purpose, and so on. To avoid this contingency, the final 
knowledge must be assumed to be self-immolating. 
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thing becomes indistinguishable. By ‘na prajnam, nor 

conscious’ is denied being aware of all objects simul- 

taneously (by a single act of consciousness). By ‘na 

aprajíam, nor unconscious’ is negated insentience. 

Objection: Since attributes like being ‘conscious of 

the internal world’ are perceived as inhering in the 

Self, how, again, can they be understood to become 

non-existent, like the snake etc. in the rope etc., by 

a mere negation? 

The answer is: Since like the imaginary diversities 

—such as a snake, a line of water, etc., superimposed 

on the rope—the above states (appearing on the Self) 

mutually rule out each other, though they are in 

essence one with the witnessing Consciousness, and 

since the witnessing Consciousness in Its essence is 

unchanging in all the states, it follows that the witness 

is true. 

Objection: It changes (i.e. disappears) in deep sleep. 

Answer: Not so, for one in deep sleep is cognized 

(as soaked in Consciousness) ;! and this is borne out by 

the Vedic text, ‘for the knower’s function of knowing 

can never be lost? (Br. IV. iii. 30). 

Hence, It is adrstam, unseen.? Since It is unseen 

(i.e. unperceived), therefore It is azyavaharyam, beyond 

1 One rising from deep sleep says, ‘I slept soundly, and I was 

not aware of anything’. This memory would not have been possible 

unless the state was witnessed with the help of Consciousness so 

as to produce the necessary impressions. 

2 Not the object of any sense of knowledge. 
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empirical dealings; agrahyam, beyond the grasp, of the 
organs of action; alaksanam, without any logical 
ground of inference, that is to say, uninferable. There- 
fore It is acintyam, unthinkable. Hence It is avyapade- 
$yam, indescribable, by words. It is eka-atma-pratyaya- 
saram, to be spotted by the unchanging belief that It 
is the same Self that subsists in the states of waking 
and so on. Or, the Turiya that has for Its sara, valid 
proof, eka ütmapratyaya, the single belief in the Self, 
is the eka-atmapratyaya-sara. And this is in accord with 
the Vedic text: ‘The Self alone is to be meditated upon’ 
(Br. I. iv. 7). 

The attributes, such as being ‘conscious of the in- 
ternal world’, belonging to the possessors of the states 
(viz Visva, Taijasa, and Prajna), have been negated. 
In ‘prapamcopasamam, the one in whom all phenomena 
have ceased’, etc. are being denied the attributes of the 
states of waking etc. Hence It is fantam, unchanging; 
Sivam, auspicious.2 Since It is advaitam, non-dual, free 
from illusory ideas of difference; therefore manyante, 
(they) consider It to be; the Turiya, caturtham, the 

Fourth, being distinct from the three quarters that 
are mere appearances. ‘Sak atma, That is the Self; 

sah vijneyah, That is to be known’—this is said to 

imply that just as the rope is known to be different 

from the snake, the crack on the ground, or the stick, 

superimposed on it, similarly, that Self is to be known 

(as different from the superimposed states) —the Self 

that is presented in the sentence ‘That thou art’ (Ch. 

1 Free from love, hatred, etc. 
2 Absolutely pure; supreme Bliss and Consciousness in essence. 
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VI. viii-xvi), and that has been spoken of by such 

texts as ‘He is never seen, but is the witness’ (Br. III. 

vii. 23), ‘for the vision of the witness can never be lost’ 

(Br. IV. iii. 23), etc. "That is to be known’ — this is 

spoken of from the standpoint of the previous state 

of ignorance,! for on the dawn of knowledge, no 

duality is left. 

GAUDAPADA’S KARIKA 

Here occur these verses (of Gaudapada): 

: NATAN: | 

sube wdwremrt dewgut fra: RT: NoN 

10. The unchanging non-dual One is the ordainer 

— the Lord —in the matter of eradicating all sorrows. 

The effulgent Turiya is held to be the all-pervasive 

source of all objects. 

Nivrtteh, in the matter of eradication; sarvadukkha- 

nam, of all sorrows, represented by Visva, Taijasa, 
and Prajna; the Self that is Turiya is ifanek, the 
ordainer. 'Prabhuh, Lord’ is an explanation of the 
word isanak. The idea is that He is the Lord capable 
of ordaining the cessation of sorrow; for sorrow ceases 
as a result of His knowledge. (He is) avyayah, un- 

1 The Self, defying all description, cannot be known objectively. 
But since in the state of ignorance one understands knowledge 
as having objective reference, the text follows that trend of thought 
here as well. 
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changing, that is to say, does not deviate from His 
nature. Why is this so? Because He is adzaitah, non- 

. dual, on account of the falsity of all objects, like the 
snake on a rope. He who is this devah, effulgent One, 
so called because of His self-effulgence; smrtak, held 

„to be; éuriyah, the Fourth; and vibhuk, the Omnipresent 

(source)!. 

For determining the true nature of Turiya, the 
generic and specific characteristics of Vi$va and the 
rest are being ascertained: 

miaa wma favet | 
ma: aag St at quc Rea: IM 

11. Those two, viz Visva and Taijasa, are held to 
be conditioned by cause and effect. Prajna is con- 

ditioned by cause. But both these do not exist in 

Turiya. 

Karya, derived in the sense of anything produced, 

means the state of being the effect. Karana, derived in 

the sense of anything that acts, means the causal state. 

Those two, viz vifva-taijasau, Vi$va and Taijasa, as 

described earlier; isyete, are held to be; (karya-karana- 

baddhau), bound by, conditioned by, the states of seed 

and fruit, consisting in the non-apprehension and 

misapprehension of Reality. But Prajna is bound by 

the causal state alone. The non-apprehension of 

1 Turiya is vibku, because the three different (vividha) states issue 

(Ghavanti) from Him —A.G. 
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Reality alone is the cause of bringing about the state 

of Prajna. Therefore tau dvau, both these two—the 

causal and the resultant conditions, the non-appre- 

hension and misapprehension of Reality, respectively 

—na sidhyatah turye, do not exist, that is to say, are 

not possible, in Turiya. 

area A iets WoW ATT ATTA 

ma: fasad daft gå aq aay AAT UU 

12. Prajna does not comprehend anything — 

neither himself nor others, neither truth nor falsehood. 

But that Turiya is for ever everything and the witness. 

How, again, is Prajna conditioned by the causal 
state, and how are the bondages of non-apprehension 
and misapprehension impossible in the case of 
Turiya? Since unlike Visva and Taijasa, Prajna me 
samwetti, does not apprehend; kiñňcana, anything, any 
external duality that is different from the Self and is 
born of the seed of ignorance, therefore he is condi- 
tioned by the darkness of non-perception of Reality, 
which is the seed of false perception. Since (at, that; 
Turiya is sada, for ever; sarva-drk, all (sarva) that there * 
is as well as its witness (drk), there being nothing 
besides Turiya; therefore the seed consisting in non- 
‘perception of Reality does not exist there (in the 
Turiya). And just because of this there is also the 
absence in Turiya of false perception resulting from 

non-perception; for in the sun, which is ever resplen- 
dent, there is no possibility of the opposite, darkness, 
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or shining in any way other than that of the sun— 
in conformity with the Vedic text, ‘for the vision of 
the witness can never be lost’ (By. IV. iii. 23). Or, 
Turiya is said to be the ‘sarva-drk, seer of everything’ 
for ever, because it is but Turlya who, by existing in 
all beings during the dream and the waking states, 
seems to be the seer of everything. For the Upanisad 
says, "There is no other witness but This’ (By. III. viii. 
11). 

deem gaad: smt: | 
ARa: wmm at a gH ow feet ugg 

13. Non-perception: of duality is common to both 
Prajna and Turiya. Prajna is endued with sleep that 
is a causal state. But in Turiya that sleep does not exist. 

This: verse is meant to remove the doubt arising 
from another source. ‘The non-perception of duality 
being similar, why should Prajna alone be conditioned 
by causality and not Turiya?’— this doubt that may 
arise is being refuted. The reason is that Prajna is 
bija-nidra-yutah; nidrà, sleep, consists in the non-per- 
ception of Reality, and that itself is the bija, seed of 
the birth of the cognition of varieties; and Prajna is 
yutak, endued by this bijanidra, sleep that is a causal 
state. That sleep, consisting in the non-perception of 
Reality, na vidyate, does not exist; turye, in Turiya, 

because of His being by nature a constant witness. 

Therefore in Him there is no bondage of the causal 

state. This is the purport. . 
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CAA LEEI GUEL Lk: Litas io baili EULI 

a fra a a qui aa aat: uu 

14. The earlier two are endued with dream and 

sleep, but Prajna is endued with dreamless sleep. 

People of firm conviction do not see either sleep or 

dream in Turiya. 

Svapna, dream, consists in false perception, like that 

of a snake on a rope. JVidra, sleep, has been spoken 

of as darkness, consisting in non-perception of Reality. 

By these two — dream and sleep— are endued Visva 

and Taijasa; and this is why they have been referred 

‘to as conditioned by the states of cause and effect 

(Karika, Y. 11); whereas Prajna is conditioned by sleep 

alone, unassociated with dream; and hence he has 

been referred to as conditioned by the causal state. 

Niscitah, those with firm conviction, the knowers, of 

Brahman; na pafyanti, do not see, both these in Turiya, 

these being of an opposite nature, like darkness with 

regard to the sun. Therefore it has been said that 

Turiya is not conditioned by the states of cause and 

effect. 

It is being shown when one becomes firmly rooted 

in Turtya: 

WAM Tet: CAA PET CCS: | 
fraud aA: afte get weed utu 

15. Dream belongs to one who sees falsely, and sleep 

to one who does not know Reality. When the two 
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errors of these two! are removed, one attains the state 

that is Turiya. 

Svapnah, dream; comes to one grhgatah, who cognizes 
Reality; anyatha, falsely, like the cognition of a snake 
on a rope, in the states of dream and waking. JVidra, 
sleep—belonging to one ajanatah tativam, not cog- 
nizing Reality—is equally present in all the three 
states. Dream and sleep being the common features 
of both Visva and Taijasa, they are treated as one. 
Since in these two states sleep is of secondary import- 
ance owing to the predominance of false perception, 
the error (in these states) is equated with dream. But 

in the third state the error takes the form of sleep alone, 

consisting in non-perception of Reality. Therefore 

when tayoh, of these two (Visva-Taijasa and Prajna), 

existing in the states of effect and cause; vifaryase, 

the two errors, consisting in false perception and non- 

perception, and constituting the two bondages in the 
form of effect and cause; Astne, aré eradicated on the 

cognition of the supreme Reality; then one asnuie, 

attains; turiyam padam, the state of Turrya. The idea 
is that, as he does not perceive both kinds of bondages 

there, he becomes firmly rooted in Turiya. 

anma gA wer wie: Seem | 
HAMMAM FAA War 

16. When the individual, sleeping under the in- 

1 Vigva and Taijasa constitute one factor and Prajna the other. 

This is why ‘tayok, of these two’ is used in the dual number. 
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fluence of beginningles Maya, is awakened, then he 

realizes the birthless, sleepless, dreamless, non-dual 

(Turiya). 

This one, the jivat, the transmigrating individual 

soul; that is suptak, asleep; while seeing in both the 

(waking and dream) states such dreams as “This is 

my father’, ‘This is my son’, “This is my grandson’, 

‘This is my field’, ‘These are my animals’, ‘ʻI am their 

master’, ‘I am happy, miserable’, ‘I am despoiled by 

this one, and I have gained through this one’, and so 

on, under the influence of dream that is but Maya 

whose activity has no beginning and which has the 

two facets of non-perception of Reality or the:causal 

state, and false perception of Reality. Yada, when by 

a most gracious teacher, who has realized the Truth 

that forms the purport of the Upanigads, he (the in- 

dividual) is awakened through the teaching, “Zhou 

art not a bundle of causes and effects, but “Thou art 

That”’, then that individual understands thus. How? 

(Thus): (He knows the) ajam, birthless, which is called 
so since in It there is no external or internal mutation, 

starting with birth, that positive objects are heir to; 
the idea is that It is externally and internally devoid 
of all mutations that phenomenal objects are subject 
to. (He knows the) anidram, sleepless (Turtya), since in 
It there is no sleep or the causal state, consisting in the 
darkness of ignorance that is the cause of birth and 
so on. Since that Turiya is sleepless, therefore (he 
realizes) It is asvapnam, dreamless, false perception 
(svapna) being based on non-perception (nidra). Since 
It is sleepless and dreamless, therefore the individual, 
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tada, then; budhyate, realizes the birthless, non-dual 

Turiya as his Self. 

m ufa faenr rae s aera: | 
AAAS Seat TATA: tu tot 

17. It is beyond question that the: phenomenal 
world would cease to be if it had any existence. All 
this duality that is nothing but Maya, is but non- 
duality in reality. . 

If one is to be awakened by negating the phenom- 
enal world, how can there be non-duality so long as 
the phenomenal world persists? The answer is: Such 
indeed would be the case yadi prapancahk vidyeta, if the 
phenomenal world had existence. But being super- 
imposed like a snake on a rope, it does not exist. Na 
samíayah, there is no doubt; that if it had existed, 
nivarteta, it would cease to be. Certainly, it is not that 

the snake, fancied on the rope through an error of 
observation, exists there in reality and is then removed 

by correct observation. Verily, it is not that the magic 

conjured up by a magician exists in reality and is then 

removed on the removal of the optical illusion of its 

witness. Similarly, mayamatram idcm dvaitam, this dua- 

lity that is nothing but Maya, and is called the pheno- 

menal world; is paramarthatah, in supreme Truth; 

advaitam, non-dual, just like the rope and the magician. 

Therefore the purport is that there is no such thing 
as the world which appears or disappears. 

fanett fafrada fervat ufa qeu t 
gaad wt wm éd ow fau ute 
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18. Diversity would disappear if it had been imag- 

ined by anyone. This kind of talk is for the sake of 

(making) instruction (possible). Duality ceases to 

exist after realization. 

How can such fancies as instruction, instructor, and 

the instructed disappear? To this the answer is: 

Vikalpah, diversity ; vinivarteta, would discontinue; yadi, 

if; it had been kalpitah, imagined; kenacit, by anybody. 

just as this phenomenal world is analogous to magic 

or a snake superimposed on a rope, so also such 

fancies as the differences of the instructed and so on 

are there only before enlightenment, upadefat, for the 

sake of instruction; hence ayam vādah, this talk — of 

instructor, instruction, and instructed—is for the 

sake of instruction. When the effect of instruction is 

accomplished, jrate, on the realization of the supreme 

Reality; dvaitam na vidyate, duality ceases to exist. 

UPANISAD 

: i Wet Ata LE LI 

Oat SETX SHI AHS Fhe uci 

8. That very Self, considered from the standpoint 
of the syllable (denoting It) is Om. Considered from 

the standpoint of the letters (constituting Om), the 

quarters (of the Self) are the letters (of Om), and the 

letters are the quarters. (The letters are): a, u, and m. 

Sah ayam atma, that very Self, which was equated 

with Om in, ‘This Self is possessed of four quarters’ 
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(Ma. 2), by giving predominance to the object de- 
noted (by Om)—that very Self; adhyaksaram, from 
the standpoint of the syllable, (is Om) when explained 
with emphasis on the syllable. Which again is that 
syllable? That is being stated: Onkarah, it is the syllable 
Om. That syllable, Om, while being divided into 
‘quarters, is adhimairam, exists on letters as its basis. 
How? Those which constitute the quarters of the Self 
are the letters of Om. Which are they? They are the 
letters, a, u, and m. 

Wiest AAs: WWHT SAA- 
arate g 4 daly samira watt a ud 
az nen 

9. Vaisvanara, having the waking state as his 

sphere, is the first letter a, because of (the similarity of) 

pervasiveness or being the first. He who knows thus, 

does verily attain all desirable things, and becomes 

the foremost. 

With regard to these, specific relations are being 

established. He who is vaifvanarah, Vai$vanara (Virat) ; 

jagaritasthanah, with his sphere (of activity) as the 

waking state;! is akarak, a; prathama matra, the first 

1 The Self in the gross individual context (viz Visva) is identical 

with the Self in the gross cosmic context (viz Vaisvanara or Virat). 

Similarly, it is to be understood that Taijasa is identical with 

Hiranyagarbha, and Prajna with the Unmanifested, the difference 

lying only in the sphere of manifestation. This identity is suggested 

by the indiscriminate use of these terms in the present and following 

texts. 
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letter, of Om. Because of what similarity? That is being 

said: Apteh, because of pervasiveness. Apti means per- 

vasiveness. By the sound a is pervaded all speech, 

according to the Vedic text, “The sound a is indeed 

all speech’ (Ai. A. II. iii. 7: 13). Similarly, by Vaisva- 

nara is pervaded the whole universe, according to the 

Vedic text, ‘Of that very Vaisvanara-Self who is such, 

heaven indeed is the head’ (Ch. V. xviii. 2). And we 

said that the word and the thing denoted by the word 

are the same. That which has adi, precedence, is said 

to be adimat, first. Just as the letter called a is the first, 

so also is Vaisvanara. Because of this very similarity 

Vaisvànara is identified with a. The fruit attained by 

a knower of this identity is stated: Apnoti ha vai sarvan 

kaman, he surely attains all desirable things; ca bhavati 

üdih, and he becomes the foremost, among the great; 

yah evam veda, who knows thus, i.e. knows the identity 

'as stated. s 

aaen ent füdtur arttenaiguacarat- 
md gd maa dares wale aeaa wu 
waft a ud 3e ?o1 

10. He who is Taijasa with the state of dream as 

his sphere (of activity) is the second letter u (of Om); 

because of the similarity of excellence and inter- 

mediateness. He who knows thus increases the current 

of knowledge and becomes equal to all. None is born 

in his line who is not a knower of Brahman. 

He who is taijasah; svapnasthanah, with the state 

of dream as his sphere; is the dvifiya matra, second 
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letter; ukarah, u, of Om. Because of what similarity? 
That is being said: Utkarsat, because of excellence. 
The letter u is, as it were, better than the letter a; so 
also is Taijasa better than Visva. Ubhayatvat va, or 
(this is so) because of intermediate position. The letter 
.u occurs between the letters a and 7; and so also is 
Taijasa intermediate between Visva and Prajna. (Tai- 
jasa is u) because of this similarity of being related to 
both. The result attained by the knower is being 
stated: Utkarsati ha vai jüanasantatim, he heightens, 
that is to say, increases, the current of knowledge; ca 
bliavati samanak, and he becomes equal—he does not 
become an object of envy to his enemies, as he is not 
to his friends. Asya kule, in the line of this one; yak evam 
veda, who knows thus; na bhavati abrahmavit, none is 
born who is not a knower of Brahman. 

Graders: wat were arr aitat 
faci g at gas adana wafer a ud BTL 

11. Prajna with his sphere of activity in the sleep 
state is m, the third letter of Om, because of measuring 
or because of absorption. Anyone who knows thus 
measures all this, and he becomes the place of absorp- 
tion. 

He that is prajnah, Prajna; susuptasthanak, with the 
state of sleep as his sphere; is makarah, the letter m; 

which is yfya matra, the third letter, of the syllable 

Om. By what analogy? That is being said: This is the 

analogy here— mite, because of measuring. Mili 

means to measure. As barley is measured by the vessel 
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called Prastha, so are Viva and Taijasa measured, as 

it were, because of their entry into and coming out of 

Prajiia during dissolution and origination. Similarly, 

too, at the end of the pronunciation of the syllable Om 

and at the time of its fresh pronunciation, the letters 

a and u seem to enter into the last letter m, to come 

out again from it. Va apīteh, or because of absorption. 

Apiti means getting merged or united in. At the time 

of the pronunciation of Om, a and u verily seem to get 

merged into the last letter m. Similarly, Visva and 

Taijasa merge into Prajna at the time of sleep. Because 

of this analogy also there is the identity of Prajna and 

the letter m. The result attained by the man of knowl- 

edge is stated: Minoti ha vai idam sarvam, he measures 

all this, that is to say, he knows the reality of the 

Universe; ca bhavati apitih, and he becomes the place 

of absorption, that is to say, the Self in Its state as 

the cause of the world. The mention of subsidiary 

result here is by way of praising the primary means. 

GAUDAPADA’S KARIKA 

Here occur these verses (of Gaudapada): 

\ 

ATATAM ATA SATA ww ugel 

19. When the identity of Visva with the letter a is 

intended, (that is to say) when Vi$va's identity with 

a letter is apprehended, the similarity of being the 

first, as well as the similarity of all-pervasiveness, 

emerges in view. 
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When the identity vifvasya, of Visva; with a, with 
the mere letter a, is intended; then, according to the 
reasoning adduced, samanyam, the similarity; of being 
the adi, first; is seen as ulkatam, obvious. This is the 
idea. The clause *when the identity with a is intended' 
is explained by matrasampratipattau, which means ‘when 
Visva's identity with a alone is apprehended’. After 
“apti-samanyam eva ca, the similarity of all-pervasive- 
ness’, the word ‘utkatam, (is seen as) obvious’ is under- 
stood because of the use of ‘ca, and’. 

datana went gat TEST | 
ATTA egaa eura Ut 

20. In the matter of comprehending Taijasa as 
identified with u, that is to say, when Taijasa’s identity 
with a letter is apprehended, the similarity of excel- 
lence is clearly seen, and intermediacy also is equally . 
clear. 

Taijasasya utva-vijnane, in the matter of knowing 
Taijasa as the letter u, when it is intended to be ident- 
ified with u; utkarsah, excellence; dríyate, is seen; 
sphutam, clearly. This is the meaning. Ubhayatvam, 
intermediacy, is also clear. All this is to be explained 
as before. 

ARITA HHT WIHHTSTUICRES I 
ATTA g SAAT TNA 

21. In the matter of Prajna’s identity with the 
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letter m, that is to say, when Prajna’s identity with 

a letter is apprehended, the similarity of being a 

measure is seen to emerge plainly, and so also does 

the similarity of absorption. 

The idea is that, in the matter of Prajna’s identity 

with the letter m, measurement and absorption are 

excellent points of similarity. 

fag weg ueged ararat hw fifa: | 

w qeu: TATA aara ATTA: URW 

29. He, the great sage, who knows with firm con- 

viction the common similarities in the three states is 

worthy of adoration and salütation by all beings. 

Sah, he, the knower of Brahman; who niscitah, with 

the firm conviction, ‘This is certainly so’; vetti, knows; 

in the three states, mentioned above; tulyam samanyam, 

the common analogies spoken of; is pūjyah, adorable; 

and vandyah, worthy of salutation, in the world. 

wa ru fayewpercrerfa Qn | 

ABTS Uer WT SATA faem fe: NRIN 

93. The letter a leads to Viva; so also the letter u 

leads to Taijasa; and the letter m, again, leads to 

Prajna. (When Prajna disappears) in that (Om) which 

is free from the letters, there remains no attainment. 

Akarah, the letter a; nayate, carries — him who, after 
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resorting to Om, meditates on it by identifying the 
quarters of the self with the letters of Om through the 
foregoing common features; vifvam, to Visva; makes 
him attain Visva. The idea is that he who meditates 
on Om with (emphasis on) a, becomes identified with 
Vaisvanara (Virat). Similarly, ukarak, the letter u; 
takes him /aijasam, to Taijasa. Ca, and; makarah, the 
letter m; punah, again; prajnam, to Prajna. The verb 
‘leads’ is to be understood from the use of the word 
‘ca, and’. But when m, too, disappears— when the 
causal state gets destroyed in Om; amatre which is free 
from the letters (and parts) — then, za vidyate, there 
does not remain; any gatih, attainment.l 

UPANISAD 

arta daaraan uy ud qua 

wf areata TAT A 

12. The partles Om is Turlya—beyond all con- 

1 A represents the gross universe, the waking state, and Visva; 
u represents the subtle universe, dream, and Taijasa; and m rep- 
resents the causal state, sleep, and Prajna. The earlier ones merge 
into the latter ones. In this way everything is reduced to Om. While 
engaged in this meditation of Om as all, there flashes in the as- 
pirant’s mind the teacher's insturction that everything is but the 

absolute Brahman. Then all the phenomenal world, merged in 

Om, disappears in Brahman, and there remains no goal to attain. 

Though the meditations in the three stages relate to the same Om, 

the results are different in accordance with the emphasis laid on 

its constituents. 
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ventional dealings, the limit of the negation of the 

phenomenal world, the auspicious, and the non-dual. 

Om is thus the Self to be sure. He who knows thus 

enters the Self through his self. 

Amatrah, that which has no matra, part — the part- 

less Om; becomes but the caturthah, Fourth, Turiya, 

merely the absolute Self; which is azyavaharyah, beyond 

empirical relations, because of the disappearance of 

names and nameables, that are but forms of speech 

and mind; prapaicopasamah, the culmination of phe- 

nomenal existence;! śivah, the auspicious; and advaitah, 

non-dual. Evam, thus; Om, as possessed of the three 

letters and as applied by a man with the above knowl- 

edge, is alma eva, verily identical with the Self possessed 

of three quarters. Yah evam veda, he who knows thus; 

samvisati, enters; atmanam, into (his own supreme) 

Self; Zimanā, through (his own) self. The knower of 

Brahman, who has realized. the highest Truth, has 

entered into the Self by burning away the third state 

of latency; and hence he is not born again, since 

Turiya has no latency (of creation). For when a snake 

superimposed on a rope has merged in the rope on the 

discrimination of the rope and the snake, it does not 

appear again to those discriminating people, just as 

before, from the impressions (of the past persisting) in 

the intellect. To those men of renunciation, however, 

who are possessed of dull or average intellect, who 

still consider themselves aspirants, who tread the 

virtuous path, and who know the common features 

1 The ultimate limit of the negation of the world. 
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of the letters and the quarters (of Om and the Self) 
as presented before, (to them) the syllable Om, when 
meditated on in the proper way, becomes helpful for 
the realization of Brahman. In support of this it will 
be said, ‘There are three stages of life—inferior,’ 
etc. (Karika, III. 16). 

GAUDAPADA’S KARIKA 

‘Just as before, here occur these verses: 

TEE west faeneTer WTST WD USE: | 
AST Treat smear a fefe fae RYN 

24. One should know Om, quarter by quarter; 
(for) there is no doubt that the quarters (of the Self) 
are the letters (of Om). Having known Om, quarter 
by quarter, one should not think of anything whatso- 
ever. 

Because of the aforesaid similarity, the quarters are 
the letters, and the letters are the quarters. Therefore 

vidyat, one should know; onkaram, the syllable Om; 

padaíah, quarter by quarter. This is the meaning. 

When the syllable Om is known thus, na cintayet, one 

should not think of; kim cit api, anything whatsoever, 

serving any seen or unseen purpose; for he has got 

all his desires fulfilled. 

ws sera per coat wer Pn 

mA frere a wa fau wafaq usu 
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25. One should concentrate one’s mind on Om, 

(for) Om is Brahman, beyond fear. For a man, ever 

fixed in Brahman, there can be no fear anywhere. 

Yunjita, one should concentrate; cetah, the mind; 

pranave, on Om, as explained, which is essentially the 

supreme Reality; for prapavah, Om; is brahma nirbhayam, 

Brahman beyond fear; because for one who is ever 

lixed in it, na bhayam vidyate kvacit, there can be no fear 

anywhere, in accordance with the Vedic text, “The 

enlightened man is not afraid of anything’ (Tai. IT. ix). 

MTA OPAL ARI MATS TL: eq 

AYASATAST NSAI: MASAA: ULM 

26. Om is surely the inferior Brahman; and Om 

is considered to be the superior Brahman. Om is with- 

out cause, without inside and outside, and without 

effect; and it is undecaying. 

Pranavah, Om, is both the superior and inferior 

Brahman. When the quarters and letters disappear, 

from the highest standpoint, Om becomes verily the 

supreme Self that is Brahman. Therefore it is apurvah, 

without any cause preceding it. There is nothing inside 

it that is of a different class; therefore it is anantarah, 

without inside. Similarly, there is nothing existing 

outside; therefore it is abahyah, without outside. There 

is no effect (aparam) of it; therefore it is anaparah, 

without effect. The idea implied (as a whole) is that it 

is coextensive with all that is inside or outside; it is 
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verily birthless; and it is a mass of Consciousness, 
homogeneous like a lump of salt. 

wer Urt gIRSTHSTRDES T 
Ue fe sd AAT Saag uem ust 

27. Om is.indeed the beginning, middle, and end 
of everything. Having known Om in this way indeed 
one attains immediately (identity with the Self). 

Just like the magician and others, (Om is the) begin- 

ning (adi), middle (madhya), and end (anta)—the 

origination, continuance, and dissolution; sarvasya, of 

all—of the whole phenomenal universe, consisting of 

space and the rest which originate like a magic el- 

ephant, a snake superimposed in a rope, a mirage, a 

dream, etc. (from the magician and the rest). Evam 

hi, in this way indeed; jnatva pranavam, having known 

Om, which is the Self and comparable to the magician 

and the rest; vyafnute, one attains—identity with the 

Self, at that very moment. This is the idea. 

wore gaat freq wder gfe dieaeu 
ACTA STS AAT AT aT taR use 

98. One should know Om, to be God seated in the 

hearts of all. Meditating on the all-pervasive Om, 

the intelligent man grieves no more. 

Vidyat, one should know; pranavam, Om; as i$varam, 

God; existing Adi, in the heart — the seat of memory 
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and perception—of all living beings. Matva, having 

meditated on (i.e. realized) ; onkaram, Om, which is the 

Self beyond the worldly state; and sarvavyapinam, all- 

pervasive, like space; dhirah, the intelligent man; 

na focati, does not grieve; for no cause of grief can be 

possible (then) — in accordance with such Vedic texts 

as, 'A knower of the Self transcends sorrow’ (Ch. 

HATMSAAATATA SAAT: FATA: | 

Ag faf Aa a gA T: URE 

29. The Om, without measures and possessed of 

infinite dimension, is the auspicious entity where all 

duality ceases. He by whom Om is known, is the real, 

sage, and not so is any other man. 

Amātrah, (Om) beyond measures, is Turīya. Matra, 

derived in the sense of that by which anything is 

measured, signifies dimension; that which has infinite 

(ananta) dimension is anantamatrah; the idea is that its 

extension cannot be determined. It is Sivah, auspicious, 

holy, because it is the state of negation of all duality. 

Sah yena, he by whom; onkarah, Om, as explained; 

viditah, is known; is a muni, sage (lit. a meditator), 

because of his meditating on the supreme Reality. 

Na itarah janah, not any other man, even though he 

may be learned in the scriptures. This is the idea. 



CHAPTER II 

VAITATHYA-PRAKARANA (ON UNREALITY) 

In consonance with such Vedic text as, ‘One only, 

without a second’ (Ch. VI. ii. 1), it has been said that 

duality ceases to exist after realization (Karika, I. 18): 

That is, however, only a scriptural assertion. But this 

falsity can be confirmed even through reasoning. 

This is why the second chapter (of the Karika) com- 

mences: 

Saat ainai ear spei: | 

HAMA ATTA deem dus utu 

1. The wise declare the falsity of all objects in a 

dream because of the location of the objects inside 

(the body) and by reason of (the space) being small. 

The state of the vitatha, unreal, is vaitathyam, un- 

reality, or falsity. Of what? Sarvabhavanam, of all 

objects, both external and internal; that are perceived 

svapne, in dream. (This is what) mantsinah, the wise 

people, adept in the use of the means of knowledge; 

ahuh, say. The ground of falsity is being stated: antah- 

sthanat, because of existence inside; because of those 

(bhavah, things) having their sthana, place; antak, inside 

the body; for objects (bhavah) such as elephants or 

mountains, are perceived there and not outside the 

body. Therefore they ought to be false. 
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Objection: This ground of inference (viz existence 
within) is invalidated by the perception of (real) jars 
etc. within a house etc.! 

In answer to this objection it is said: samurtatvena 
hetuna, by reason of being small, that is to say, be- 

cause of the small (-ness of the) space confined within 

(the body). For mountains and elephants cannot 

possibly exist within the limited space inside the nerves 

in the (dreamer's) body. À mountain docs not surely 

exist within a. body. 

Objection: It is not tenable that the things seen in a 

dream have a limited space inside (the body); for one 
sleeping in the east is seen as though dreaming in the 
north. 

Apprehending such an objection the text answers: 

addaa Bier Meat Sarre Teather | 

saara à adecfereast + fum su 

2. Besides, one does not see places by going there, 
for the time is not long enough. Moreover every 
dreamer, when awakened, does not continue in that 
place (of dream). 

One does not dream by. going anywhere outside 
the body; for as soon as one goes to sleep, one sees as 
though one is dreaming in a place eight hundred miles 

1 So, ‘existence within’ is no valid ground for inferring that a 
thing is unreal. . 
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away from the body that can be reached in a month 
only. Neither is there sufficient time to reach there 
and come back. Hence adirghatvat ca kalasya, inasmuch 
as the time is not long enough, the dreamer does not 
go to a different place. Moreover, pratibuddhah ca vai 
sarvah, every dreamer, when awakened; na vidyate, 
does not stay, in the places dreamt of. Should one go 
to a different region in dream, one should wake up in 
the region of one’s dream. But this is not a fact. A man 
sleeping at night, sees things as though in the day time. 
And when the dreamer comes into contact with many, 
he should be acknowledged as such by those whom he 
meets. But he is not apprehended thus; for if they 
really contacted him, they would say, ‘We noticed 
you there today.’ But this is not so. Therefore he does 
not go to a different place in dream. 

Things seen in a dream are unreal because of. this 
further reason: 

WATS Taree Bt ATA | 
Seed At X at Cae emp: Serm URN 

3. Besides, the absence of chariot etc. is heard of 
in the Upanisad from the standpoint of logic. They 
say that the falsity arrived at thus (by logic) is re- 
iterated by the Upanisad in the context of dream. 

Ca, besides; abhavah, non-existence; rathadinam, of 
chariots etc; Sriiyate, is heard of in the Upanisad, in 
the text, ‘There are no chariots, nor animals to be 
yoked to them’ (Br. IV. iii. 10); nyayapurvakam, from 
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the standpoint of logic. They, the knowers of Brahman, 

ühuh, say; that the vailathyam, unreality; praptam, 

arrived at; through such reasons as existence inside 

the body, smallness of the space, etc.; is prakasitam, 

revealed by the Upanisad, which reiterates that fact 

while engaged in establishing (the soul’s) self-efful- 

gence; svapne, in dream. 

aaea Shut TEAST ATT | 

wat at wur ead Ages PWent ul 

4. As the dream-objects are unreal in a dream, so 

also, because of that very reason, the objects in the 

waking state are unreal. But objects (in the dream 

state) differ because of existence inside (the body) and 

because of the smallness (of space). 

The proposition (major premiss) to be established 

is the unreality of objects seen in the waking state. 

‘Being perceived’ is the ground of inference (middle 

term). And the illustration (in confirmation) is ‘like 

an object seen in a dream’. And the assertion of the 

presence of the middle term in the minor term is made 

thus: Yatha taira svapne, as (objects ‘perceived’) there 

in a dream, are false; so also are they false Jagarite, 

in the waking state; the fact of 'being perceived" 

being equally present. And the concluding reiteration 

is: Tasmat jagarite smytam, therefore falsity is admitted 

of objects in the waking state as well. The difference 

of the dream-objects from the objects of the waking 

state is antalisthanat, because of the former being con- 

fined within; and samurtatvena, because of the smallness 
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(of space). And the common features in both the states 
are the facts of being perceived and being false. 

veererafcreart RATE TT: i 

Semet fg wwe würde Agar uN 

5. Inasmuch as the diverse things are (found to be) 
similar on the strength of the familiar ground of in- 
ference, the wise say that the dream and the waking 
states are one. 

Samatvena, inasmuch as there is similarity; bheda- 
nam, of the diverse things; prasiddhena eva hetuna, on 
the strength of the familiar ground of inference, viz 
that things (in dream and waking states) are equally 
related as the perceiver and the perceived;! therefore 
the discriminating people speak of the sameness of the 
states of waking and dream. This is only a corollary 
of what was arrived at through the earlier means of 
proof. 

anaa A aaa AAAS quum | 

facit: weet: wedtsfaerat ga Sle: NU 

6. That which does not exist in the beginning and 
the end is equally so in the present (i.e in the middle). 
Though they are on the same footing with the unreal, 
yet they are seen as though real. 

The different things noticed in the waking state are 

lOn the logical ground of ‘being perceived’. 
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unreal for this additional reason that they do not exist 

in the beginning and at the end. A thing, for instance 

a mirage, yat, which; na asti, does not exist; adau ante 

ca, in the beginning and at the end; tat, that; does 

not exist even in the middle. This is the ascertained 

truth in the world. So also these different things seen 

in the waking state are indeed unreal, they being 

vitathaih sadrSah, similar to, (on the same footing with), 

unreal things like the mirage etc., on account of their 

non-existence in the beginning and at the end. And 

yet avitathah iva laksitah, they are perceived as though 

real, by the ignorant who do not know the Self. 

Objection: The assertion that the things seen in the 

waking state are unreal like those seen in the dream 

is wrong, since objects of the waking state, for instance 

food, drink, vehicles, etc., are seen to fulfil some pur- 

pose by assuaging hunger and thirst and by moving 

to and fro, whereas dream objects have no such utility. 

Therefore it is a mere figment of the brain to say that 

the objects of the waking state are illusory like those 

of dream. 

Answer: That is not so. 

Objection: Why? 

Answer: Because: 

wsmiterder set caer fasfenment | 
aenea frets wu d STAT: ue 

7. Their utility is contradicted in dream. There- 
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fore from the fact of their having a beginning and 
an end they are rightly held to be unreal. 

Saprayojanata, the utility, which is noticed (in the 
waking state), of food, drink, etc.; vipratipadyate svapne, 
is contradicted in dream. For a man who has got his 
hunger appeased and thirst quenched by eating and 
drinking in the waking state, as soon as he goes to 
sleep, feels as though he is afflicted by hunger, thirst, 
etc. and has been fasting for a whole day and night. 
This is similar to the case where, after getting full satis- 
faction in dream from eating and drinking, he wakes 
up to feel hunger and thirst. Therefore the objects of 
the waking state are seen to be contradicted in dream. 
Accordingly, we are of the opinion that their unreality 
like that of dream-objects is beyond doubt. Hence 
from the fact that they possess the common feature of 
having a beginning and an end, they are rightly held 
to be unreal. 

Objection: From the fact of the similarity of the 
diverse things in the dream and the waking states, it 
is wrong to assert that the diversities seen in the waking 
state are illusory. 

Counter-objection: Why? 

Opponent: Because the illustration is inapplicable. 

Counter-objection: How? 

Opponent: For, these very same objects seen in the 
waking state are not experienced in dream. 

Counter-objection: What are they then? 
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Opponent: One sees something novel in a dream. 

One thinks oneself to be possessed of eight arms and 

sitting astride an elephant with four tusks. Similarly, 

too, one sees other grotesque things in a dream. That 

being dissimilar to any other unreal thing must be 

true. So the analogy is inapt. Hence it is illogical to 

say that the waking state is false like dream. 

Vedantin: That is not so. The uniqueness that is 

supposed by you to be seen in a dream is not so by 

its own right. 

Opponent: How is it then? 

agi enant fe war eR | 

wr Sart wear wag irf uci 

8. The unique attribute is a mere attribute of the 

experiencer in a particular state, as it is in the case 

of the dwellers in heaven. This he experiences by 

going there, just as one, well informed, does in this 

world. 

Apirvam, the novel attribute; hi sthanidharmah, is a 

mere quality (dharma) of (sthant) the man in a certain 

state, viz the experiencer in the state of dream; yatha 

svarganivasinam, as it is with the dwellers of heaven, 

Indra and others, who have such attributes as the 

possession of a thousand eyes, and so on.! Similarly is 

this a novel attribute of the dreamer; but it is not 

there by its own right like the real nature of the seer. 

1 Men who become gods, get such experiences. 
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Tan, these, the unique things of this kind that are 
PEE a his mind; ayam, this one, the man in that 
state, the dreamer; preksate, sees; gatva ing, to 
the dream state. As iha, in this aod 5 ER a vie 
well informed about the way leading to another re- 
gion, goes along that way to that other region and 
sees those objects, so is the case here. Hence, just as 
‘the appearances of things in certain states, such as a 
snake on a rope or a mirage in a desert, are unreal, 
similarly the novelties experienced in a dream are 
merely attributes of the dreamer in that state; and 
therefore they are unreal. Accordingly, the analogy 
of the dream is not inapplicable. 

The assumption of uniqueness in the illustration of 
dream has been demolished. Now the Karika again 
proceeds by way of dilating on the similarity of 
objects of the waking and dream states: 

maaa AAPA mem AA | 
akadi wage deed ueu 

9. Even in the dream state itself, anything imagined 
by the inner consciousness is unreal, while anything 
experienced by the outer consciousness is real. (But) 
both these are seen to be false. 

Svapnavrttau api, even in the dream state; anything 
experienced antafcetasa, by the internal consciousness, 
anything called up by our fancy; is asat, unreal, since 

it ceases to be perceived the very moment after being 

imagined. In that very dream again, whatever is 
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perceived, for instance a pot, which was (earlier) 

grhitam, perceived; bahiscetasa, by external conscious- 

ness, through the eye etc., is sat, real. Thus, though 

it is definitely known that dream experiences are false, 

still a division of true and false is seen there. Never- 

theless, uaitathyam drstam, unreality is perceived, for 

both kinds of things, be they imagined by inner or 

outer consciousness. 

mga Aaa Herd AAT | 

aai Mae AAT: tot 

10. Even in the waking state, whatever is imagined 

by the inner consciousness is false and whatever is 

perceived by the outer consciousness is true. It is rea- 

sonable that both these should be unreal. 

It is reasonable to say that both the (so-called) true 

and false are unreal, for they are equally imagined 

either by the internal or external consciousness. The 

remaining portion is as already explained. 

The opponent says: 

wwdrefr Seed aret eadfa t 

HUA Gert Wanp oer d qui feeeme ttu 

11. If all objects in both the states be unreal, “who 

apprehends these objects and who indeed is their 

creator? 

Yadi, if; there be vaitathyam, unreality; bhedanam, 
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of the objects; sthanayok, in the two—waking and 
dream — states; then Kah, who; is it that budhyate, 
cognizes; elan, these, which are imagined inside and 
outside the mind; and kak vai legam. vikalflakah, who 
is indeed their (imaginer,) creator? The idea implied 
is this: If you do not want to adopt a theory of the 
non-existence of the Self, (and want to posit some- 
thing behind phenomena), then who is the support of 
memory and knowledge? 

(The answer is:) 

RAUAST d: ANATA | 
Ww Ua grad warf Aarts: uA 

12. The self-effulgent Self imagines Itself through 
Itself by the power of Its own Maya. The Self Itself 
cognizes the objects. Such is the definite conclusion 
of Vedanta. 

Svamayaya, through Its own Maya; devah atma, the 
self-effulgent Self Itself; kalpayati, imagines; Its own 
atmanam, Self, in the Self Itself, to be possessed of dif- 
ferent forms to be spoken of later, just as snakes 
etc. are imagined on rope etc. And in the very same: 
way It Itself budhyate, cognizes; those bhedan, objects; 
iti, such; is vedantaniscayah, the definite conclusion of 
Vedanta. There is nothing else (but the Self) as the 
support of cognition and memory; nor are cognition 
and memory without support as is held by the Nihilists. 
This is the idea. 
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While imagining, in what way does the Self do so? 

This is being answered: 

aaraa eqq Wn t 

fuaira agia ud mend WW UI 

13. The Lord manifests diversely the mundane 

things existing in the mind. Turning the mind out- 

ward, He creates the well-defined things (as well as 

the undefined things). Thus does the Lord imagine. 

(Prabhuh, the Lord) ; vikaroti, manifests diversely ; apa- 

ran, the non-transcendental, mundane; bhavan, objects, 

such as sound and other unmanifested objects; vya- 

vasthitan, existing; antaScitte, inside the mind, in the 

form of impressions and tendencies. And bahiScittak 

(san), having the mind turned outward; (the Lord 

manifests diversely) niyatan, things well-defined, such 

as the earth etc. —as also those not well-defined, that 

exist so long as the imagination lasts. Similarly (He 

manifests diversely) such things as mental desires by 

making His mind turn inward. Evam, in this way; 

prabhuh, the Lord, God, that is to say, the Self, imagines. 

The assertion that everything is a subjective creation 

like dream is questioned, for, unlike the subjective 

creations, to wit, desire etc., that are circumscribed 

by the mind, the external objects are mutually deter- 

mined. 

That doubt is unreasonable, (for—) 

fararet fg seg vaerernw Ug ufu 

a wa Wow fast eRge: uiv 
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14. Things that exist internally as long as the 
thought lasts and things that are externally related 
to two points of time, are all imaginations. Their 
distinction is not caused by anything else. 

Cittakalah hi ye antah tu, things that exist internally 
as long as the thought lasts: those that are circum- 
scribed by the mind thought and those that have no 
time for determining them apart from the time for 
which their thought lasts are cittakalak, existing as 
long as the thought lasts. The idea is that they are 
apprehended only during the time of their imagina- 
tion. Dvayakalaf, those that are possessed of two times, 
ie. which are related to different times, which are 
mutually determined. As for instance, ‘He stays during 
the milking’, which means that the cow is milked as 
long as he stays, and he stays as long as the cow is 
milked. ‘This one lasts for that time’; “That one lasts 

for this time’ — thus, external factors mutually deter- 

mine each other. They are thus related to two points 

of time. Whether they be subjective, lasting for the 
time of the thought, or objective, related to two points 
of time, kalpita eva te sarve, they are all but fancies. The 
fact that external objects have the distinction of being 

related to two points of time, na anya hetukah, has no 

other reason but that of being imagined. Here, too, 
the illustration of dream fits in. 

were Ua seg eget ua ow d ale: 
wert va à ad faafafa uuu 

15. Those objects that appear indistinct inside the 
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mind, and those that appear vivid outside, are all 
merely created by imagination. Their distinction is 
to be traced to the difference in the organs of per- 
ception. 

The fact that things in the mind, called up by mere 
mental impressions, have an indistinctness, while 
externally, as objects of the sense of sight etc., they 
have a vividness, (that fact) is not due to the existence 
of the objects themselves; for this distinction is noticed ` 
even in dream. To what is it due then? This is caused 
by the difference in the organs of perception. Hence 
it is proved that the things of the waking state are as 
much a creation of imagination as the dream objects. 

What is the root of imagining that the external 
and the mental objects are mutually related by way 
of causation? The answer is: 

fa wera qd wet wary qaa | 
areata ZDATÍERETRTEHTR: 2 EM 

16. First He imagines the individual (soul) and 
then He imagines the different objects, external and 
mental. The individual gets his memory in accordance 
with the kind of thought-impressions he has. 

Like the fancying of a snake in a rope, He pūrvam 
kalpayate, first imagines; jtvam, the individual — who 

. is a bundle of causes and effects expressing themselves 
through such beliefs as, ‘I act; and mine are the (re- 
sulting) sorrows and happiness —on the pure Self 
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that is devoid of such characteristics. After that, for 
his sake, He (the Lord) imagines different objects, 
such as the vital force and so on, bahyan adhyatmikan 
ca eua, both external and mental, dividing them into 
action, instruments, and results. As to that, what is 
the reason for that imagination? That is being stated. 
The individual that is imagined by (the Lord) Himself 
and is himself capable of imagination, gets a memory, 
Jathavidyah, in accordance with the kind of thought-. 
impressions that he is possessed of; that fact is alluded 
to by tathasmrtik, he is possessed of that kind of memory. 
Hence, from the apprehension of some fancy as the 
cause, there follows the apprehension of the result;! 
from that (awareness of causal relation) follows the 
memory of the cause and the effect, and from that’ 
follows their apprehension, as well as the awareness 
of the action and accessories that this apprehension 
of causality leads to, and the awareness of the different 
results following from those actions etc.2 From their 
awareness arises their memory; and from that memory 
again arises their awareness. In this way He imagines 
diversely the things, both external and mental to be 
mutually the causes and effects. 

In the previous verse it has been said that the im- 

1 Jf there is cating and.drinking, there follows satisfaction; if 
eating and drinking are absent, satisfaction is wanting; from this 
the fancy follows that eating etc. are the causes of satisfaction. 

2 From the above awareness follows memory on another oc- 

casion; from that arises the awareness of the nced of action with 

regard to similar factors that are supposed to lead to satisfaction; 

from that follows cooking, getting of rice, and producing the result. 
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agining of individuality is the root of all other imagin- 
ations. Through an illustration is being shown what 

that imagining of an individual soul is due to: 

aiia war ean faafe | 
aimarai rafa: i tot 

17. As a rope whose nature has not been well 

ascertained is imagined in the dark to be various 

things like a snake, a line of water, etc., so also is the 

Self imagined variously. 

As it happens in common experience, that a rajjuh, 
rope; that is aniscita, not well ascertained, in its true 

reality. as "This is so indeed'; is vikalpitz, imagined 

variously, in hazy darkness, as a snake, a line of water, 

or a stick, just because its real nature has not been 

determined earlier —for if the rope had been ascer- 

tained earlier in its own essence, there would not have 

been such imaginations as of a snake etc., as for in- 
stance, there is no such imagination with. regard to 
the fingers in one’s own hands; this is the illustra- 
tion— similarly, the Self is imagined to be such 
countless diverse objects as an individual creature or 
the vital force etc., just because It has not been ascer- 
tained in Its true nature to be pure intelligence, 
existence, and non-duality, and different from such 
evils as cause and effect that are the characteristics 
of the world. This is the conclusion of all the Upa- 
nisads. 

fafraarat qur vesat fandt fafaa i 

vester ata aara faa: te 
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18. As illusion (on the rope) ceases and the rope 
alone remains when the rope is ascertained to be 

' nothing but the rope, so also is the ascertainment 
about the Self. 

As on the ascertainment that it is rajjuh eva, nothing 
but a rope, all the imaginations disappear and there 
remains the rope alone without anything else, so also 
from the scriptural text, ‘Not this, not this’ (Br. IV. 
iv. 22), establishing the Self as devoid of all worldly 
attributes, there dawns, as a result of the light of the 

. sun of realization, this atma-viniscayah, firm conviction 
about the Self, viz ‘the Self indeed is all this’ (Ch. VII. 
xxv. 2), (the Self is) *without anterior or posterior, 
without interior or exterior (Br. II. v. 19), ‘since He 

is coextensive with all that is external and internal 
„and since He is birthless’ (Mu. II. i. 2), "Undecaying, 
immortal, undying, fearless’ (Br. IV. iv. 25), ‘One 
only, without a second’ (Ch. VI. ii. 1). 

If it be a well ascertained truth that the Self is but 
one, why is It imagined as so many of these infinite 

. things like the vital force etc. that constitute phenom- 
enal existence? To this hear the answer: 

mmaa WERT: | 

Aaa Wer Saar car dui emu ute 

19. (This Self) is imagined to be the infinite 
objects like Prana (the vital force) etc. This is the 

. Maya of that self-effulgent One, by which He Himself 

is deluded. 
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Esa maya, this is: the Maya; tasya devasya, of that 
self-effulgent Self. As the magical spell created by the 
magician makes the very clear sky appear as though 
filled with leafy trees in bloom, similar is this Maya of 
the self-effulgent One, by which He Himself seems to 
have become influenced like a man under delusion. It 
has been said, ‘My Maya is difficult to get over’ 
(G. VII. 14). 

srt sfr srrorferat serretfer a afaa: i 
sper xfer preen a ates: Rou 

20. Those who know Prana! consider Prana (to be 
the reality). The knowers of the elements consider the 
elements to be so,2 the knowers of the qualities (guzas) 
cling to the qualities and the knowers of the cat- 
egories swear by them.4 

rat fa urafaat fawur sf afa: | 
her efit efr Bar aft efe: UR RI 

21. The knowers of the quarters (viz Visva, Taijasa, 
and Prajna) consider the quarters to be the reality. 

1 Hiranyagarbha or the immanent God. This is the view of the 
worshippers of Hiranyagarbha and of the Vaisesikas. 
2; The Lokayata materialists swear by the four elements — earth, 

water, fire, and air. 

3'The Sanikhyas hold to Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, which are 
the constituents (gupas, lit. qualities) of Prakrti. 

4 The Saivas hold that the three categories — Self, ignorance, 
and Siva—are the source of the "world. 
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The knowers of the sense-objects! consider the sense- 
objects to be so. According to the knowers of the 
worlds, the worlds constitute reality.2 And the wor- 
shippers of the gods stand by the gods. 

Wer xf Ref oar eft w fpa: 
Weber a Aaa weather a fée: uU 

22. The Vedic scholars ascribe reality to the Vedas, 
while the sacrificers3 ascribe this to the sacrifices. 
Those acquainted with the enjoyer consider it to be 
the reality,4 whereas those$ conversant with the 
enjoyable things consider them to be so. 

wew sft gia: cae eft a afa: | 
"Wd sft adieatsat gfe a afa: R3 

23. People conversant with the subtle consider 
reality also to be so, while others dealing with the 
gross consider it to be so. The worshippers of God 
with forms consider reality as possessed of forms,® 
whereas those? who swear by formlessness call it a 
void. 

. 1 The followers of Vatsyayana and others. 
2 The Pauranikas understand the earth, the intermediate world 

and heaven to be ‘eternal realities. 
3 Like Baudhayana. 
4The Sárkhya view is that the Self is an enjoyer but not an 

agent of work. 
S'The cooks. 
6E.g. Siva or Visnu. 
7 The Nihilists. 
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wre Efe qrefaar fear gfe a cafe: 1 
qar ef arafadt gatia ates: uae 

24. The calculators of time (the astrologers) call it 
time. The knowers of the directions consider them 
real. The dabblers in theories! accept these to be so. 
And the knowers of the universe consider the (four- 
teen) worlds to be so. 

wa ofa aetfaat pfe a afaa: | 

Fafa faafaa stet a aime: usu 

25. The knowers2 of the mind call it the Self, 
whereas the knowers3 of intelligence take it for the 
reality. The knowers4 of ideas consider them to be 
the reality. And the knowers? of virtue and vice at- 
tribute reality to them. 

qalan gaa wet gt at) — 

Wesen wenpeer gr cwm URN 
26. Some6 say that reality is constituted by twenty- 

1 That the metals, mantras, etc. hold in them the secret of im- 
mortality. 

2 A class of materialists. 
3A class of Buddhists. 
4 The Buddhists who swear by subjective ideas which have no 

corresponding external things. 
5 Thé Mimarhsakas. ` 

. ©The Puruga (the conscious individual soul), Pradhana or 
Prakrti (Nature), Mahat (intelligence), Ahanikara (egoism), the ̀  

- five subtle elements, five senses of perception, five organs of action, 
five sense-objects, and mind. This is the Samkhya view. 
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five principles, while others! speak of twenty-six. 
Some? say that it consists of thirty-one categories, 
while according to others they are infinite. 

Santena: mg gf eas: i 
AAG Spe MARTA? HU 

27. Adepts in human dealings say that the people 
(that is to say, people's pleasures) are the real things. 
Persons conversant with the stages of life hold those 
to be the reality. The grammarians hold the view that 
words belonging to the masculine, feminine, and 
neuter genders are the reality; while others know 
reality to be constituted by the higher and lower 
(Brahmans). 

qeni qftefaat wur fa a alga: 
fafai afafa: wd Ag g AaaT tse 

28. People conversant with creation call creation 
to be the reality. The knowers of dissolution call it 
dissolution. The knowers of subsistence call it sub- 
sistence. All these ideas are for ever imagined on the 
Self. 

(20-28.) Prana means Prajna, the Self in the state 

of latency. Everything else, ending with subsistence, 

1 The above 25 and God, according to Patanjali. 

2 The Pagupatas add raga (attachment), avidya (ignorance), 

niyati (fate), kalakala (divisions of time), and Maya (cosmic illusion) 

to the above 26. 
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is only His product. And similarly all other popular 

ideas, conceived by every being, like a snake etc. on 
a rope, are mere imaginations on the Self that is devoid 
of all of them; and these are caused by ignorance 

consisting in the non-determination of the nature of 

the Self. This is the purport (of these verses) as a 

whole. No attempt is made to explain each of the 

words in the verses starting with the word Prana, since 

this is of little practical value and since the meanings 

of the terms are clear. 

a wed wuHereg dowrd ag Tater 
v arate a Heatseal aque: Wu TAUREN 

29. Anyone to whom a teacher may show a par- 

ticular object (as the reality) sees that alone. And that 
thing, too, protects him by becoming identified with 
him. That absorption leads to his self-identity (with 
the object of attention). 

To be brief, yasya, anyone to whom; a teacher or 
any other trustworthy person; daríayet, may show; any 
bhavam, positive object, enumerated. or not, from 
among such things as Prana and the rest, by saying, 
‘This is verily the reality’; sah, he (that instructed 
man); pasyati, sees; tam bhavam, that object, by ident- 
ifying it with himself as either ‘I am this’ or “This is 
mine’. Ca, and; sak, that, that object that was shown; 
avali, protects; iam, him, that seer; asau bhutva, by 
becoming one with him; that is to say, that object 
occupies his attention to the exclusion of all others 
and keeps him confined within itself. Tadgrahak means 
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the state of being taken up with that, absorption in 
it under the idea, *This is the reality'. The absorption, 
(samupaiti) tam, approaches him, viz the one who has: 
accepted (the thing); that is to say, it culminates in 
identification with him. 

qA: eter wfan: | 
Wd at ae oer meda eisfaerfuse uou 

.90. Through these things that are (really) non- 
different (from the Self), this One is presented as 
though really different. He who truly knows this 
grasps (the meaning of the Vedas) without any 
hesitation. 

Etaih, through these, viz Prana, etc; aprthagbha- 
vaik, through these things that are non-different — 
from the Self; esak, this One, the Self; laksitah, is 
pointed out, is believed in by the ignorant; prthak 
eva ili, as though really different, just as a rope is con- 
sidered to be diverse imaginary things like snake etc. 
This is the meaning. The idea is this: Just as to the 
discriminating people, the snake etc. do not exist apart 
from the rope, so also Prana etc. have no existence 
apart from the Self. And this is in accord with the 
Vedic text, ‘All these are (but) the Self’ (Br. II. iv. 6). 
Yah veda, he who knows; evem thus; taitvena, truly — 
knows from Vedic texts and from reasoning, that all 

things imagined on the Self are unreal apart from the 
Self, like the snake imagined in the rope, and knows 

that the Self is transcendental and untouched by 
illusion; sak, he; kalpayet, (i.e. kalpayati), grasps, the 
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meanings of the Vedas in their respective contexts; 

avisankitak, without any hesitation; he understands 
that a certain passage means this and a certain other 

means that. None but a knower of the Self can under- 

stand truly the purport of the Vedas. Thus indeed is 

the statement of Manu: *...none but a knower of 

the Self can derive any benefit from the valid means 

of knowledge’! (M. VI. 82). 

It is being stated that this unreality of duality that 

has been established logically is also derived from the 
valid evidence of Vedanta: 

SATA TAT FF MAAN TUT | 
wur fasafaé qué arg fuent atu 

31. Just as dream and magic.are seen to be unreal, 
or as is a city in the sky, so also is this whole universe 
known to be unreal from the Upanigads by the wise. 

Svapna-maye, dream and magic, though unreal, 
being constituted by unreal things, are considered 
‘by the non-discriminating people to be constituted by 
real things. Again, just as gandharvanagaram, an illusory 
city in the sky — appearing to be full of shops replete 
with vendable articles, houses, palaces, and villages 

1 This is Ananda Giri’s interpretation of the word friyaphala, 
where friya (action) stands for any valid means of knowledge; 
and its phala (result) is the knowledge of Reality; for, even &riya 
in the sense of Vedic rites etc. is meant to serve the purpose of 
Illumination by purifying the aspirant’s heart. 
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bustling with men and women—is seen to vanish 
suddenly before one's very eyes; or just as the svapna- 
maye, dream and magic; dyste, are seen — to be unreal; 
tatha, similarly; idam vifvam, this whole universe, this 
entire duality; drsíam, is viewed, as unreal. Where? 
That is being stated. Vedantesu, in the Upanisads, as 
for instance in, ‘There is no difference whatsoever in 
It (Br. IV. iv. 19; Ka. II. i. 11), ‘The Lord on account 
of Maya is perceived as manifold" (Br. II. v. 19), "This 
was but the Self in the beginning — the only entity’ 
(Br. I. iv. 17), ‘In the beginning this was indeed Brah- 
man, one only’ (Br. I. iv. 11), ‘It is from a second 

_ entity that fear comes’ (Br. I. iv. 2), ‘But there is not 
that second thing’ (Br. IV. iii. 23), ‘But when to the 
knower of Brahman everything has become the Self 
(Br. IV. v. 15), and so on. (This is known) vicaksa- 
naih, by those who are better acquainted with things, 
ie. by the learned. This view is supported by the 
following Smrti text of Vyasa: ‘(This universe) is 
viewed (by the wise) as (unreal) like a crack on the 
ground that a rope appears to be in darkness, or as 
always (unstable) like bubbles created by rain, 
devoid of bliss and ceasing to exist after dissolution." 

a aA a ated wu cw R: | 
AAA X mr FATT TATA da 

32. There is no dissolution, no origination, none in 

bondage, none striving or aspiring for salvation, and 
none liberated. This is the highest truth. 
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This verse is meant to süm up the purport of this 

chapter. If from the standpoint of the, highest Reality, 

all duality is unreal, and the Self alone exists as the 

only Reality, then it amounts to this that all our 

dealings, conventional or scriptural, are surely matters 

of ignorance, and then there is na nirodhah, no dis- 

solution — nirodha being the same as nirodhana, stop- 

page—utpaltih, origination; baddhah, one under 

bondage, a transmigrating individual soul; sadhakah, 

one who strives for liberation; mumuksuh, one who 

hankers after liberation; muktah, one who is free from 

bondage. In the absence of origination and dissolution, 

bondage etc. do not exist. Jti esa paramarthata, this is 

the highest Truth. How can there be absence of origina- 

tion and dissolution? The answer is: Because of the 

absence of duality. The non-existence of duality is 

established by various Vedic texts such as, ‘Because 

when there is duality, as it were’ (Br. II. iv. 14), ‘(He 

goes from death to death) who sees difference, as it 

were, in It? (Br. IV. iv. 19; Ka. II. i. 10), “All this 

is but the Self? (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), ‘All this is but 

Brahman’ (Nr. U. 7), ‘One only, without a second’ 

(Ch. VI. ii. 1), ‘(This Bráhmana, . . .), and this all 

are this Self? (Br. II. iv. 6; IV. v. 7). Origination or 

dissolution can belong only to a thing that has exist- 

ence, and not to one that is non-existent like the horn 

of a hare. Nor can the non-dual have either birth or 

death. For it is a contradiction in terms to say that a 

thing is non-dual and yet has birth and death. And 
as for the empirical experience of Prana etc., it has 

been already stated that it is all a superimposition on 

the Self, like a snake on a rope. Indeed, such a mental 
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illusion! as the fancying of a rope for a snake does not either originate from or merge in the rope.2 Nor does the rope-snake originate in the mind and merge 
there,3 nor does it do so from both (the rope and the mind). Similar is the case with duality which is equally a mental illusion, for duality is not perceived in a state of concentration or deep sleep. Therefore 
it is established that duality is a mere figment of the 
brain. And therefore it has been well said that since 
duality does not exist, the highest Truth consists in 
the non-existence of dissolution and the rest. 

Objection: If such be the case, then the scriptures 
have for their objective only the proving of the 'non- 
existence of duality, not the proving of the existence 
of non-duality, the two objectives being contradictory. 
And as a result, one will be landed into nihilism, in- 
asmuch as non-duality has no evidence in its support 
and ‘duality is non-existent. 

Answer: Not so, for why should you revive a point 
already dismissed with the statement that illusions, 
like that of a snake on a rope, cannot occur without 
a substratum? 

To this the objection is raised thus: The rope that is 

1A creation of ignorance subsisting in the mind. 
2 For the birth or death of an illusion is equally illusory. If these 

` be objectively real, the snake should be perceived by all who see 
the rope. 

3 For if birth and death are only subjective, the snake should 
not be perceived outside. 

4 For it is not experienced as such. 
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supposed to be the substratum of the illusion of the 

snake is itself non-existent, and hence the analogy is 

irrelevant. 

Answer; Not so, for even when the illusion. dis- 

appears, the non-illusory substratum can continue to 

exist by the very fact of its being non-illusory. 

Objection: The non-dual (substratum), too, is un- 

real like the snake fancied on a rope. 

Answer: It cannot be so, for just as the rope con- 

stituting a factor in the illusion (of the snake) exists 

as an unimagined entity cven before the knowledge 

of the non-existence of the snake, so also the non-dual 

(Self) eternally exists as a non-imagined entity. 

Besides, the being who is the agent of the imagination 

cannot be non-existent, since his existence has to be 

admitted antecedent to the rise of the illusion.! 

Objection: But if the scriptures do not deal with the 

Self as such, how can they lead to a cessation of the 

awareness of duality? 

Answer: That is no defect, for duality is super- 

imposed on the Self through ignorance, just as a snake 

is on a rope. 

Objection: How? 

1 The Self has to be assumed as the substratum of the illusory 

appearance of duality; It survives all illusions as the witness of 

their disappearance; and as a matter of course It precedes the 

illusion. Therefore there can be no question of nihilism even on 

the supposition that the Self is not presented positively by the 

Upanisads. 
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Answer: All such conceptions as, ‘I am happy, 
miserable, ignorant, born, dead, worn out, embodied; 
I see; I am manifest and unmanifest, agent and 
enjoyer of fruits, related and unrelated, emaciated 
and old, these are mine,’—are superimposed on: the 
Self. The Self permeates all these ideas, for It is in- 
variably present in all of them, just as a rope is present 
in all its different (illusory) appearances as a snake, 
a line of water, etc. Such being the case, the knowl- 
edge of the nature of the substantive (Self) has not 
to be generated by scriptures, since It is self-estab- 
lished. The scriptures are meant for proving something 
that is not already known, for should they restate 
something that is already known they will lose their 
validityl. Since the Self is not established in Its own 
nature owing to the obstacle of such attributes as 
happiness that are superimposed by ignorance, and 
since remaining established in Its own reality is the 
highest goal, therefore the scriptures aim at removing 
from the Self the ideas of Its being happy and the rest 
by generating with regard to It the ideas of Its not 
being happy etc. through such texts as ‘Not this, not 
this’ (Br. IV. iv. 22), ‘Not gross’ (Br. III. viii. 8), etc. 
Unlike the real nature of the Self, the attributes of 
being unhappy etc., too, are not invariably present 
in consciousness simultaneously with such attributes 
as being happy etc.;? for if they were intrinsically 

1 Validity consisting in presenting something not known other- 
wise and not sublated later. 

2 1f the attribute of ‘being not happy’ etc. are natural to the 
Self, why should they not accompany every perception of the latter? 
The answer is: The Self may reveal Itself, and yet the opposition 
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present, there can be no such distinguishing attribute 

as being happy etc. superimposed on It, just as there 

can be no coldness in fire possessed of the specific 

characteristic of heat. Therefore, it is in the at- 

' tributeless Self that the distinct characteristics of being 

happy etc. are imagined. And as for the scriptural texts 

speaking of the absence of happiness etc. in the Self, 

it is proved that they are merely meant to remove 

the specific ideas of happiness etc. from It. And in 

support of this is the aphorism of those who are 

versed in the meaning of scriptures: “The validity 

of the scriptures is derived from their negation of 

positive qualities from the Self.’ 1 

The reason for the preceding verse is being adduced: 

anke: | 

aa agita menara RTNH: 

33. This Self is imagined to be the unreal things = 

and also to be non-dual; and these perceived things 

are also imagined on the non-dual Self. Therefore 

non-duality is auspicious. 

between Its ‘being not happy’ etc. and Its empirical modes of 

‘being happy’ etc. may not become patent owing to the influence 

of human ignorance. 
1This is a quotation from Dravidacarya. The idea is this: 

‘Though words may not have any ‘positive meaning with regard 

to Brahman, the validity of the scripture is well established; for 

the words, that are associated’ with negation and are well known 

as coer. the absence of qualities, eliminate all duality from 

the Self.’ 
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In (such illusions as) ‘This is a snake’, ‘This is a 
stick’, ‘This is a streak of water', etc. the very thing 
called rope is imagined to be such unreal things as 
a snake, a streak of water, etc., and also as the one 
real thing— the rope; similarly, the Self is imagined 
to be such multifarious unreal things as Prana etc. 
which do not exist. But this is not done from the 
standpoint of reality, for nothing can be pointed out 
by anybody unless the mind is active, nor can the 
Self have any movement. And things, perceivable to 
the unsteady mind alone, cannot be imagined to sub- 
sist in reality.1 Therefore though the Self is ever of 
the same nature, It alone is imagined to be such unreal .: 
things as Prana etc., and again as existing in Its own 
nature of non-duality and absolute Reality. It is sup- 
posed to be the substratum of everything, just as a 
rope is of the snake etc. And those perceived entities, 
too, viz Prana and the rest, are imagined by virtue 
of the existence of the Self that is verily non-dual, for 
no illusion can be perceived that is without a sub- 
stratum. Thus since non-duality is the substratum 
of all illusion, and since this non-duality is ever un- 
changing in its own nature, advayata, non-duality; is 
Siva, auspicious, even in the state of illusion. But the 
illusions alone are evil, for they generate fear like that 
from the snake seen on a rope for instance. Non- 
duality is free from fear; hence that alone is auspicious. 

1 ‘Diversity perceived on the motionless Self cannot be fancied 
to have real existence’ is the interpretation according to Ananda 
Giri, who takes ‘motionless’ as the meaning of ‘pra-calita, that in 
which motion is absent’. 
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ATTA UE AT CAAT HALT | 

w yas ange aea maa fag: ues 

34. This world, when ascertained from the stand- 

point of its essential nature, does not exist as different. 

Nor does it exist in its own right. Nor do phenomenal 

things exist as different or non-different (from one 

another or from the Self). This is what the knowers 

of Truth understood. 

Why, again, is non-duality auspicious? Inaus- 

piciousness is to be found where there is diversity or, 

in other words, where there is difference of one thing 

from another. For idam, this, the manifold phenomenal 

world, consisting of Prana, etc.; when ascertained 

atmabhavena, from the standpoint of its essential nature, 

from the standpoint of supreme Reality; does not 

exist as nana, multifarious, or as a different substance 

in this non-dual Self which-is the absolute Reality, 

just as an illusory snake has no separate existence 

when it is found’ out with the help of a light to be 

identical with the rope. Besides, this world never exists 

svena, in its own nature, in the form of Prana etc., 

verily because of its having been imagined like a snake 

on a rope. Similarly, the objects, called Prana etc., 

are not distinct from each other in the sense that a 

buffalo exists as something different from a horse.. 

Accordingly, just because of the unreality (of duality) 

there is nothing that can exist as non-separate from one 

another or from the supreme Self. The Brahmanas, 

the knowers of the Self, viduh realized, the supreme 

Reality; iti, thus. Hence non-duality is auspicious, for 

itis free from the causes of evil. This is the purport. 
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The perfect realization, as described above, is being 
extolled: 

Serer paca: i 
Fia gr qur: sATA: 3 VU 

35. This Self that is beyond all imagination, free 
from the diversity of this phenomenal world, and 
non-dual, has been seen by the contemplative people, 
versed in the Vedas and unafflicted by desire, fear, 
and anger. 

Munibhih, by the constantly contemplative people, 
by the discriminating ones, from whom have been 
removed for ever-attachment, fear, envy, anger, and 
all other faults; vedaparagaih, by those who have under- 
stood the secrets of the Vedas, by the enlightened 
souls; by those who are devoted to the purport of the 
Upanisads; drstah, has been realized; ayam, this Self; 
which is nirvikalpah, devoid of all imaginations; and 
which is prapancopasamah: prapaiica is the vast expanse 
of the variegated phenomenal world, and the Self 
in which there is the upasama, total negation, of this, 
is the prapancopafama. And therefore It is advayah, 
without a second. The idea is that the supreme Self 
is realizable only by the men of renunciation who 
are free from blemishes, who are learned, and who 
are devoted to the purport of the Upanisads, but not 
so by the logicians and others whose hearts are tainted 
by attachment etc. and whose philosophies are preju- 
diced by their own outlooks. 

aeni fafcia ated vg 
Het AANA meaa MR 
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36. Therefore, after knowing it thus, one should 
fix one's memory on (i.e. continuously think of) non- 
duality. Having attained the non-dual, one should 
behave in the world as though one were dull-witted. 

Since non-duality is auspicious and free from fear 
by virtue of its being by nature devoid of all evil, there- 
fore viditva enam, having known it; evam, thus; yojayet 
smytim, one should fix one's memory; advaite, on non- 
duality; i.e. one should practise recollection for the 
realization of non-duality.| And having compre- 
hendéd that non-duality etc., having realized directly 
and immediately that Self that is beyond hunger etc., 
birthles, and above all conventional dealings — 
after attaining the consciousness, ‘I am the supreme 
Brahman’ — lokam dcaret, one should behave in the 

world; jadavat, like a dull-witted man, that is to say, 

without advertising oneself as ‘I am such and such’. 

It is being stated as to what should be the code of 
conduct according to which he should behave in the 
world: 

freginat frap US Wd 
aoras aago Aad ua 

37. The mendicant should have no appreciation or 
greetings (for others), and he should be free from 

1 Even after knowing the import of the Upanisads, there is need 
of continuously’ revolving in one’s mind those ideas so that they 
may become firmly rooted. 
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rituals He should have the body and soul as his 
support, and he should be dependent on circum- 
stances. 

Giving up all such activities as appreciation or 
greeting; that is to say, having given up'all desire for 
external objects and having embraced the highest 
kind of formal renunciation, in accordance with the 
Vedic text, ‘Knowing this very Self, the Brahmanas 
renounce (... and lead a mendicant life)’ (Br. III. 
v. l) and the Smrti text, ‘With their consciousness 
in That (Brahman), their Self identified with That, 

` ever intent on That, with That for their supreme goal’ . 
(G. V. 17) —. Cala, the changing, is the body, since 
it gets transformed every moment; and acala, the 
unchanging, is the reality of the Self. Whenever per- 
chance, impelled by the need of eating etc., one thinks 
of oneself as ‘I’ by forgetting the reality of the Self 
which is one's niketa, support, one's place of abode, 
and which is by nature unchanging like the sky, then 
the cala, changing body, becomes his niketa, support. 
The man of illumination who thus has the changing 
and the unchanging as his support, but not the man 
who has external objects as his support, is the cala- 
calaniketa. And he bhavet, should be; yadrcchikah, de- 

pendent on circumstances; that is to say, he should 

merely depend on strips of cloth, coverings and food 

that come to him by chance for the maintenance of 

the body. 

qamna FLAT Wed quet F STER: | 
Aaa TATE RA NACI 
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38. Examining the Reality in the context of the 
individual and in the external world, one should. be- 
come identified with Reality, should have his delight 
in Reality, and should not deviate from Reality. 

The external entities such as the carth, and the 
personal entities such as the body, are unreal like the 
snake imagined on a rope or like dream, magic, etc., 
in accordance with the Vedic text, ‘All transformation 
has speech as its basis, and it is name only’ (Ch. VI. 
iv. 1); and the Self is that which exists within and 
without, that is birthless, without cause and effect, 
without any inside or outside, full, all-pervasive like 
space, subtle, motionless, attributeless, partless, and 
aciionless, as is indicated in the Vedic Text, ‘That is 
Truth. That is the Self. That thou art’ (Ch. VI. yiii- 
xii). Drstva, having seen—the Reality in this way; 
tativibhutah, (one should) become identified with 
Reality; tadaramah, (one should) have one’s delight 
only in the Self, and not in anything external — like 
one lacking in realization, who accepts the mind as 
the Self, and thinks the Self to be changing in accord- 
ance with the changes of the mind, or at times accepts 
the body etc. to be the Self and thinks, ‘I am now 
alienated from reality that is the Self’; and who at 
times when the mind becomes concentrated, thinks 
himself to be united with Reality and in peace under 
the belief, 'I am now identified with Reality'. The 
knower of the Self should not be like that, because 
the nature of the Self is ever the same, and because 
it is impossible for It to change Its nature; and one 
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should be for ever apracyutah, unwavering from Reality 
under the conviction, ‘I am Brahman’, that is to say, 
he should ever have the consciousness of the Reality 
that is the Self, in accordance with such Smrti texts 
as, '(The enlightened man) views equally a dog or 
an outcast' (G. V. 18), *(He sees who sees the supreme 
Lord) existing equally in all beings’ (G. XIII. 27), 
etc. 



CHAPTER III 

ADVAITA-PRAKARANA (ON NON-DUALITY) 

In the course of determining the nature of Om (in 
Chap. I) it was stated as a mere proposition that the 
Self is the negation of the phenomenal world, and is 
auspicious and non-dual It was further said that 
‘duality ceases to exist after realization’ (Karika, I. 18). 
As to that, the non-existence of duality was established 
by the chapter ‘On Unreality’ with the help of such 
analogies as dream, magic, and a city in space, and 
through logic on the grounds of ‘being perceived’, 
‘having a beginning and an end’, and so on. Should 
non-duality be admitted only on the authority of scrip- 
ture (and tradition), or should it be accepted on logi- 
cal grounds, too? In answer to this it is said that it 
can be known on logical grounds as well. The chapter 
‘On Non-duality’ starts to show how this is possible. 
It was concluded in the preceding chapter that all 
diversity, comprising the worshipped, worship, and so 
on, is unreal and the absolute, non-dual Self is the 
highest Reality; for— - 

urere TAT srt aair Wu 
WTA wd dum HTT: ewe: UU 

1. The aspirant, betaking himself to the devotional 
exercises, subsists in the conditioned Brahman. All 
this was but the birthless Brahman before creation. 

98 
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Hence such a man is considered pitiable (or narrow 
in his outlook). 

Upasanaíritah is a worshipper who resorts to upasana, 
devotional exercises (like worship and meditation), 
as the means to his liberation, under the belief, ‘I am 
a worshipper, and Brahman is to be adored by me. 
Though I now subsist jate brahmani, in the conditioned 
Brahman; I shall through my devotion to It, attain 
ajam brahma, the unconditioned Brahman, after the 
fall of my body. Prak utpatteh ajam sarvam, before the 
creation all this, including myself, was but the birth- 
less Brahman. Through my devotional exercises I shall 
regain that which I essentially was prak utpatteh, before 
my birth, though, after being born, I now subsist jate 
brahmani, in the conditioned Brahman.’ The dhannah, 
aspirant; upasanafritah, who betakes himself to such 
devotional exercises; since he is thus cognizant of the 
partial Brahman, tena, for that very reason; asau, that 
man; smytah, is considered; krpanah, pitiable, narrow 
(Br. III. viii. 10), by those who have seen the eternal 
and birthles Brahman; this is the idea. And this is 
in accord with the following text of the Upanisad of 
the Talavakara section: "That which is not uttered 
by speech, that by which speech is revealed, know 
that alone to be Brahman, and not what people 
worship as an object (Ke. I. 5). 

HA WEWTETSTTCTHSÜTRT AAA TU | 

WT A Waa infana WHORU URI 

2. Hence I shall speak of that (Brahman) which 
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is free from limitation, has no birth, and is in a state 
of homogeneity; and listen how nothing whatsoever is 
born in any way, though it seems to be born. 

Since on account of one’s failure to attain the birth- 
less Self existing within and without, one becomes 
pitiable by thinking oneself through ignorance to be 
unworthy, and since on that account one comes to 
believe, ‘I am born, I subsist in the conditioned 
Brahman, and having recourse to Its worship I shall 
attain (the unconditioned) Brahman’, atah, therefore; 
vaksyami, Y shall relate; akarpanyam, freedom from 
misery, limitlessness, the birthless Brahman; for that 
indeed isa source of limitation, ‘where one sees another, 
hears another; knows another. That is limited, mortal, 
and unreal’ (cf. Ch. VII. xxiv. 1), as is asserted in 
such Vedic texts as, ‘All transformation has speech as 
its basis, and it is name only’ (Ch. VI. iv. 1). Opposed 
to this is That which has no limitation, which within 
and without and is the birthless Brahman, «. Mem the 
Infinite, on realizing which there is cessation i all 
misery caused by ignorance. I shall speak of that free- 
dom from limits. This is the purport. That thing is 
ajati, birthless; samatam gatam, established in a state 
of total homogeneity. Why? Since It has no inequality 
of parts. Anything that is composite is said to evolve 
when its parts undergo loss of balance. But since this 
thing is partless, It is established in homogeneity, 
and hence It does not evolve through any change in 
any part. Therefore, It is birthless and free from 
misery. Hear yatha, how; samantatah, in all respects; 
kiricit, anything, small though it be; za Jayate, is not 
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born; though jayamanam, it may (seem to) be born, 
like a snake from a rope, in consequence of perception 
under ignorance. Hear how It is not born—how 
Brahman remains unborn in every way. This is the 
idea. 

The promise was, ‘I shall speak of Brahman which 
lias no birth and which is free from limitation) Now 
it is said, ‘I shall adduce the reason and the analogy 
for proving this’: 

DIT gaaer: i 
werfüsrew cere RNN 

3. Since the Self is referred to as existing in the 
form of individual souls in the same ‘way as space 
exists in the form of spaces confined within jars, and 
since the Self exists in the form of the composite things 
just as space exists as jars etc., therefore in the matter 
of birth this is the illustration. 

Hi, since; atma, the (supreme) Self; is subtle, part- 
less, and all-pervasive akafavat, like space — since that 
very supreme Self that is comparable to space; uditah, 
is referred to; jivaih, as existing in the form of individ- 
ual souls, the individual knowers of the bodies etc.; 
iva, in the same way; Gkasavat ghatakasaih, as space is 
referred to as existing in the form of spaces circum- 
scribed by jars. Or the explanation is: As space 
(uditah) comes to exist in the form of spaces within 
the jars, so also has the supreme Self come to exist 

as the individual souls. The idea implied is that the 
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emergence of individual souls from the supreme Self, 
that is heard of in the Upanisads, is comparable to 
the emergence of the spaces in the jars from the 
supreme space; but this is not so in any real sense of 
the term. Just as from that very space evolve com- 
posite things like jars etc., so also from the supreme 
Self, which is comparable to space, emerge the com- 
posite things like the earth etc., as well as the bodies 
and senses that constitute the individual, all of them 
taking birth through imagination like a snake on a 
rope. This fact is stated in ghatadivat ca, and like a jar 
etc.; It is evolved sarighataih, in the form of composite 
things. When with a view to make the fact understood 
by people of poor intellect, the birth of creatures etc. 
from the Self is referred to by the Vedas, then jatau, 
with regard to birth, when that is taken for granted; 
etat nidar$anam, this is the illustration, as it has been 
cited in the analogy of space etc. M 

Batley wey werersTedt T | 
Sera areas aara gera uu 

4. Just as the space confined within the jars etc. 
merge completely on the disintegration of the jars 
etc., so do the individual souls merge here in this Self. 

Just as the spaces within a jar etc. emerge into being 
with the creation of the jar etc., or just as the spaces 
within the jar etc., disappear with the disintegration 
of the jar etc., similarly, the individual souls emerge 
into being along with the creation of the aggregates 
of bodies etc., and they merge here in the Self on the 
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disintegration of those aggregates. But this is not so from their own standpoint. 
The next verse is by way of an answer to those dualists who argue, ‘If there be but one Self in all the bodies, then when one of the souls undergoes birth or death or enjoys happiness etc., all souls should share in these; besides there will be a confusion of actions 

and their results.’ 

ain eret ifa iR | 
a Wd ia nia: genfafer: uut 

E Just as all the spaces confined within the various Jars are not darkened when one of the spaces thus 
confined becomes contaminated by dust, smoke, etc., 
so also is the case with all the individuals in the matter 
of being affected by happiness etc. 

Yatha, just as; ekasmin ghatakase rajodhumadibhih yute, 
when one of the spaces confined in a jar is polluted 
by dust, smoke, etc.; za, not; sarve, all the spaces, con- 
fined within the jars etc., are defiled by that dust or 
smoke etc.; éadvat, just like that; jīvāh, creatures; are 
not affected sukhadibhih, by happiness etc. 

Objection: Is not the Self but one? 

Answer: Quite so. Did you not hear that there is 
but one Self which like space inhabits all the aggre- 
gates (of body and senses)? 

Objection: If the Self be one, It will experience 
happines and sorrow everywhere. 
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Answer: This objection cannot be raised by the 
Samkhyas. For a follower of the Sàrnkhya philosophy 
cannot posit happiness, sorrow, etc. in the soul, inas- 
much as he declares that joy, misery, etc. inhere in the 
intellec. Moreover, there is no valid ground for 
imagining that the Self, which is Consciousness by 
nature, has any multiplicity. 

Objection: In the absence of multiplicity, the (Sarn- 
khya) theory that the Pradhana (ie. Primordial 
Nature) acts for others (viz the Purusas, the conscious 
souls) has no leg to stand on. 

Answer: No, since whatever is accomplished by 
the Pradhàna cannot get inseparably connected with 
the Self. If it were a fact that any result in the form 
of either bondage or freedom brought about by 
Pradhana inhered in the souls separately, then the 
supposition of a single Self would run counter to the 
(Samkhya) theory that the Pradhana acts for others, 
and therefore it would be logical to assume a multi- 
plicity of souls. But as a matter of fact, it is not admit- 

ted by the Samkhyas that any result, be it bondage 
or freedom, which is accomplished by the Pradhana, 
inheres in the soul; on the contrary, they hold that 
the souls are attributeless and are pure consciousness. 
Hence the theory that the Pradhana acts for others, 
derives its validity from the mere presence of the Self, 
and not from Its multiplicity. Therefore the fact that 
the Pradhana acts for others, cannot be a logical 
ground for inferring the existence of many souls. And 
the Samkhyas have no other proof to validate their 
theory that each soul is different from all others. If it 
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be held that the Pradhana itself undergoes bondage 
or liberation by virtue of this mere presence of the 
supreme One (viz God), and that God becomes an 
occasion for the activity of the Pradhana by the mere 
fact of His existence — which is the same as pure Con- 
sciousness— and not on account of any specific 
quality, then the assumption of a multiplicity of souls 
and the rejection of the meaning of the Vedas are the 
results of mere stupidity.! 

As for the view of the Vaisesikas and others who 
assert that desire and the rest inhere in the soul, that, 
too, is untenable; for the impressions (of past. experi- 
ences) that generate memory cannot remain insepar- 
ably located in the Self that has no location. And since 
(according to them) memory arises from a contact of 
the soul with the mind, there can be no fixed rule 
regarding the rise of memory; or there will be the 
possibility of the rise of all kinds of memory simulta- 
neously. Moreover, the souls that are devoid of touch 
etc. and belong to a different category cannot logically 
come into contact with mind etc. Furthermore, it is 
not a fact, though these others believe in it, that 

' qualities like colour or such categories as action, genus, 

species, or inherence exist independently of the sub- 

stances. If they were absolutely different from sub- 

stances, and if desire etc. were so from the soul, those 

qualities etc. would not have any reasonable relation 

` with substance, (nor would desire etc. have any re- 

lation with the soul). 

1 This refutes the view of those Sámkhyas who believe in onc 

God as well as in a multiplicity of souls. 
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Objection: It involves no contradiction to say that 
categories which become associated from their very 
birth can have the relationship of inherence. 

Answer: Not so; since the eternal Self exists before 
the ephemeral moods like desire, no theory of con- 
genital inherence can be logically advanced. If on the 
contrary, desire and the rest are supposed to have an 
inseparable relation with the soul from their very 
birth, then there arises the possibility of their be- 
coming as everlasting as the quality of vastness that 
the soul possesses (even according to the Vaisesikas). 
And that is not a desirable position, for that will lead 
‘to the conclusion that the soul has no freedom from 
the bondage (of desire etc). Besides, if the relationship 
of inherence be different from a substance, then one - 
has to posit another relationship for its being con- 
nected with the substance, just as much as such a re- 
lationship (viz conjunction) is assumed in the case of 
substance and quality (by Vaisesikas). 

Objection: Inherence being verily an eternal, in- 
separable. connection, there is no need of positing 
another relationship to connect it (with a substance). 

Answer: In that case, since. entities that are con- 
nected through the relation of inherence remain eter- 
nally joined, there can be no possibility of their being 
separate. Alternatively, if the substances and the rest 
be absolutely disparate, then just as things possessing 
and not possessing the attribute of touch cannot come 
in contact, so also those substances etc. cannot become 
related (with such categories as relation, qualities, 
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etc.) by way of possession that is implied by the sixth 
case.! Besides, if the Self is possessed of such qualities 
as desire etc. that are subject to increase and decrease, 
It will be open to the charge of being impermanent 
like the bodies and the fruits of actions. And the other 
two faults of Its being possessed of parts and being 
subject to mutation, just like the bodies etc., will be 
unavoidable. On the other hand, if on the analogy 
of the sky, appearing to be blackened by dust and 
smoke attributed to it through ignorance, it is sup- 
posed that the Self appears to be possessed of the 
defects of happiness and sorrow generated by such 
limiting adjuncts as the intellect that are super: 
imposed on It through ignorance, there remains no 
illogicality in Its possessing bondage, freedom etc. 
in an empirical sense. For all schools of thought, while 
admitting the empirical reality as originating from 
ignorance, deny its absolute reality. Therefore the 
imagination of the multiplicity of souls that the 
logician resorts to is quite uncalled for. 

It is. being shown how, through ignorance, there 
can be the possibility, in the same Self, of that same 
variety of actions which becomes possible on the as- 
‘sumption of a multiplicity of souls: 

erariantened frat aa TA di 
ATER a Wénsfer quss frets: ugu 

: 1 We cannot say for instance, "This thing is related to that 

colour through inherence', which in ordinary parlance is ex- 

pressed by saying, ‘This thing has that colour. s 
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6. Though forms, actions, and names differ in 
respect of the difference (in the spaces created by jars 
etc.), yet there is no multiplicity-in space. So also is 
the definite conclusion with regard to the individual 
beings. 

As in the same space there is a (supposed) difference 
of dimension such as smallness and bigness in respect 
of the spaces enclosed by a jar, a water bowl, a house, 
etc., so also there is a difference of functions such as 
fetching or holding water, sleeping, etc., and of names 
such as the space in a jar, the space'in a water bowl; 
the space in a house, etc., which are all created by 
those jar-etc.; but all these differences are not surely 
real that are implied in conventional dealings involving 
dimensions etc. created in space; in reality akafasya 
na bhedah asti, space has no difference, nor can there be 
any empirical dealing based on the multiplicity of 
space unless there be the instrumentality ofthe limit- 
ing adjuncts. Just as it is the case here, so also jivesu, 
with regard to the souls, which are created as in- 
dividual beings by the conditioning factors of the 
bodies and are comparable to spaces enclosed by jars; 
this nirnayah, definite conclusion, has been arrived at 
by the wise after examination. This is the purport. 

WURST Perera freenet aN | 
taa: war shat feeTeTeurdT Tar ttt 

7. As' the space within a jar is neither a trans- 
formation nor a part of space (as such), so an indi- 
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vidual being is never a transformation nor a part of 

the supreme Self. 

Objection: The experience of difference so far as 

forms, actions, etc. are concerned with regard to those 

spaces in a jar etc. follows a real pattern. 

Answer: This does not accord with fact, since ghata- 

küfal, the space within a jar; na vikarah, is not a trans- 

formation of the real space, in the sense that a piece 

of gold ornament is of gold, or foam, bubbles, ice, etc. 

are of water; nor is it avayavah, a part, as for instance 

the branches etc. are of a tree. Yatha, as; the space in 

a jar is not a transformation of space in that sense; 

tatha, similarly, just as shown in the illustration; 

jivah, an individual being, that is comparable to the 

space within a jar; is na sada, never; either a trans- 

formation or even a part atmanah, of the supreme Self, 

that is the highest Reality and is comparable to the 

infinite space. Therefore the dealings, based on the 

multiplicity of the Self, must certainly be false. This 

is the idea. 

Inasmuch as the experience of birth, death, etc. 

follows as a consequence of the differentiation among 

individuals created by the limiting adj
uncts constituted 

by the bodies, just as the experience of the forms, 

actions, etc. are the results of the ideas of difference 

entertained with regard to the spaces within a jar etc., 

therefore the association of the soul with such impur- 

ities as suffering and consequences of actions is caused. 

by.that alone, but not in any real sense. With a view 

to establishing this fact with the help of an illustration 

the text goes on: 
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8. Just as the sky becomes blackened by dust etc. 
to the ignorant, so also the Self becomes tarnished 
by impurities to the unwise. 

Yatha, as, in common experience; gaganam, the sky; 
bhavati, becomes; malinam, blackened; by cloud, dust, 
smoke, and such other malaih, impurities; balanam, to 
the non-discriminating people; but tq the truly dis- 
criminating people, the sky is not blackened; tatha, 
so also; abuddhanam, to the unwise, to those only who 
cannot distinguish the indwelling Self—but not to 
those who can distinguish the Self; dima, even the 
supreme Self, the knower and the innermost; bhavati, 
becomes; malinak, tainted; màlaih, with impurities — 
the impurities of mental defects and results of actions. 
For a desert does not become possessed of water, foam, 
wave, etc. just because a thirsty creature falsely at- 
tributes these to it. Similarly, the Self is not blemished 
by the impurities of suffering etc. attributed to It by 
the ignorant. This is the idea. 

The same idea is being elaborated again: 

At eat sa aerate t 
feet airi araratarfrear: ue 

9. The Self is not dissimilar to space in the matter 
of Its death and birth, as well as Its going and coming, 
and existence in all the bodies. 
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The idea implied is that one should realize that in , 
the matter of birth, death, etc., the Self in all the 
bodies is quite on a par with space in its relation to 
the space confined in a jar, so far as origination, 
destruction, coming, going, and motionlessness are 
concerned. 

sora: eere reeniri: \ 
mia weed wr Aafa fret uou 

. 10. The aggregates (of bodies and senses) are all 
projected like dream by the Maya of the Self. Be it 
a question of superiority or equality of all, there is 
no logical ground to prove their existence. 

Samghatah, the aggregates, of bodies etc., that are 
analogous to the jars etc., are like the bodies etc. seen 
in a dream and like those conjured up by a magician; 
and are aíma-maya-visarjitah, projected, conjured up, 
by the Maya, ignorance, of the Self; the idea is that 
they do not exist in reality. Though there may be 
adhikya, superiority, of the aggregates of the bodies 
and senses of the gods and others in comparison with 
those of the beasts and others; or there may be samya, 
equality of all; still Ai, since; there exists na upapattih, 

. no valid ground, no possibility, for them — there is 
no reason establishing the existence of these things; 
therefore they are created by ignorance alone — they 
do not exist in reality. This is the meaning. 

(Upanigsadic) texts that go to establish the fact that 
the reality of the non-dual Self is proved on the 
evidence of the Vedas, are now being referred to: 
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ll. It has been amply elucidated (by us) on the 

analogy of space, that the individual living being 

that conforms to the soul of the sheaths, counting 
from 

that constituted by the essence of food, which have 

been fully dealt with in the Teitüriya Upanisad, is 

none other than the supreme Self. 

Rasüdayah, the essence of food etc., that is to say, 

the layers of covering — (so called
) since the preceding 

ones are more and more external in relation to the 

succeeding ones—constituted by the essence of food, 

the vital force, etc. which are comparable to the 

sheaths of swords; have been gyakhyatah, fully dealt 

with; laittiriyake, in a part of the Upanisad of the 

Taittirlyaka branch (Tai. II. i-vi). That which is 

atma, the soul, the inmost entity; legam, of them, of 

. all the sheaths; because of which (soul) all the five 

sheaths come to have existence; is jivah, the living 

being, since it is the source of animation of all. It is 

being said as to what it is. It is parah, the supreme Self 

` (Brahman) Itself, that was introduced earlier in the 

text, ‘Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, and Infinite’ 

(Tai. II. i) —the Self from which, it was stated that, 

through the Maya of the Self, emerged like dream or 

magic (Karika, III. 10) (first) space etc. and then the 

composite. things called the sheaths counting from the 

one composed of the essence of food (Tai. II. i). That 

very Self samprakasitah, has been held forth by us as 

analogous to space, in the verses beginning with 
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‘Since the Self is referred to as existing in the form 
of individual souls in the same way as space...’ 
(Karika, III. 3). The idea implied is that, unlike the 
self imagined by the logicians, the Self is not to be 
established by the mere means of the human intellect. 

"ütédU qnt Tf wur seerfamm | 
qra? da ansa: STRT: u$ RU 

12. As it is demonstrated that space in the earth 
and the stomach is but the same, similarly in the 
Madhu-Brahmana the supreme Brahman is revealed 
as the same with reference to the different dual con- 
texts. 

Moreover, prakafitam, it has been revealed; dvayoh 
dvayoh, with reference to.the different dual contexts 
— the superhuman and the corporeal — that the ‘shin- 
ing, immortal being’ dwelling inside the earth etc. as 
the knower, is but Brahman, the supreme Self, which 
is everything (Br. II. v. 1-14). Where (has this been 
revealed)? That is being stated: The word madhujnana 
is used in the sense of that from which is known madhu, 
nectar, called the knowledge of Brahman—it being 
ambrosial since it leads to blissfulness; so it means 
the (chapter called) Madhu-Brahmana (of the Brha- 
daranyaka Upanisad). In that Madhu-Brahmana. 
Like what? Yatha, as, in the world; the same akafah, 
space; is prakasitah, demonstrated to exist, through 
inference; prthivyam udare ca eva, in the earth and the 
stomach; similar is the case here. This is the purport. 
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13. The fact that the non-difference of the indi- 

vidual and the supreme Self is extolled by a statement 

of their identity, and the fact that diversity is con- 

demned, become easy of comprehension from this 

point of view alone. 

The fact that ananyatvam jivatmanah, the non-differ- 

ence of the individual soul and the supreme Self, as- 

certained through reasoning and the Vedas; is pra- 

fasyate, praised, by the scriptures and Vyasa and others; 

abhedena, by a reference to (the result consisting in) 

the identity (of the individual and the supreme Self); 

and the fact that the perception of multiplicity, which 

is common and natural to all beings and is a view for- 

mulated by the sophists standing outside the pale of 

scriptural import, nindyate, is condemned, by the 

knowers of Brahman as well by such and other texts 

as, ‘But there is not that second’ (Br. IV. iii. 23), ‘It 

is from a second entity that fear comes’ (Br. I. iv. 2), 

‘For, whenever the aspirant creates the slightest dif- 

ference in It, he is smitten with fear’ (Tai. II. vii. 1), 

* .. and this all are this Self’ (Br. II. iv. 6; IV. v. 7), 

*He who perceives multiplicity here, as it were, goes 

from death to death’ (Ka. II. i. 10); tat yat, all that, 

which has been said (thus); samatijasam, becomes easy 

of comprehension, that is to say, becomes logical; 

evam hi, from this point of view alone; but the per- 

` 1*Anyone who knows that supreme Brahman becomes Brahman 

indeed’ (Mu. .III. ii. 9). 
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verted views, cooked up by the logicians, are not easy 
of comprehension; that is to say, they do not tally 
with facts when probed into. 

Maren: qued werrerd: SEU | 
arag eb wenened f opem utu 

14. The separateness of the individual and the 
supreme Self that has been declared (in the Vedic 
texts) earlier than (the talk of)creation (in the Upa- 
nigads), is only in a secondary sense that keeps in view 
a:future result (viz unity); for such separateness is 
out of place in its primary sense. 

Objection: Since prak utpatteh, earlier even than the 
Upanigadic texts dealing with creation; prthaktvam 
Jivatmanoh, the separateness of the individual and the 
supreme Self; prakirtitam, has been declared; by the 
Vedas, in the portion dealing with rites and duties, in 
various ways in conformity with the variety of desires 
(of individuals), in such words as, ‘desirous of this’, 
‘desirous of that’, and the supreme Self, too, has been 
declared in such mantra texts as, ‘He held the earth 
as well as this heaven’ (R. X. cxxi. 1), therefore, in 
case of a contradiction between the sentences of the 
portions on knowledge (i.e. Upanisads) and rites (i.e. 
Samhita and Brahmana), why should unity alone, 
standing out as the purport of the portion on knowl- 
edge, be upheld as the reasonable one? 

To this the answer is: Tat prthaktvam, that separate- 
ness; is not the highest Truth; yat, which; is prakirtitam, 
declared; prak, earlier in the portion on rites, before 
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the Upanisadic texts dealing with creation occur, to 

wit, ‘That from which all these beings take birth’ (Tai. 

III. i), ‘As from a fire tiny sparks fly’ (Br. II. i. 20), 

‘From that Brahman indeed, which is this Self, space 

was created’ (Tai. II. i. 1), “That (Self) saw (i.e. 

deliberated)’ (Ch. VI. ii. 3), “That (Self) created 

fire’ (ibid), etc. What is it then? It is gaugam, second- 

ary, like the separateness of the infinite space and the 

space within a jar. And this statement is made by 

keeping in view the future result, as in the sentence, 

‘He cooks food.’! For the texts speaking of difference 

can never reasonably uphold it in any literal sense, 

inasmuch as the texts dealing with the multiplicity of 

the Self only reiterate the diverse experiences of beings 

still under natural ignorance. And here in the Upani- 

sads, too, in the texts speaking of creation, dissolution, 

etc., the one thing sought to be established is the unity 

of the individual and the supreme Self, as is known 

from such texts as, "That thou art’ (Ch. VI. viii-xvi), 

‘(While he who worships another god thinking), “He 

is one, and I am another” does not know’ (Br. I. iv. 

10), etc. Therefore the reiteration of the perception 

of multiplicity is made by the Vedas in this world 

in a secondary sense only, placing their reliance on 

the future demonstration of unity that is left over as 

a task to be accomplished in the Upanisads at a later 

-stage. Or the explanation is this: The declaration of 

unity has been made in, ‘One only, without a second’ 

(Ch. VI. ii. 2), earlier than that of creation introduced 

1 Where food stands for the ultimate form that the things being 

cooked will assume. 
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in such texts as, “That (Self) deliberated’, “That creat- 
ed fire’ (Ch. VI. ii. 2-3) etc. And that, again, will 
culminate in unity in the text, ‘That is truth, That is 
the Self, and That thou art’ (Ch. VI. viii-xvi). There- 
fore the separateness of the individual and the supreme 
Self that is met with (in the Upanisads) anywhere 
in any sentence must be taken in a secondary sense, 
as in the sentence, ‘He cooks food’, for the thing kept 
in view here is the unity that will be established in 
future. 

Objection: Even though everything be birthless and 
one without a second before creation, still after crea- 
tion all these surely have got birth, and individuals, 
too, are different. 

Answer: This is not so, for the Vedic texts dealing 
with creation have a different object in view. This 
objection was refuted earlier also by saying that, just 
like dream, the aggregates are created by the Maya 
of the Self, and that birth, difference, etc. -of individ- 
uals are analogous to birth, difference, etc. of the spaces 
within jars (Karika, III. 9-10). (Since falsity of these 
have already been dealt with) therefore, taking that 
very reason for granted, some Vedic texts dealing 
with creation are being adduced here, from amongst 
the texts dealing with creation, difference, etc., with 
a view to showing that they are meant for establishing : 
the oneness of the Self and the individual beings. 

westgfaregfegurd: qférat wrfaersernar i 
zara: disque rft AS S LATERAL 
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15. The creation that has been multifariously set 

forth with the help of the examples of earth, gold, 

sparks, etc., is merely by way of generating the idea 

(of oneness); but there is no multiplicity in any way. 

Srstih, the: creation; ya, which; codita, has been ex- 

pounded, revealed; anyatha, in different ways; mrt- 

loha-visphulinga-adyaih, with the help of such illustra- 

tions as earth, gold, sparks, etc.;! sah, that, all that 

process of creation; is a upayah, means; avataraya, for 

engendering, in us the idea of the oneness of the indi- 

vidual and the supreme Self. It is just like the story of 

the organs of speéch etc. becoming smitten with sin 

by the devils, that is woven round a conversation with 

Prana, where the intention is to generate the idea of 

pre-eminence of Prana (Ch. I. ii; Br. I. iii., VI. i; Pr. 

II). 

Objection: That, too, is unacceptable.” 

Answer: No, since the conversations of Prana etc. 

are related divergently in the different branches of 

the Vedas. If the colloquies were really true, we should 

have met with a uniform pattern in all the branches, 

and not with heterogeneous contradictory presenta- 

tions. But, as a matter of fact, divergence is met with. 

Therefore the Vedic texts setting forth the interlogues 

are not to be taken literally. So also are to be under- 

stood the sentences dealing with creation. 

Objection: Since the cycles ‘of creation differ, the 

1 Ch. VI. i. 4-6; Mu. II. i. 1. 
2 The anecdotes of Prana are real. 
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Vedic texts dealing with the interlogues, as well as 
with creation, are divergent with relation to the re- 
spective cycles. 

Answer: Not so, since they serve no useful purpose 
apart from generating the ideas already mentioned. 
Not that any other purpose can be imagined for the 
Vedic texts speaking of colloquies and creation. 

Objection: They are meant for meditation with a 
view to attaining self-identification. 

Answer: Not so, for it cannot be a desirable end to 
be identified with quarrel, creation, or dissolution. 
Therefore the texts expressing creation etc. are meant 
simply for generating the idea of the oneness of the 
Self, and they cannot be fancied to bear other inter- 
pretations. Therefore na asti, there is not; any bhedah, 
multiplicity, caused by creation etc; kathamcana, in 
any way. 

Objection:. If in accordance with such Vedic texts 
as, ‘One only, without a second’ (Ch. VI. ii. 2), the 
supreme Self, that is by nature ever pure, intelligent, 
and free, be the only reality in the highest sense and 
all else be unreal, then why are there such instructions 
on meditations in the Vedic texts as, ‘The Self; my 
dear, should be realized’! (Br. II. iv. 5), ‘The Self 
that is devoid ofsin . . . (is to-be sought for)’, (Ch. VIII. 
vii. 1), ‘He should shape his conviction’ (Ch. III: 
xiv. 1), ‘The Self alone is to be meditated upon’ (Br. 

1 The remaining portion is: ‘heard of, deliberated on, and 
meditated on’. 
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I. iv. 7), etc.; and why are the rites like Agnihotra 

enjoined? 

Answer: Hear the reason for this: 

aeaa B 

wuredrufauid TAATHETAT tg 

16. There are three stages of life — inferior, inter- 

mediate, and superior. This meditation is enjoined 

for them out of compassion. 

The word aframak meaning stages of life, indicates 

the people belonging to them — the people competent 

` for scriptural duties, as well as the people of different 

castes following the righteous path—for the word is 

used in a suggestive sense. They are irividhah, of three 

kinds. How? Hina-madhyama-utkrsta-drstayah, people 

possessing inferior, medium, and superior power of 

vision; that is to say, they are endued with dull, 

medium, and fine mental calibre. Jyam upasana, this 

meditation, as well as rites; upadista, has been in- 

structed; /adartham, for them, for the sake of people of 

dull and medium intellect who are affiliated to the 

stages of life etc., and not for the people of superior 

intellect having the conviction that the Self is but one 

without a second. (This is done) by the kind Vedas, 

anukampaya, out of compassion, as to how people, by 

treading the path of righteousness, may attain this 

superior vision of unity from such Vedic texts as, “That 

which is not thought of by the mind, that by which, 

they say, the mind is encompassed, know that to be 
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Brahman, and not this that people worship as an 
object’ (Ke. I. 6), "That thou art’ (Ch. VI. vii-xvi), 
"The Self indeed is all this’ (Ch. VII. xxv. 2), etc. 

The perfect knowledge consists in the realization 
of the non-dual Self, since this is established by scrip- 
tures and logic, whereas any other view is false, it being 
outside the pale of these. A further reason that the 
theories of the dualists are false is that they are based 
on such defects as likes and dislikes. How? 

vafrgrereraeang fadt faran gemi 
arent airea aut a fread uel 

17. The dualists, confirmed believers in the method- 
ologies establishing their own conclusions, are at 
loggerheads with one another. But this (non-dual) 
view has no conflict with them. 

Dvaitinah, the dualists—who follow the views of 
Kapila, Kanada, Buddha, Arhat,! and others; nis- 
citah, are firmly rooted; svasiddhanta-vyavasthasu, in the 
methodologies leading to their own conclusions. 
Thinking, ‘The supreme Reality is this alone, and not 
any other’, they remain affiliated to those points of 
view, and finding anyone opposed to them, thcy be- 
come hateful of him. Thus being swayed by likes and 
dislikes, consequent on the adherence to their own 
conclusions, parasparam virudhyante, they stand arrayed 
against one another. As one is not at conflict with 

1 Viz the Samkhyas, Nyaya-Vaisesikas, Buddhists, and Jainas. 
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one’s own hands and feet, so also, just because of non- 

difference from all, ayam, this, this Vedic view of ours 

consisting in seeing the same Self in everyone; na viru- 

dhyate, is not opposed; taih, to them, who are mutually 

at conflict. Thus the idea sought to be conveyed is 

that the perfect view consists in realizing the Self as 

one, for this is not subject to the drawbacks of love 

and hatred. 

It is being pointed out why this view does not con- 

flict with theirs: 

sud wewrdt fg dd was sen 

aera dd demie freer ute 

18. Non-duality is the highest Reality, since duality 

is said to be a product of it. But for them there is 

duality either way. Therefore this view (of ours) does 

not clash (with theirs). 

Advaitam paramarthah, non-duality is the highest 

Reality; hi, since; dvaitam, duality, heterogeneity; is 

tad-bhedah, a differentiation, that is to say, a product, 

of that non-duality, in accordance with the Vedic 

texts, ‘(In the beginning there was Existence alone) — 

One only, without a second. . . . It created fire’ (Ch. 

VI. ii. 2-3), and in accordance with reason also; for 

duality ceases to exist in samādhi (God-absorption), 

unconsciousness, and deep sleep, when one’s mind 

ceases to act. Therefore duality is called a product of 

non-duality. But éesam, for those dualists; there is 

nething but dvaitam, duality; ubhayatha, from either 
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point of view, from the standpoints of both (absolute) 
Reality and (empirical) reality. Though those deluded 
persons have a dualist outlook and we the undeluded 
ones have a non-dualist outlook in confromity with 
the Vedic texts, ‘The Lord, on account of Maya, is 
perceived as many’ (Br. II. v. 19), ‘But there is not 
that second thing (separate from It which It can see)’ 
(Br. IV. iii. 23); yet tena, because of this reason (be- 
cause of the falsity of dualism); ayam, this our point 

of view; na virudhyate, does not clash, with theirs. This 

point can be illustrated thus: A man sitting astride 

an elephant in rut does not goad his animal against a 
madman standing on the ground and challenging 
him by saying, ‘I am also seated on an elephant in 
opposition; drive your animal against me’, just be- 

cause he has no inimical feelings towards the latter. 

Thus, since in reality, the knower of Brahman is the 

very Self of the dualists, tena, hence, because of this 

reason; ayam, this, this outlook of ours; na virudhyate, 

does not clash, with them. 

When it is asserted that duality is derived from 

non-duality, someone may entertain the doubt that 

on that ground duality, too, is real in the highest sense. 

Therefore it is said: 

Aaa frat gETSTSTWISS[ BAST | 
weadt faerat fg Ratatat weg utl 

19. This birthless (Self) becomes differentiated 

verily through Maya, and it does so in no other way 
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than this. For should It become multiple in reality, 

the immortal will undergo mortality. 

The fact that non-duality which is the highest 

Reality, bhidyate, differentiates; hi, verily; mayaya, 

through Maya, is like the moon seen as many by a 

man with diseased eyes, or like a rope appearing 

diversely as a snake, a line of water, etc; but it is not 

so in reality, for the Self has no parts. A composite 

thing can get transformed through a change in its 

components, as earth gets modified into jars etc. 

Therefore the idea conveyed is that the partless ajam, 

` birthless (Self); differentiates, na kathancana, in no way 

whatsoever; anyatha, other than this. Hi, for; tattvatah 

bhidyamane, should (It) become multiformed in reality; 

that which is naturally amrtam, immortal; ajam, birth- 

less; and non-dual; vrajet martyatam, will undergo 

mortality, like fire becoming cold. And this reversal 

of one's own nature is repugnant, since it is opposed 

to all valid evidence. The birthless, undecaying 

Reality that is the Self, becomes multiple through 

Maya alone and not in reality. Therefore duality is 

not the highest Truth. 

aree wraer Aaa wr: 

aA Wat AAT wed maA ol 

20. The talkers vouch indeed for the birth of that 

very unborn, positive entity. But how can a positive 

entity that is unborn and immortal undergo mortality? 

But those, again, who talk of Brahman, who are 
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vadinak, garrulous interpreters of the Upanisads; 
icchanti, they vouch for; the jatim, birth, in a real sense; 
ajatasya eva, of the One which is verily birthless, which 
is by nature immortal, the Reality that is the Self. If 
the Self be born as they hold, It esyati martyatam, will 
undergo mortality, for a certainty. But that Self, being 
by nature a bhavak, positive entity; that is ajatal, 
unborn; and amrtuh, deathless; katham, how; can It 
undergo mortality? The idea is that It will in no way 
reverse Its nature to embrace mortality (which indivi- 
duals are subject to). 

A Wad wei o weed wur 
spaa a aaga us t 

21. The immortal cannot become mortal. Similarly 

the mortal cannot become immortal. The mutation 

of one’s nature will take place in no way whatsoever. 

Because, in this world, the amrlam, immortal; na 

bhavati, does not become; martyam, mortal; and 

similarly, the mortal also does not become immortal; 

therefore, anyathabhavah prakrteh, the mutation of one's 

nature, becoming anything other than what one is; 

na katham cit bhavisyati, will not take place in any way 

whatsoever, just as fire cannot change its heat. 

CAAA uen wrat Testa RATA | 

HARA HT eamufa fee: UR 

.22. How can an immortal entity continue to be 

changeless from the standpoint of one according to 

whom a positive object which is immortal by nature 
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can pass into birth, it being a product (according to 

him)? 

As for the disputant, yasya, according to whom; 

bhavah, a positive object; which is svabhavena amytak, 

immortal by nature; gacchati martyctam, attains trans- 

migratoriness, takes birth in reality; tasya, for him, 

it is a meaningless proposition to hold that entity to 

be naturally immortal before creation. Katham, how, 

can that entity; be amytah, immortal; tasya, for him; 

krtakena, inasmuch as it is a product? Being an effect, 

how will that immortal sthdsyati, continue to be; 

nifcalah, unchanging, immortal by nature? It cannot 

remain so by any means. At no time can there exist 

anything called an ‘unborn’ for one who holds the 

view that the Self has birth; for him all this is mortal. 

Hence (from this standpoint) we are faced with the 

negation of freedom. This is the idea. 

Objection: For one who holds the view that the Self 

does not undergo birth, the Vedic passages speaking 

of creation can have no validity. 

Answer: It is true that there are Vedic texts sup- 

porting creation, but such passages have some other 

point in view; and we said that it ‘is merely by way 

of generating the idea’ of unity (Karikz, III. 15). 

Though the objection was disposed of, the contention 

and its refutation are adverted to here again merely 

with a view to allaying the doubts as to whether the 

passages dealing with creation are favourable or 

opposed to the subject matter that is going to be dealt 

with: 
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west nsi qeu TAT fet: | 

fafradt afar a aaga ATT usa 

93. Vedic texts are equally in evidence with regard 

to creation in reality and through Maya. That which 

is ascertained (by the Vedas) and is supported by 

reasoning can be the meaning, and nothing else. 

Sama śrutih, Vedic texts (speaking of creation) are 

equally in evidence; srjyamane, with regard to a thing 

being created; bhiitatah, in reality; vā, or; abhutatah, 

through Maya, as is done by a magician. 

Objection: Of the two possible meanings — primary 

and secondary — it is reasonable to understand a word 

in its primary sense. 

Answer: Not so, for we said earlier that creation 

in any other sense is not recognized (in our philos- 

ophy), and it serves no purpose. All talks of creation, 

in the primary or secondary sense, relate only to crea- 

tion through ignorance, and not to creation in reality, 

as is denied in the Vedic text, ‘since He is co-extensive 

with all that is within and without, and since He has 

no birth’ (Mu. II. i. 2). Therefore that which is 

nifcitam, determined, by the Vedas, to be one without 

a second, birthless, and immortal; ca, and; is yukti- 

jukiam, supported by reasoning; tat, that, alone; 

bhavati, becomes, the meaning of the Vedic text, and 

never anything else. This is what we said in the earlier 

verses. 
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It is being shown as to what kind of Vedic cat- 

egorical statements are met with: 

Ae avi aea ma afafa t 

HATA IFAT AAT STR g A UAV 

94. Since it is stated (in the Vedas), “There is no 

diversity here’, and “The Lord, on account of Maya, 

(is perceived as manifold)’, ‘(the Self) without being 

born (appears to be born in various ways)’, it follows 

that He is born on account of Maya alone. 

If creation had taken place in reality, the diverse 
things should have been real, and there should not 
have been any scriptural text showing their unreality. 
But, as a matter of fact, there are such texts as, “There 
is no diversity here whatsoever’ (Ka. IL.i. 11), which 
purport to deny the existence of duality. Therefore 
creation, which has been imagined as a help to the 
comprehension of non-duality of the Self;-is.as unreal 
as the interlogue of Prana (vide Karika, III. 15); for 
this creation is referred to by the word Maya, in- 
dicative of unreal things, in the passage, "The Lord, on 

account of Maya (is perceived as manifold)’ (Br. 1I. 
v. 19). 

Objection: The word Maya implies knowledge. 

Answer: True. But even so it is nothing damaging, 
since sense-knowledge is accepted as a kind of Maya, 
it being a product of ignorance. So mayabhih (in Br. 
II. v. 19) méans ‘through different kinds of sense- 
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knowledge', which are but forms of ignorance, as is 
proved by the Vedic text, "Though unborn, It appears 
to be born in diverse ways (Y. XXXI. 19). There- 
fore sah, He (the Self); jayate mayaya tu, takes birth 
through Maya alone, the word łu being used to add 
emphasis thus— through Maya to be sure’; for (other- 
wise) birthlessness and birth in various ways cannot 
be reconciled in the same thing like heat and cold in 
fire. Besides, from the fact that realization of unity is 
a fruitful thing as mentioned in the Vedic text, *what 
delusion and what sorrow can there be for that seer 
of oneness?” (I$. 7), it follows that the unitive outlook 
is the definite conclusion of the Upanisads, and this 
view is supported by the fact that in such texts as, : 
*He goes from death to death who sees as though there 
is difference here’ (Ka. II. i. 11), the idea of hetero- 
geneity, implied. by creation etc., is condemned. 

weerararew wwe: sereni 
wt rad daR wreot srierfreaet us uut 

25. From the refutation of (the worship of) 
Hiranyagarbha, it follows that creation is negated. 
By the text, ‘who should bring him forth?’, is ruled 
out any cause. ‘ 

Sainbhavah pratisidhyate, creation (i.e. the created 

things), is negated; sambhiteh apavadat, because of the 

denial of the worship of the Majestic One! (Hiranya- 

1 The Deity that is possessed of full majesty (sam-bhuti). 
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garbha), in the text, “They enter into blinding dark- 

ness who worship the Unmanifested’ (Is. 12). For if 

Hiranyagarbha were absolutely real, there would not 

have been any denunciation of His (worship). 

Objection: The denunciation of (the worship of) 

Hiranyagarbha is meant for bringing about the com- 

bination of worship with rites (vinafa), as is known 

from the text, "They enter into blinding darkness who 

are engaged in (mere) rites’ (I. 9). 

Answer: It is true that the condemnation of the 

meditation on (or worship of) Hiranyagarbha is meant 

for enjoining a combination of the meditation on the 
Deity, viz Hiranyagarbha, with rites, referred to by 

the word vināía (lit. the destructible). Still, just as 
rites, called vinzía, are meant for transcending death 
consisting in the natural tendencies engendered by 
ignorance, so also the combination of the meditation 
on gods with the rites — which is enjoined for tie puri- 
fication of the human heart—is calculated to lead 
one beyond death that consists in the twofold han- 

kering for ends and means, into which the impulsion, 

engendered by the craving for the results of works, 

transforms itself. For thus alone will a man be sanc- 

tified by becoming free from the impurity that is the 

death characterized by the twofold hankering. There- 

fore this avidya (lit. ignorance), characterized by a 
combination of the meditation on gods with the rites, 
aims at leading one beyond death. Thus indeed does 
the knowledge of the oneness of the supreme Self arise 
inevitably in one who becomes disgusted with the 
world, who is ever engaged in the discussion of the 
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Upanigadic truths, and who goes beyond death that 
is but (a form of) avidya (or ignorance) characterized by 
the dual desire (for ends and means). Thus, in relation 
to the pre-existing ignorance, the knowledge of Brah- 
man, leading to immortality, comes as a successor to 
be related with the same person; and therefore (in 
this sense) the latter is said to be combined with the 
former. Áccordingly, since the worship of Hiranya- 
garbha is meant to serve a purpose different from 
that of the knowledge of Brahman leading to immor- 
tality, the refutation of the worship of Hiranyagarbha 
is tantamount to its denunciation, and this is so be- 
cause it has no direct bearing on emancipation, though 
it is a means of purification. Thus from the condem- 
nation of the worship of Hiranyagarbha it follows that 
He has got only a relative existence; and hence 
creation, (as symbolized by Hiranyagarbha and) called 
immortality, stands negated from the standpoint of 
the absolutely real oneness of the Self. 

So, since it is the individual soul itself, created by 

ignorance and existing through ignorance alone, that 

attains its natural stature on the eradication of ignor- 

ance, therefore, in the highest sense, ‘Kak nu enam 

janayet, who should again bring him forth?’ (Br. III. 

ix. 28.7). For none indeed creates again a snake, super- 

imposed on a rope through ignorance, once it is re- 

moved through discrimination. Similarly none will 

create this individual. By the words, 'kah nu, who 

indeed', used with the force of a covert denial; karanam 

pratisidhyate, is ruled out any cause. The idea is that 

a thing that was created by ignorance and (later) 
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disappeared has no source of birth, in accordance 

with the Vedic text, ‘It did not originate from any- 

thing, nor did anything originate from It’ (Ka. I. ii. 

18). 

. w uw afer etf area frg ea 

ainga gS HHTATT UREN 

26. Since by taking the help of incomprehensibility 

(of Brahman) as a reason, all that was explained 

earlier (as a means for the knowledge of Brahman) 

is negated by the text, “This Self is that which has been 

described as “Not this, not this”’, therefore the birth- 

less Self becomes self-revealed. 

The Upanisad thinks that the Self, presented 
through a negation of all attributes in the text, ‘Now, 
therefore, the description (of Brahman): “Not this, 

not this" (Br. II. iii. 6), is very difficult to under- 

stand; so, whatever was vyakhyátam, explained through 

various ways for the sake of establishing that very 

Self again and again; nihnute, it negates all that.! By 

1 Vide Br. II. iii. 6, III. ix. 26, IV. ii. 4, IV. iv. 22, and IV. v. 
15. Br. II. iii, starts with, ‘Brahman has but two formns — gross 
and subtle,” etc. And at the end of the section it is stated, ‘Now, 
therefore, the description (of Brahman): “Not this, not this’’’.. 
But though explained once, the Self is very difficult to compre- 
hend. Hence the Upanisad adopts other helps to present the same 
entity and then negates them with ‘not this, not this’, so that the 
absolute Brahman alone may be comprehended as the only 
Reality. 
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showing in the text, ‘This Self is that which has been 
described as “‘not this, not this”’ (Br. III. ix. 26), that 
the Self is imperceptible, the Upanisad negates, by 
implication, all that is perceptible, has origination, 
and is comprehended by the intellect! Being afraid 
lest people, not cognizant of the fact that anything 
presented as a means for establishing something else 
has only that other thing as its goal, should jump to the 
conclusion that one must cling as firmly to the means 
as to the end itself, the Upanisad nihnute, refutes (the 
idea of the reality of the means); agrahyabhavena 
hetuna, by taking the help of the incomprehensibility 
(of the Self) as a reason. This is the purport. As a 
result of this, the reality of the Self that is co-extensive 
with all that is within and without and is ajam, birth- 
less; prakaíate, gets revealed, by Itself, to one who 
knows that the means only serves the purpose of the 
end and that the end has ever the same changeless 
nature.2 

Thus the definite conclusion arrived at by hundreds 
of Vedic texts is that the reality of the Self that is co- 
extensive with all that exists within and without, and 
is birthless, is one without a second, and there is 

1 The imperceptible Brahman cannot be the supreme Reality 
if perceptible things, too, are equally real. Therefore the truth of 
Brahman implies the unrcality of duality. 

2 A superimposed thing has no reality of its own just like a snake 

imagined on a rope. Similarly, all phenomenal things like specific 

attributes that are denied in Brahnian, have no existence by the 

very fact of being negated. It is a mistake to think that the negated 
counterpart of this negation must also be true. 
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nothing besides. It is now said that this very fact is 

established by reason as well: 

wtf mN mw BUA TY TAT: | 

aad HAS uer Tet wer fg TTA ux 

97. Birth of a thing that (already) exists can rea- 

sonably be possible only through Maya and not in 

reality. For one who holds that things take birth in 

a real sense, there can only be the birth of what is 

already born. 

With regard to the Reality that is the Self, the 

apprehension may arise that, if it be incomprehen- 

sible for ever, It may as well be non-existent. But that 

is not correct, for Its effect is perceptible. As the effect 

consisting in janma, birth (of things); mayaya, through 

magic; follows satah, from (the magician) who exists ; 

so the perceptible effect in the form of the birth of 

the world leads one to assume a Self existing in the 

highest sense, which like the magician is the basis for 

the Maya consisting in the origination of the world; 

for it is but reasonable to think that like such effects 

as elephants etc., produced with the help of magic, 

the creation of the universe proceeds satah, from some 

cause that has existence, and not from an unreal one. 

But it is not reasonable to say that from the birthless 

Self there can be any birth /ativatah, in reality. Or 

the meaning is this: As the janma, birth, in the form ofa 

snake etc.; satak, of an existing thing, a rope for in- 

stance; yujyate, can reasonably be; mayaya, through 

Maya, but not /aitvatah, in reality; similarly, though 
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the Self that exists is incomprehensible, It can 
reasonably have birth in the form of the universe 
through Maya like the illusion of a snake on a rope; 
but the birthless Self cannot have any birth in the real 
sense. Yasya, as for thc disputant, again, who holds 
that the unborn Self, the supreme Reality; jayate, 
undergoes birth, as the universe, he cannot make such 
an absurd assertion that the birthless passes into birth 
since this involves a contradiction. Hence he has to 
admit perforce that jz/am, what is already born; 
Jayate, takes birth, again; and from this predication of 
birth from what is born will follow an infinite regress. 
"Therefore it is established that the Reality that is the 
Self, is birthless and one. 

HAA TIT rep AAA da usd | 
FRAGA AT AKT AAT ash mel 

28. There can be no birth for a non-existent object 
either through Maya or in reality, for the son of a 
barren woman is born neither through Maya nor in 
reality. 

For those who think everything to be unreal, janma 
na yujyate, there can be no possibility of birth, in any 
way; asatah, of a non-existent object; mayaya tattvatah 
va, either through Maya or in reality, for such is never 
our experience. For bandhyaputrak, the son of a barren 
woman; na jayate, never takes birth; either through 
Maya or in reality. Hence the theory of nihilism is 

entirely out of place in the present context. This is 

the idea. 
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How, again, can there be birth for the existent 

through Maya alone? That is being explained: 

TAT AA ATA SA WTWUT RA: | 

TA mugara SAA ATAAT RA: UREN 

29. As in dream the mind vibrates, as though 

having dual aspects, so in the waking state the mind 

vibrates as though with two facets. 

As the snake imagined on.a rope is true when seen 

as the rope, so manah, the mind, is true when seen as 

the Self, the supreme Consciousness. As like a snake 
appearing on a rope, the mind spandate, vibrates; 
svapne, in dream; mayayà, through Maya; dvayabha- 
sam, as if possessed of two facets —the cognizer and 
the thing cognized ; (ath, just like that; jagrat, in the 
waking state; manah, the mind; spandate, vibrates, as 
it were; mayaya, through Maya. 

Aga AGATA Ad: Tact A AAT: | 

Hed A GAAS AAT HATTA AAA: Noll 

30. There is no doubt that in dream, the mind, 
though one, appears in dual aspects; so also in the 
waking state, the mind, though one, appears to have 
two aspects. 

Na sarifayah, there is no doubt; that just as the snake 
is true in its aspect of the rope, so the manas, mind; 
that is but advayam, non-dual, in its aspect of the Self 
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from the highest standpoint; dvayabhasam, appears to 
have two aspects; svapne, in dream. For apart from 
Consciousness, there do not exist two things in dream 
— elephants and so on that are perceived and eyes and 
the rest that perceive them. The idea is that the case 
is similar in the waking state also; for in either state 
there exists only the supremely real Consciousness.! 

It has been said that it is the mind alone which, like 
a snake on a rope, appears as an illusion, in dual roles. 
What proof is there as to that? The text advances 
(inferential) proof on the basis of agreement and 
difference. How? 

aiga dd aien aTa | 
mA gam Sa TAANI N 

31. All this that there is— together with all that 
moves or does not move—is perceived by the mind 
(and therefore all this is but the mind); for when the 
mind ceases to be the mind, duality is no longer 
perceived. 

‘Idam dvaitam, this duality, as a whole; that is mano- 
dríyam, perceived by the mind; is nothing but the 
mind, which is itself imagined (on the Self)' — this 
is the proposition. For duality endures so long as the 
mind does, and disappears with the disappearance of 

l The mind fancied on Consciousness through ignorance, 
vibrates on the supremely real and constant Consciousness in either 
state. : 
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the mind. Hi, for; manasah amanibhave, when the mind 

ceases to be the mind, when, like the illusory snake 

disappearing in the rope, the mind’s activity stops 

through the practice of discriminating insight and 

detachment, or when the mind gets absorbed in the 

state of sleep; dvaitam na upalabhyate, duality is not 
perceived. From this non-existence is proved the un- 
reality of duality. This is the purport. 

How does the mind cease to be the mind? This is 
being answered: 

mAT TASCA TAT | 

HAA TAT ATT UTQITHTA AUST UR 

32. When following the instruction of scriptures 
and the teacher, the mind ceases to think as a con- 
sequence of the realization of the Truth that is the 
Self, then the mind attains the state of not being the 
mind; in the absence of things to be perceived, it be- 
comes a non-perceiver. 

Atmasatya: the Truth that is Self, which is com- 
parable to the reality of earth as stated in the Vedic 
text, ‘All transformation has speech as its basis, and 
it is name only. Earth as such is the reality’ (Ch. VI. 
i 4). Almasatya-anubodha is the realization. of that 
Truth of the Self which follows from the instruction 
of scriptures and the teacher. Yada, when, as a con- 
sequence of that, there remains nothing to be thought 
of; and the mind za sankalpayate, does not think — as 
fire does not burn in the absence of combustible things; 
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lada, then, at that time; yati amanastam, it attains the 
state of ceasing to be the mind. Grahyabhave, in the 
absence of things to be perceived; tat, that mind; 
agraham, becomes free from all illusion of perceptions. 
This is the idea. 

If this duality be false, how is the truth of one's own 
Self realized? The answer is: 

amean Art AAT raum | 
memes freenet frgeat uaa 

33. They say that the non-conceptual knowledge, 
which is birthless, is non-different from the knowable 
(Brahman). The knowledge that has Brahman for 
its content is birthless and everlasting. The birthless 
(Self) is known by the birthless (knowledge). 

The knowers of Brahman pracaksate, say; that 
absolute jňānam, knowledge; which is akalpakam, de- 
void of all imagination (non-conceptual); and is there- 
fore ajam, birthless; is jneyabhinnam, non-different 
from the knowable, identified with Brahman, the 
absolute Reality. And this is supported by such Vedic 
texts as, ‘for the knower's function of knowing can 
never be lost (Br. IV. iii. 30), like the heat of fire; 
"Knowledge, Bliss, Brahman' (Br. III. ix. 28. 7); 
‘Brahman is truth, knowledge, infinite’ (Tai. II. 
i. 1). The phrase brahma-jneyam, is an attribute of that 
very knowledge, and means that very knowledge of 
which Brahrhan Itself is the content and which is non- 
different from Brahman, as heat is from fire. By that 
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ajena, unborn, knowledge, which is the very nature of 

the Self; vibudhyate, is known — It knows by Itself; 

the ajam, birthless Reality, which is the Self. The idea 

conveyed is that the Self being ever a homogeneous: 

mass of Consciousness, like the sun that is by nature 

a constant light, does not depend on any other knowl- 

edge (for Its revelation). 

It has been said that when the mind is divested of 

ideation by virtue of the realization of the Truth that 

is Brahman, and when there is an absence of external 

objects (of perception), it becomes tranquil, control- 

led, and withdrawn like fire that has no fuel. And it 

has further been said that when the mind thus ceases 

to be the mind, duality also disappears. 

frgéteer serit fatan efter: | 
Ware: w og fa guts o Wem: UAL 

34. The behaviour that the mind has when it is 

under control, free from all ideation, and full of dis- 

crimination, should be particularly noted. The be- 

haviour of the mind in deep sleep is different and is 
not similar to that (of the controlled mind). 

Pracarah, the behaviour, that there is; manasaf, of 

the mind; nigrhitasya, which is (thus) under control ; 

nirvikalpasya, which is free from all ideation; dhimatah, 

which is full of discrimination; sak that behaviour; 

vijieyah, is to be particularly noted, by the Yogis. 

Objection: In the absence of all kinds of awareness, 
the mind under control behaves in the same way as 
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the mind in sleep. Hence the absence of awareness 
being the same, what is there to be particularly noted? 

With regard to this the answer is: The objection 
is untenable, since the behaviour of the mind susupte, 
in deep sleep; is anyah, different; the mind being then 
under the cover of the darkness of delusion arising 
from ignorance, and it being still possessed of the latent 
tendencies that are the seeds of many evil actions. 
And the behaviour of the mind under control is surely 
different, since ignorance, the seed of evil activities, 
has been burnt away from that mind by the fire of 
the realization of the Truth that is the Self, and since 
from that mind has been removed the blemish of all 
afflictions. Hence (the sleeping mind's behaviour) na 
tatsamah, is not like that behaviour (in the controlled 
state). Therefore it is fit to be known. This is the 
meaning. 

The reason for the difference of behaviour is being 
stated: 

wae fe eut ad ovt 
aa frd wer Aarts RT: RM 

35. For that mind loses itself in sleep, but does not 

lose itself when under control That very mind be- 

comes the fearless Brahman, possessed of the light of 

Consciousness all around. 

Hi, since; susupte,! in deep sleep; tat, that, the mind 

1A different reading is susuptau. 
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together with all its tendencies and impressions that 

are the seeds of all such mental modes as ignorance 

(egoism, attachment) etc.; /tyate, loses itself, attains a 

seed-state of potentiality which is a kind of darkness 

and non-differentiation; but when that mind is nigr- 

hitam, withdrawn, through knowledge arising from 

discrimination; na /1yate, it does not lose itself, it does 

not attain the seed-state of darkness; therefore it is 

reasonable that the behaviours of the sleeping and 

controlled minds should be different. Tat eva, that 

very mind; becomes the supreme non-dual brahma, 

Brahman Itself; when (in its absorption in Brahman) 

it is freed from the dual taint of being the subject and 

the object which are the creations of ignorance. Since 

this is the case, therefore that very mind becomes 

nirbhayam, fearless; for then there is no perception of 

duality that causes fear (cf. Br. I. iv. 2). Brahman is that 
quiescent and fearless entity, by knowing which one 
has no fear from anywhere (cf. Tai. II. ix). That Brah- 
man is being further distinguished: Jnana means 
Knowledge, Consciousness, which is the very nature 
of the Self; and Brahman which has that Knowledge 
as Its alokap, light (expression) is jnanalokam, pos- 
sessed of the light of Knowledge. The meaning is that 
It is a homogeneous mass of Consciousness, samanta- 
lah, all around; ie. like space, It is all-pervasive 

without a break. 

EELEE Ei ka baki G LE C i ESE E oad) 

apai adi NER: FAA UIE 

36. Brahman is birthless, sleepless, dreamless, 
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nameless, formless, ever effulgent, everything, and a 
knower. (With regard to It) there is not the least 
possibility of ceremony. 

Brahman which coexists with all that is inside and 
outside, is ajam, unborn, since It has no source of birth. 
We said that birth is verily caused by ignorance as 
in the case of a snake on a rope; and that ignorance 
is nullified on the realization of the truth of the Self 
according to instruction. As It is birthless, so It is 
anidram, sleepless. Sleep is the beginningles Maya 
characterized by ignorance. Since he (man) has 
awakened into his own real, non-dual nature that is 
the Self, therefore he is asvapnam, dreamless. And since 
his name and form are creations of the state of non- 
waking, and they are destroyed on: waking up like the 
illusion of a snake on a rope, therefore Brahman can- 
not be named by any word, nor can It be described ` 
as having any form in any way; thus It is also ana- 
makam arüpakam, without name and form, as is stated 
by the Vedic text, ‘From which words turn back’ 
(Tai. II. iv, II. ix). Moreover, It is sakyt vibhütam, ever 
illumined, constant effulgence by nature, since It is 
devoid of non-manifestation that is consequent on 
non-perception, and devoid of manifestation that is 
contingent on wrong perception (as in the case of an 
individual!). Realization and non-realization . (of 

1 In an individual, Brahman is said to be hidden when it is not 
perceived as ‘I’, And when a false perception arises in the form ‘I 
am an agent etc., Brahman is said to be manifest. When these two 

ideas are absent, Brahman remains as the Self-effulgent Reality. 
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Brahman) are as day and night (of the sun!), and 
the darkness of nescience is ever the cause of non- 
manifestation. Since this is absent from Brahman, 

and since Brahman is by nature the light that is 

eternal Consciousness, it is but reasonable that It 

should be constantly effulgent. Hence, too, It is sarva- 
jňam: sarva, all, as well as, ja, a knower, by nature. 
With regard to this Brahman of such characteristics 
there can be na upacarak, no ceremony (practice) as 
others have, e.g. concentration of mind etc. that are 
different from the nature of the Self. The idea is this: 
As Brahman is by nature eternally pure, intelligent, 
and free, there can be no possibility of anything to 
be done (by the enlightened person) kalhaficana, in 
any way whatsoever, after the destruction of ignorance. 

The reason is being adduced for establishing name- 
lessness etc. mentioned above: 

wattrerafrne: deseen. — 73. 
gaa: West: Werfercaetsw: NOU” 

37. The Self is free of all sense-organs, and is above 
all internal organs. It is supremely tranquil, eternal 
effulgence, divine absorption, immutable, and fearless. 

The word abhilapah, derived in the sense of that by 

1 Trueitis that non-realization precedes and realization succeeds 
instruction. But they do not belong to Brahman. The sun is sup- 
posed to be subject to day and night, because people fancy the 
sun to rise and set. But in reality the sun has no night or day. 
Similarly, Brahman has no realization or non-realization. 
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which utterance is made, refers to the organ of speech, 
the means of expressing all kinds of words. It is (vigatak) 
free from that (organ of speech). Speech is here used 
suggestively. So the meaning implied is that It is free 
of all external organs. Similarly, It is sarva-cinta- 
samutthitah: The word cinta, derived in the sense of 
that by which things are thought of, means the in- 
tellect; samutthitah means risen above that; that is to 
say, It is devoid of the internal organ, which accords 
with the Vedic text, *. . . therefore He is without vital 
force and without mind; He is pure and superior to 
the (other) superior imperishable’ (Mu. II. i. 2). Being 
devoid of all objects, It is suprasantak, absolutely tran- 
quil; sakyjjyotih, everlasting light, by virtue of being 

by nature the Consciousness that is the Self; samadhih, 

divine absorption—so called since It is realizable 
through the insight arising out of the deepest con- 
centration (samadhi). Or It is called samadhi, because . 
It is the object of concentration. It is acalak, im- 

mutable; and therefore abhayah, fearless, since there 

is no mutation. 

Since Brahman Itself has been described as divine 

absorption, immutable, and fearless, therefore— 

Wal A aa Menifee aa a feda 
AAA TAT AAT AAA MAT UAC 

38. There can be no acceptance or rejection where 

all mentation stops. Then knowledge is established in 

the Self and is unborn, and it becomes homogeneous. 

Tatra, there, in that Brahman; vidyate, there exists; 
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na grahak, no acceptance; na utsargak, no rejection 
or loss; for acceptance or rejection is possible where 

mutability or the possibility of it exists. These two are 

incompatible here with Brahman, for nothing else 

exists in It to cause a change, and It is without parts. 
Therefore there is no rejection or acceptance in It; 

yatra, where; cinta, thought (mentation); na vidyate, 

does not exist. This is the idea. That is to say, how 
can there be rejection or acceptance where no menta- 
tion is possible in the absence of the mind? As soon 
as there comes the realization of the Truth that is the 
Self, tada, then, in the absence of any object (to be 
known); jüanam, knowledge; is atmasamstham, esta- 
blished in the Self, like the heat of fire in fire (when 
there is no fuel). It is then gjati, birthless; and galam 
samatam, becomes homogeneous. 

The promise which was made earlier; *Hence I shall 
speak of Brahman which is free from liritation, is 
without birth, and is in the state of homogeneity 
(Karika, III. 2), and which has been fulfilled with the 
help of scripture and reasoning, is concluded here 
by saying, ‘unborn, and it becomes homogeneous’. 
Everything else, apart from this realization of the 
Self, is within the sphere of misery, as is declared by 
the Vedic text, 'O Gargi, he, who departs from this 
world without knowing this Immutable, is miserable’ 
(Br. III. viii. 10). The meaning sought to be conveyed 
is that by knowing this, one becomes a Brahmana 
(knower of Brahman) and has one's duties fulfilled. 

Though this supreme Reality is such, yet — 
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weaetantt Y «mp gaat: wur: | 
atten frat greurewü waa: uae 

39. The Yoga that is familiarly referred to as 
‘contactless’ is difficult to be comprehended by any- 
one of the Yogis. For those Yogis, who apprehend 
fear where there is no fear, are afraid of it. 

Asparsa-yogak nama, this is familiar as the Yoga which 
is contactless, since it has no relation, indicated by 
the word contact, with anything; vai, (this is how it is) 
referred to, well known in all the Upanigads. It is 
durdaríah, hard to be seen; sarvayogibhih, by all the 
Yogis, who are devoid of the knowledge imparted in 
the Upanisads. The idea is that it is attainable only 
through the effort involved in the realization of the 
Self in accordance with instruction. Hi, for; yoginah, 
the Yogis; who are bhayadarsinah abhaye, perceivers of 
fear in this fearless (Brahman), the non-discriminating 
ones who apprehend the destruction of their per- 
sonality, which fact becomes the cause of their fear; 
(they) asmat bibhyati, are afraid of it, thinking this 
Yoga to be the same as the disintegration of their own 
individuality, though in fact it is beyond all fear. 

But for those to whom the mind and the sense- 
organs etc., which are imagined like a snake on a rope, 
have no existence in reality when considered apart 
from their essence that is Brahman—for those who 
have become identified with Brahman—comes fear- 
lessness; and for them naturally is accomplished the 
everlasting peace called emancipation which is not 
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dependent on any other factor, as we declared earlier 

in, ‘there is not the least possibility of ceremony’ 

(Karika, III. 36). But, for the Yogis who are other 

than these, who are still treading the path, who have 

inferior or medium outlook and think of the mind as 

something different from the Self, though associated 

with It— for those who are not possessed of the real- 

ization of the Self that is the Truth— 

RAM Haga ANTA | 

gear: Aaaa snis ST Yol 

40. For all these Yogis, fearlessness, the removal 

of misery, knowledge (of the Self), and everlasting 

peace are dependent on the control of the mind. 

Sarvayoginam, for all Yogis; abhayam, fearlessness; 

is manasah nigrahayattam, contingent on the control of 

the mind; and so also is dukkhaksayah, the removal of 

misery. For there can be no. extinction of sorrow for 

the non-discriminating people so long as the mind, 

which has association with the Self, continues to be 

disturbed. Moreover, (for them) the knowledge of the 

Self, too, is contingent on the control of the mind. 

Similarly, aksaya Santif, the everlasting peace, called 

Liberation, is also certainly dependent on the control 

of the mind. 

sche seddgens mute ag t 
waa fragetaqaaateaad: uv gu 

4]. Just as an ocean can be emptied with the help 
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of the tip of a blade of Kusa grass that can hold just 
a drop, so also can the control of the mind be brought 
about by absence of depression. 

Even the control of the mind comes about apari- 
khedatah, from the want of depression; for those Yogis 
whose minds are free from mental depression, and 
who are as relentless as in trying to empty an ocean; 
kusagrena ekabinduna, with the help of the tip of a blade 
y Kuga grass that can hold only a drop. This is the 
idea. 

Is diligence alone, that knows no depression, the 
means for controlling the mind? The answer is being 
given negatively: ; 

wur Fraaie sre: | 
Spree d Aq CUT HAY SATA USA 

42. With the help of that proper process one should 
bring under discipline the mind that remains dispersed 
amidst objects of desire and enjoyment; and one 
should bring it under control even when it is in full 
peace in sleep, for sleep is as bad as desire. 

Being armed with untiring effort, and taking for 
aid the means to be stated, nigrhntyat, one should bring 
under discipline, i.e. concentrate on the Self Itself; 
the mind that remains viksiptam, dispersed, amidst 
objects of desire and their enjoyment. Moreover, 
laya means that in which anything gets merged, i.e. 
sleep. Though the mind be suprasannam, very peaceful, 
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i.e. free from effort; laye, in that sleep; still ‘it should 
be brought under discipline —this much has to be 
supplied. Should it be asked, ‘If it is fully at peace, 
why should it be disciplined?' the answer is: 'Since 
layah tatha, sleep is as much a source of evil; yatha 
kamah, as desire is.’ So the idea implied is this: As 
the mind engaged in objects of desire is to be con- 
trolled, so also is the mind in sleep to be disciplined. 

Which is that process? That is being stated: 

gs adaga TRIS t 
smi CAAT wd Wa g Tear viu 

49. Constantly remembering that everything is 
full of misery, one should withdraw the mind from 
the enjoyment arising out of desire. Remembering 
ever the fact that the birthless Brahman is everything, 
one does not surely perceive the born (viz the host of 
duality). 

Anusmrlya, remembering, the fact that; sarvam, 
everything, all duality that is created by ignorance; 
is duhkham, full of sorrow; nivartayet, one should with- 
draw, the mind; kamabhogat, from enjoyment prompted 
by desire, from the objects of desire; one should with- 
draw with the help of ideas of detachment— this is 
the meaning. Anusmytya, remembering the fact, from 
the instruction of scriptures and the teacher; that 
ajam, the birthless, Brahman; is sarvam, everything; 
na eva tu paáyati, one does not certainly perceive, the 
host of duality that is opposed to Brahman; for duality 
ceases then. 
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wu atuda fafi daga: | 
mi iaraa a Aq uv 

44. One should wake up the mind merged in deep 
sleep; one should bring the dispersed mind into tran- 
quillity again; one should know when the mind is 
tinged with desire (and is in a state of latency). One 
should not disturb the mind established in equipoise. 

Thus with the help of the dual process of detach- 
ment and practice of knowledge, sambodhayet, one 
should wake up; the mind merged /aye, in deep sleep; 
one should engage it in the realization of the tran- 
scendence of the Self. The word citta has the same 
meaning as manas, mind. Samayet punah, one should 
again make tranquil; the mind that is viksiptam, dis- 
persed, amidst desire and enjoyment. When the mind 
ofa man, who is practising again and again, is awaken- 
ed from deep sleep and is withdrawn from objects, 
but is not established in equipoise and continues in 
an intermediate state, then vijaniyat, one should know; 
that mind to be sakasayam, tinged with desire, in a 
state of latency. From that state, too, it should be 
diligently led to equipoise. But*when the mind be- 
comes samafraptam, equipoised, that is to say, when it 
begins to move toward that goal; za vicalayet, one 
should not disturb it from that course; or in other 
words, one should not turn it back toward objects. 

aenga qu frag: NUT HAT! 
fread eaea aT: uu 
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45. One should not enjoy happiness in that state; 
but one should become unattached through the use 
of discrimination. When the mind, established in 
steadiness, wants to issue out, one should concentrate 
it with diligence. 

The sukham, happiness, which a Yogi gets while 
trying to concentrate his mind; na asvadayet, he should 

not enjoy; that is to say, he should not get attached 
tatra, there, to that state. How should he behave there? 
He should become nihsangah, unattached; prajňayā, 
through the discriminating intellect. He should think, 
*Whatever happiness is perceived is a creation of 
ignorance, and it is false.’ He should also withdraw 
his mind from that kind of attraction for joy — this 
is the purport. When having been withdrawn from 
the attraction for happiness, and having attained the 
state of steadiness, the mind becomes niscarat, intent 
on going out; then withdrawing it from those objects 
with the help of the above-mentioned process, one 
ektkuryat, should diligently concentrate it—in the 
Self itself; prayatnatak, with diligence. The idea is that 
it should be made to attain its true nature of Con- 
sciousness alone. 

aa a vitae fast a a fafa ga: ı 
argana forest sur ETNEN 

46. When the mind does not become lost nor is 
scattered, when it is motionless and does not appear 
in the form of objects, then it becomes Brahman. 
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Yada, when; the cittam, mind; brought under con- 
trol through the aforesaid process, na liyate, does not 
become lost, in sleep; and also ma ca punah viksipyate, 
does not, again, become dispersed, amidst objects; 
and when the mind becomes aninganam, motionless, 
like a lamp in a windless place; and anabhasam, does 
not appear in the form of any fancied object; when 
the mind assumes such characteristics, then it nispan- 
nam brahma, becomes Brahman; or in other words, the 
mind then becomes identified with Brahman. 

weed ma Arathor FATA | 
MAMA AIT Maat Tras Vit 

47. That highest Bliss is located in one’s own Self. 
It is quiescent, coexistent with liberation, beyond 
description, and birthless. And since It is identical 
with the unborn knowable (Brahman), they call It 
the Omniscient (Brahman). 

-The above-mentioned Bliss, which is the highest 
Reality, and which consists in the realization of the 
Truth that is the Self, is svastham, located in one's own 
Self; fantam, quiescent, characterized by the absence 
of all evil; sanirvanam, coexistent with cessation, i.e. 
liberation; and it is akathyam, indescribable, as it re- 
lates to an absolutely unique entity; it is uttamam. 
sukham, the highest happiness. it being unsurpassable 
and open to the vision of the Yogis alone. It is ajam, 
unborn, unlike objective happiness. And since this 
happiness, in its true nature of omniscience, is identical 
ajena, with the unborn; jeyena, (with the) thing to be 
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known; therefore the knowers of Brahman paricaksate, 
call it; sarvajnam, the omniscient one, Brahman Itself. 

All such ideas—e.g. the control of the mind and 
so on, creation resembling the evolution of forms 
from earth and gold, and meditation—have been 
spoken of as the means leading to the realization of 
the supreme Reality as It is in Itself; but these have 
not been spoken of as supremely true in themselves. 
The absolutely highest Truth, however, is: 

q aires site: aaatser at fret 
Wege wer aa fafzuer mm uveu 

48. No individual being, whichsoever, takes birth. 
It has no source (of birth). This (Brahman) is that 
highest Truth where nothing whatsoever takes birth. 

Na jivak kah cit, no individual being whichsoever, 
who is a doer or an enjoyer; jayate, is born, by any 
means whatsoever. Hence for the Self that is naturally 
unborn and non-dual, na vidyate, there does not exist; 
any sambhavah, source, cause (for undergoing birth). 
Since there does not exist for It any cause, therefore 
no individual being, whichsoever, undergoes birth. 
This is the meaning. As compared with the truths 
mentioned earlier as the means, etat, this one; is 
uttamam satyam, the highest Truth; (yatra) where, in 
which Brahman that is Truth by nature, na kifcit 
jarate, nothing whatsoever, not even a jot or tittle, is 

orn. 



CHAPTER IV 

ALATASANTI-PRAKARANA 
(ON QUENCHING THE FIREBRAND) 

In the course of determining the meaning of Om, non- 
duality was advanced as a premiss on the basis of the 
scriptures; it was proved to be true on the basis of the 
fact that the differences found in things external are 
unreal; it was again directly determined with the 
help of scriptures and reason in the chapter on non- 
duality; and that non-duality was summed up in the 
concluding remark, ‘This is that highest Truth’ 
(Karika, III. 48). The dualists and the nihilists are 
opposed to that unitive outlook that is the import 
of the scriptures. And it has been hinted that their 
philosophy is false, since their outlook is affected by 
such: vitiating factors as attachment and aversion 
arising from mutual opposition. And the philosophy 
of non-duality is extolled inasmuch as it is not subject 
to such mental perversion. Now begins the chapter 
on quenching the firebrand, in order to show in 
detail how those are partial philosophies owing to 
their mutual contradiction, and then, after rejecting 
them, to sum up by proving the truth of the philosophy 
of non-duality with the help of the method of dif- 
ference (consisting in their rejection!). Now while on 

1 Instances of the application of the methods of agreement and 
difference are; ‘Whatever is a product is impermanent’, and 
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this subject, this first verse is meant as a salutation 
to the promulgator of the school of non-duality by 
identifying him with non-duality itself. For it is de- 
sirable to worship one's teacher at the commencement 
of a scripture so that the result aimed at may be 
achieved. 

mamaaa TATA TTD | 
Stage deut aes fuat quw ut 

1. I bow down to the One who is the chief among 
all persons, who has known fully the souls resembling 
(infinite) sky, through his knowledge that is com- 
parable to space and is non-different from the object 
of knowledge. 

Akaíakalpa is that which is slightly different from 
space, that is to say, resembling space. So, jnanena 
akafakalpbena means ‘by a knowledge that is com- 
parable to (infinite) space’. What purpose is served 
by it? (He knows) dharman, the souls. Souls of what 
kind? The souls that are gagana-upaman, comparable 
to the sky. There is another qualification of that very 
knowledge: The knowledge that is jneyabhinna, non- 
different from the objects of knowledge, viz the souls 
—just as heat is from fire, or light is from the sun. 

*Whatever is not impermanent is not a product. When both the 
methods can be applied to a case, all doubts about the truth of 
the general proposition is set at rest. In the present case, non- 
duality, presented by the scripture and proved to be a possibility 
by logic, is confirmed by showing the hollowness of others' views. 
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He who sambuddhah, has completely realized; dharman 
Saganopaman, the entities that are comparable to the 
sky; jrüeyabhinnena jüanena, through the knowledge that 
is non-different from the object of knowledge — which 
is comparable to space and is non-different from the 
true naturc of the Self that is to be known; He indeed 
is the Lord called Narayana. Tam vande, Him I salute; 
dvipadam varam, the greatest among the bipeds, that 
is to say, the supreme Person among all persons who 
are suggested by the word ‘biped’. Under the garb of 
this salutation to the teacher, it is suggested that the 
purpose of this chapter is to establish, through a re- 
futation of the opposite views, the philosophy of the 
supreme Reality that is devoid of the distinctions 
of knowledge, knowable, and knower. 

Now for extolling the Yoga taught in the philosophy 
of non-dualism comes a salutation to it: 

wean d aM adactgear fu: 
wfaeretsfaugss Sted WHTEREN URN 

2. I bow down to that Yoga that is well known 
as free from relationships, joyful to all beings, benefi- 
cial, free from dispute, non-contradictory, and set 
forth in the scriptures. 

Asparía-yogah is that Yoga which has no sparsa, 
touch, relationship, with anything at any time; it is of 
the very nature of Brahman. To the knowers of 
Brahman it is vai nama, indeed so named; that is to 
say, it is well known as the Yoga free from all rela- 
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tionships. And it becomes sarza-sattva-sukhah, a bliss 
to all beings. Some Yoga, as for instance austcrity, 
may itself be sorrowful, though it is distinguished as 
a means leading to extreme happiness. But this one 
is not of that sort. What then? It is joyful to all beings. 
Similarly, in this world, a particular kind of enjoy- 
ment of objects may be joyful but not beneficial. But 
this one is joyful as well as hitak, beneficial, since its 
nature is ever unchanging. Moreover, it is avivadah: 
that in which there is no dispute (vivada) by embracing 
two sides, for and against, is avivadah, free from dispute. 
Why? Because it is, in addition, aviruddhah, non-con- 
tradictory. The Yoga of this kind that has been 
deSitah, instructed, by the scripture; tam, to that; aham 
namami, I make my salutation, i.e. I bow ‘down. 

How the dualists contradict each other is being 
stated: 

eer wrfefiresfer afer: fada fe 
HATA sr fases Teen nat 

3. Only some disputants postulate the birth of'a 
(pre-) existing thing. Other wise ones, while disputing 

. among themselves, postulate the birth of what does 
not pre-exist. 

Hi kecit eva vadinak, only some disputants, viz the 
Sanikhyas; icchanti, postulate; jatim, the birth; 
bhutasya, of an existing thing; but not so do all the 
dualists, for there are apare, others, viz the Vaisesikas 
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and the Naiyáyikas; who are dhirah, wise, that is to 
say, proud of their wisdom; and who while vivadantah, 
talking contrariwise; postulate the birth abhitasya, of 
a non-existing thing. The idea is that they want to 
conquer each other through disputation. 

Now is being shown what is virtually asserted by 
them as they refute cach other's point of view by 
talking contrariwise: 

Wet a Wad farat Ta wu 
faasa Garena eaf q uv 

4. A thing that already exists does not pass into 
birth; and a thing that does not pre-exist cannot pass 
into birth. These people, while disputing thus, are 
really non-dualists, and they thus reveal the absence 
of birth. 

‘Kim cit, anything; that is bhitam, pre-existing; na 
Jayate, does not pass into birth, just because it exists, 
as it is in the case of the Self? — while speaking thus, 
the holder! of the view that the effect does not exist 
before its birth, refutes the view of the Sanikhya who 
says that the effect, pre-existing in the cause,? takes 
birth. Similarly, the Samkhya, too, while speaking 
thus, *Abhutam, a non-existing —like the horns of a 
hare; na eva jayate, can never be born, because of the 

l The Naiyayika, who virtually subscribes to the view that 
something comes out of nothing. 

2 The effect remaining involved in the cause. 
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very fact that it does not exist — refutes the birth of 
a non-existing thing as held by those who believe in 
the non-existence of the effect before production. 
While vivadantah, talking contrariwise; these advayah,! 
non-dualists —for these really walk into the camp of 
the non-dualists by refuting each other's view about 
the birth of the pre-existing or the non-pre-existing; 
khyapayanti, reveal, by implication; ajatim, the absence 
of birth itself. 

STAN WuHISTWE TAA | 
faqerat a a: adaa ferte wx 

5. We approve the birthlessness that is revealed 
by them; we do not quarrel with them. (O disciples), 
understand this (philosophy) that is free from dispute. 

By saying, ‘Let this be so’, we simply antimodamale, 
approve; the ajatim, birthlessness; taih khyagy qmanam, 
thus revealed by them; we na vivadamah, do not 
quarrel; taik sardham, with them, by taking any side 
for or against, as they do in regard to each other. This 
is the idea. Therefore, O disciples, nibodhata, under- 
stand; that philosophy of the highest Reality that is 
avividam, beyond dispute, and is approved by us. 

wate Wer maea afaa: | 
Fa DMN Tit edet waters ven 

‘Another reading is ‘dvayah, dualists’. 
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6. The talkers verily vouch for the birth of an un- 
born positive entity. But how can a positive entity 
that is unborn and immortal undergo mortality? 

Vadinah, the disputants —all of them, whether 
holding the view of the prior existence or non-existence 
of the effect. This verse was commented on earlier 
(Karika, III. 20). 

a Way wel T AAA TAT I 
Supdvmrararat sr niagara welt 

7. The immortal can not become mortal. Similarly 
the mortal cannot become immortal. The mutation 
of one's nature will take place in no way whatsoever. 

SAMA uer TAT Testa Weldn | 
Hearted mp TaTeate frase: uci 

8. How can an immortal entity continue to be 
changeless from the standpoint of one according to 
whom a positive entity which is immortal by nature 
can pass into birth, it being a product (according 
to him)? 

The verses already explained earlier (Karika, III. 
21-22) are quoted here in order to show the confirma- ' 
tion of birthlessness that is revealed through the 
mutual dispute of other schools of thought. 

Inasmuch as one's nature, even in the ordinary 
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sense of the term, does not change, (far less can the 
supreme nature change itself). It is being shown what 
the nature is: 

wifafast cararfrat agen snpet w uri 
sata: ufa fastar ecard a erie UT eli 

9. By the word ‘nature’ is to be understood that 
which is permanently acquired, or is intrinsic, instinc- 
tive, non-produced, or unchanging in its character. 

Samsiddhik means complete attainment, and any- 
thing resulting from that is samsiddiki, as is the nature 
of the successful Yogis who are endowed with such 
occult powers of becoming at will subtle like atom 
and so on. In the case of the Yogis, that nature does 
not change either in the past or in the future; it remains 
as it is. So also svabhaviki, intrinsic — that“qwhich 
follows from the very nature of things, as for instance, 
such characteristics as heat or light in the case of fire 
etc. That nature also does not change according to 
place or time. Similarly, sahaja, instinctive, born with 
oneself, as for instance such activities of birds as flying 
in the sky. Any other behaviour, too, is natural, yz 
akyta, that is not produced by anything else, as for 
instance the tendency of water to flow down. And 
anything else, ya na jahati svabhavam, that does not 
change its character; sa, all that; vijneya, is to be 
known, in this world; as prakrtih, nature. The idea 
sought to be conveyed is this: When the nature of 
empirical things, that are falsely imagined, does not 
change itself, what need can there be to point out 
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that the natural immortality of the intrinsically birth- 
less ultimate realities, is. not subject to mutation? 

What constitutes that nature, whose change is 
assumed by the disputants? And what is the defect 
in such an assumption? The answer is this: 

eA eae: As um enum 
masara AAA uoi 

10. All souls are intrinsically free from old age and 
death. But by imagining senility and death, and being 
engrossed in that thought, they deviate (from their 
nature). 

Jarā-marana-nirmuktāh, free from old age and death, 
i.e. free from all (physical) changes — jara, old age, 
and (ending with) marana, death, etc. Who are they? 
Sarve dharmak. all entities, i.e. all the souls; svabhavatah, 
by nature. Although the souls are intrinsically so, yet 
icchantah, thinking, as though thinking, imagining; 
Jaramaranam, old age and death, for the Self, like the 
imagining of a snake on a rope; they cyavante, fall, 
that is so say, deviate, from their own nature; fanmani- 
saya, because of that thought— thought of senility 
and death, that is to say, because of the defect of being 
engrossed in that kind of thought. 

The Vaisesika points out how the Sanikhyas, hold- 
ing the view of the pre-existence of the effect in the 
cause, talk illogically: 
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Ht uen X wr HT Wem TATA | 

Waa Hare fat fret wt a equiti 

ll. The cause must undergo birth according to 

one who holds that the cause itself is the effect. How 

can a thing be birthless that takes birth, and how can 

it be eternal when it can be subject to (partial) disin- 

tegration? 

The disputant, yasya, according to whom; karanam, 

the cause itself (existing) in the form of materials like 

carth; is the karyam, effect, that is to say, evolves into 

the effect; tasya, from his point.of view; karanam, the 

cause, e.g. the Pradhana (or Primordial Nature), 

though itself unborn; jayate, undergoes birth, as the 

effects like Mahat and the rest. This is the-idea. If 

Pradhana is jayamanam, born, as Mahat and the rest; 

katham, how, is it said by them; to be ajam, birthless? 

For it is a contradiction in terms to say that a thing 

is unborn and yet has birth. Moreover, they say that 

the Pradhana is eternal. How can it be eternal if it is 

bhinnam, split up, disintegrated (transformed), par- 
tially? Fo: a composite thing, a jar for instance, which 

is subject to partial disintegration, is not seen to be 

eternal in this world. This is the idea. The meaning 

sought to be imparted is that it involves a contradic- 

tion on their part to say that a thing may be broken 
up partially and yet be birthless and eternal. 

For elucidating the same idea it is said: 
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BRUT: iWeb ufu | 
maania d wrufennc à ri WAT UU 

12. If (according to you) the effect be non-different 
from the cause, then on that account the effect, too, is birthless. And if that be so, how can your cause be still eternal, it being non-different from its effect which 
is subject to birth? 

Yadi, if; it is your intention to hold that there is 
ananyatvam, non-difference, of the effect; karanat, from 
the cause, which is birthless; then from that it follows 
that karyam ajam, the effect is birthless. This is a fresh 
contradiction in your view that a thing is a product 
and yet birthless. Besides, there is this additional con- 
tradiction: If the effect and the cause are non-dif- 
ferent, katham, how; can te, your; karagam, cause; 
which is non-different karyat jayamanat, from the effect 
that is subject to birth; be yet dhruvam, eternal? For 
one half of a hen cannot be cooked, while the other 
half is reserved for laying eggs. 

There is this further consideration: 

Ba Wat Wer geenemeqer aka di 
maea AAA A AACA Wasa 231 

13. That disputant has certainly no supporting 
illustration who holds that the effect is produced out 
of an unborn cause. If the produced effect is held to 
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be born out of another born thing, that, too, leads to 

no solution. 

That disputant, yasya, according to whom; the 

effect jayate, is produced; ajāt, from an unborn thing; 

tasya, for him; na asti vai drslantah, there is absolutely 

no illustration (in support). The idea is that, in the 

absence of any supporting illustration, it stands proved 

by implication that nothing.is born of the unborn. 

On the other hand, if it is held jayamanasya, with 

regard to the produced effect; that it comes jatat, from 

a born thing; then since the latter must come out of 

another born thing and the last one, again, from 

another born thing, na uyavasthà prasajyate, there will 

be no solution at all; or in other words it will lead to 

an infinite regress. 

By the Vedic text, ‘But when to the knower of 

Brahman everything has become the Self (then what 

should one know and throught what?)’ (Br. II. iv. 14), 

it has been said that from the highest standpoint there 

is no duality. Taking its stand on this, the (next) verse 

says: 

gate: we Aurnfagg: wer T 
W: Heer aR: Het Aarau uu 

14. How can beginninglessness be declared for cause 
and effect by those (disputants) according to whom 
the effect is the origin of the cause and the cause the 
origin of the effect? 
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The disputants, yesam, according to whom; the 
bhalam, effect, the aggregate of body and senses; is 
the adik, source; hetoh, of the cause, of merit etc.; and 
similarly, the hetuh, cause — merit etc.; is the adiji 
source; phalasya, of the effect, of the aggregate of body 
and senses—while thus positing a beginning for 
the cause and the effect by the very assertion that 
these are mutually the sources and products of each 
other! —katham taik upavarnyate, how can it be as- 
serted by them; that the cause and effect are begin- 
ningless? In other words, this is self-contradictory, 
for the Self that is eternal and unchanging can neither 
become the cause nor the effect. 

How do they make a contradictory assertion? That 
is being shown: 

atte: we Regg: Weser wi 
TAT TH AIK Faroe Hg usu 

15. Just as a father may be born of a son, so also 
may birth be a possibility according to those (dis- 
putants) who admit that the effect is the source of the 
cause and the cause is the source of the effect. 

Those who assert that the cause originates from the 
effect, which is itself produced by the cause, get in- 
volved in a contradiction that is on a par with that 

1 Merit and demerit result from embodiment; and embodiment 
results from merit and demerit. 
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implied in pituh janma putrat, the birth of the father 
from a son. 

If it be contended that the contradiction pointed 
out above cannot be reasonably advanced, we say, 

waa Rame em: FATA | 
BIA Terrase faune t? 8 

16. A sequence has to be found out by you in the 
births of cause and effect. For should they originate 
together, there can be no causal relation, as between 
the two horns of a cow. 

Kramah, a sequence— viz that the cause precedes 
and the effect succeeds; eşitavyah, has to be found 
out; /vgya, by you; sambhave, in the births; hetu- 
phalayoh, of cause and effect. This is necessary for this 
further reason: Yasmat, since; yugapat sambhave, should 
there be a simultaneous origin, of the cause and effect; 
there will be asambandhah, want of relationship, 
through causality, as in the case of the two horns of 
a cow growing together on the left and the right. 

How will they be unrelated? That is being stated: 

WEA: WW d gg: Teeter | 
emu: wu gg: vegene faak ug 

17. If your cause has to come out of an effect, it 
can have no right to recognition. How will a cause, 
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which is not established as such, produce a result? 
Utpadyamanah san, if it has to originate; phalat, from 

an effect, which is still to be born, which is itself yet 
without any existence— which is non-existent like 
the horn of a hare; hetuh, the cause; na prasidhyati, has 
no right to recognition; it does not have any birth. 
Katham, how; your hetuh, cause; which is yet to be 
endued with substance; and aprasiddhah, is not estab- 
lished as such, like the horn of a hare; utpadayisyati 
phalam, will produce a result? For it is not seen any- 
where that two things that depend for existence on 
each other, and are analogous to the horns of a hare, 

` are connected causally or in any other way. This is 
the idea. 

ufz oct: monata: wafaaa aga: | 
wae Aea uer fataxterar usen 

18. If the subsistence of the cause is dependent on 
the effect, and the subsistence of the effect is depend- 
ent on the cause, then which of the two has existence 
earlier, with relation to which the other may emerge? 

If, even after the dismissal of any causal relation 
between the (so-called) cause and the (so-called) 
effect by pointing out the defect that they cannot be 
interrelated, it is still contended by you that the cause 
and the effect subsist by mutual interdependence, 
then tell me which one among the cause and the effect 
pre-exists, depending on the pre-existence of which 
the succeeding one may emerge into being. This is 
the idea. 
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AAA manasa FA: | 
ua fg wdwr qdverfe: Aim zen 

19. Your inability to answer this will amount to 
your ignorance, or there will be falsification of the 
sequence (asserted by you). Thus indeed is highlighted 
in every way the absence of birth by the learned ones. 

On the other hand, if you think that you have no 
answer, then this agaktih, inability, of yours; will 
amount to (the fallacy of) aparijianam, want of knowl- 
edge of reality, i.e. ignorance; athavd, or there will be; 
kramakopah — kopa, reversal, falsification, of the krama, 
sequence, spoken of by you, consisting in mutual 
succession in the sense that the effect derives its sub- 
sistence from the cause, and the cause derives its sub- 

sistence from the effect. This is the meaning. Evam, 
thus, from the fact that any causal relation between 
the cause and the effect cannot be substantiated; 
ajatih, the absence of birth, the non-origination of 
everything; paridipita, has been highlighted; buddhaih, 
by the learned people, the disputants who speak of 
the defects of each other’s point of view. This is the 
purport. 

- Objection: We spoke of the causal relation existing 
between the cause and the effect, whereas, playing 
merely on the words, you resorted to trickery saying 
that it is like the birth of the father from a son, that 

there is no such connection between the two like 
the two horns of a cow, and so on. Not that we as- 
serted the production of an effect from a cause that 
did not exist, or the derivation of a cause from a non- 
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existing effect. What did we say then? It was admitted 
by us that causality is the kind of relation existing 
between the seed and the sprout. 

With regard to this the answer is: 

ATH querer war remet fg wd 
« fg reamed Bg: fet remer quad uxo 

20. What is known as the illustration of the seed 
and the sprout is ever on an equal footing with the 
(unproved) major term. For an illustration that is as 
unproved as the major term is not applied for estab- 
lishing the relation of the major term with the minor 
term. 

(This is but begging the question, because the 
supporting) drstantah, illustration; that is byankura- 
khyah, known as that of the seed and the sprout; is 
sadhyasamah, on an equal footing with my major term 
(that has still to-be proved). This is the idea. 

Objection: Is it not a matter of experience that the 
causal relation between the seed and the sprout is 
without a beginning? 

Answer: Not so, for it is admitted that the earlier 
ones have their beginning like the succeeding ones. 
Just as a separate sprout that has originated now from a 
seed has a beginning and another seed born out of 

a separate sprout has also a beginning by the very 

fact of succession in birth, similarly the antecedent 

sprouts as well as the antecedent seeds must have a 
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beginning. And thus since each one of the whole chain 
of seeds and sprouts has a beginning, it is illogical 
to assert eternality for any one of them. So also is the 
case with regard to causes and effects. If now it is 
argued that the chain of causes and effects is without 
a beginning, we say, no; for any unity of such a series 
cannot be upheld. Indeed, apart from the causes and 
effects, even those who talk of the beginninglessness 
of such a series do not certainly vouch for a unitary 
entity called either a chain of seeds and sprouts or a 
procession of causes arid effects. Therefore it has been 
well said, ‘How can beginninglessness be declared by 
them for cause and effect? (Karika, IV. 14). Thus 
since your view involves an illogicality from a 
fresh point of view, we are not really avoiding 
the point at issue. This is the idea. Moreover, hetuk, 
an illustration; that is sadhyasamah, as unproved 
as the major term; is not applied by those who 
are adepts in the use of the valid means of proof 
(i.e. inference); sadhyasiddhau, in the matter of estab- 
lishing a relation between the major term and the 
minor term (in a syllogism). This is the meaning. The 
‘illustration’ is to be understood here by the term 
hetuh (lit. middle term), for an illustration substan- 
tiates the ground of inference; and what is under 
discussion is the illustration, and not the middle term. 

It is being shown how birthlessness is highlighted 
by the wise: 

qatecrafereena: afecten i 
waar + wate wd qd a TEAR 
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. 21. The ignorance of the precedence and succession 
Is a pointer to beginninglessness itself. For if it be a 
fact that a thing takes birth, why is not its cause 
apprehended? 

And the fact that there is piroaparaparijaanam, ignor- 
ance of the precedence and succession, of the cause 
and the effect; that is paridipakam, a pointer to, i.e. 
an indication of; ajateh, birthlessness. If an entity takes 
birth, katham, why; is its pürvam, antecedent cause; 
na grhyale, not grasped? By one who perceived a thing 
undergoing birth must also be perceived, as a matter 
of necessity, the originator of that thing; for the 
begetter and the begotten are inevitably inter-related. 
Therefore that is a pointer tò birthlessness. 

waa at Tet asf a farg wat 
WeWq aaas a Tafageg sat NIU 

22. A thing, whatsoever it may be, is born neither 
of itself, nor of something else, (nor of both together). 
Nothing whatsoever is born that (already) exists, 
does not exist, or both exists and does not exist. 

For this further reason also nothing whatsoever 
that is sat, existing; asai, non-existing; or sat-asat, 
existing and non-existing, takes birth; since a thing 
that (supposedly) undergoes birth, na jayate, is not 
born; svatak, of itself; paratah, of another; va, or, of 
both. There is no possibility of birth for it in any way. 
To illustrate: As a jar does not come out of that very 
jar, so nothing, that has not itself come into existence, 
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can be born svatah, out of its own form by itself: Nor 
does it take birth paratah, from another, as something 
different from that another, just as a cloth is not born 
of a pot or a cloth from another cloth. Similarly a 
thing is not born both out of itself and another, just 
as a jar or a cloth is not born out of a jar and a cloth, 
for this involves a contradiction. 

Objection: Is not a jar produced from earth and a 
son born of a father? 

Answer: True, the ignorant have such notions and 

use such words as ‘It exists’, ‘It takes birth’. 

Those very words and notions are examined by the 

discriminating people as to whether they are true or 

false, inasmuch as things called a jar, a son, and so on, 

which are contents of words and notions, are found 
on examination to be reduced to mere words, as is 
declared in the Vedic text, ‘(All modification) has 
speech as its basis . . . (Ch. VI. i. 4). Ifa thing already 
exists, then just because it exists, it does not pass into 
birth like earth or a father. If a thing does not exist, 
then by the very fact of non-existence it does not 
undergo birth like the horn of a hare etc. If it is both 
existent and non-existent, then also it does not take 
birth, as it is impossible to have a thing that is self- 
contradictory. Hence it is established that nothing 
whatsoever is born. As for those (Buddhists) who 
assert that a product is nothing more than the mere 
act of birth, and by whom it is held accordingly that 
actions, accessories, and results are but the same 
identical entity and that things are momentary, they 
are far out of the reaches of reasonableness, because 
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(according to this theory) a thing cannot be appre- 
hended as “This is so’, since it ceases to exist for a 

second moment immediately after being perceived, 
and because memory of a thing not perceived carlicr 
becomes impossible. 

Besides, by asserting that the cause and the effect 
are without beginning, you admit perforce that the 
cause and the effect are without birth. If you ask, 
*How is it?’, the answer is: 

Egi malsa: we curfu cravat: | 
eras fret uem eem guid feet usa 

23. A cause is not born of a beginningless effect; 
nor does an effect naturally come out (of a begin- 
ningless cause). (Cause and effect are thus birthless) 
for a thing that has no cause, has certainly no birth. 

Anādeh, from a beginningless, effect; hetuh na jayate, 

the cause is not born. For you do not certainly mean 

that from a beginningless effect, which is not born, 

the cause derives its birth. Nor do you mean that the 

phalam, effect; also gets its birth svabhavatah, naturally, 

without any reason; anadeh, from an unborn cause that 

is beginningless. Accordingly, you virtually admit the 

birthlessness of cause and effect by asserting that they 

have no beginning. Hi, for; in this world, yasya, any- 

thing for which; adif, a cause; ma vidyate, does not 

exist; ¢asya, for that thing; ma vidyate, cannot exist; 

üdih, a beginning, the birth, mentioned earlier; be- 



Ge 
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cause birth is admitted for a thing that has a cause, 
and not for a causeless one. 

An objection is being raised again in order to empha- 
size what has already been said: 

Tat: uRrfiracer erar gum: i 

deaa WOeaTRUT AAT UYU 

24. (We have to admit) that knowledge has its 
objects, since a contrary supposition leads to an anni- 

hilation of duality. And the existence of objects, as. 
supported by the opposite systems of thought, is also 
admitted from the fact of the experience of pain. 

Prajňapti means knowledge, perception of sound 
etc. That knowledge is possessed of a nimitta, cause, 
ie. an object. So sanimittatvam means the fast that it 
has an object —it has objective reference apart from 

` its own subjective existence. This is what we admit. 
Perception of sound and the rest cannot be content- 
less, for it is related to objects. Anyatha, otherwise (in 
the absence of objects); there would result a void, 
dvayanaíatah, as a consequence of the annihilation of 
duality— consisting in a variety of experiences of 
sound, touch, blueness, yellowness, redness, etc. This 
is the meaning. Nor can it be said that duality, con- 
sisting in a variety of experiences, does not exist, for 
this is a matter of direct perception. Accordingly, 
from the fact that duality — variety of experiences — 
is perceived, paratantrastita, existence as held by the 
scriptures of other schools, that is to say, existence of 
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external objects, apart from their knowledge, as held 
by the books of opposite schools; matā, is admitted. 
For knowledge, which is of the nature of mere illumi- 
nation, cannot have any variety amounting to a 
mere natural diversification within itself unless there 
is that variety in the corresponding objects, e.g. blue- 
ness, yellowness, etc., just as a crystal can have no 
variety unless it comes into relation with such limiting 
adjuncts as blueness etc. This is the idea. The external 
objects, as held by the opposite systems, have exist- 
ence because of the further reason of samklesa, lit. 
suffering, which is the same as sariklefana, causing of 
suffering; so it means pain. Pain arising from a burn 
etc. is a matter of experience. If, apart from knowl- 
edge, there were nothing externally present to cause 
a burn for instance, pain would not have been ex- 
perienced. Therefore, from this fact, we admit that 
there is an external object. For there can be no pain 
in knowledge as such, since this is not the case else- 
where.! 

As to this the reply (of the subjective-idealist) is: 

srt: aaa gia | 
aiena iaa vwerasiem us utt 

25. In accord with the perception of its cause, 
knowledge is supposed to be based on external objects. 
But from the standpoint of reality, it is held that the 
external cause is no cause. 

- 1 E.g. where the body is not in actual contact with fire. 
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It is true that yuktidarfanat, in compliance with the 

logic of the experience of duality and pain; isyate, 

it is thus posited, by you; that sanimitlatvam prajnap- 

teh, there is an external object for knowledge. Now 

liold fast to your logic that external objects are the 

basis of experience. 

Opponent: Tell me what follows from that. 

The answer is: By us isyate, it is held; that nimittasya 

animittatvam, the cause—a jar or anything else that is 

assumed to be the basis of experience —is no cause; 

it is not the basis, the cause, of variety. 

Objection: Why? 

Answer: Bhütadaríanát, from the standpoint of re- 

.ality, that is to say, of the ultimate Reality. For, unlike 

the existence of a buffalo independently of a horse, 

a jar does not exist apart from clay after being re- 

cognized as clay that it really is, nor does & gloth exist 

apart from the yarns, nor the yarns apart ‘from the 

fibres. Thus if the reality is pursued successively till 

words and notions cease, we do not perceive any 

external cause of knowledge at all. This is the meaning. 

Or the phrase may be abhiitadarSanat (and not bhüta- 

daríanat) in which case the meaning is: Abhitadarsanat, 

on account of finding the external object to be un- 
real; animiltatvam isyate, it is not admitted to be the 

cause (of knowledge), just as a snake seen on a rope 

is not. Besides, the cause is not a cause, since it is the 

content of an erroneous perception; and as such, it 
ceases to be so when the error is removed. For to the 
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people in deep sleep, divine absorption (samadhi), 
or Liberation, where there is no erroneous perception, 
there is no knowledge of any external object, except 
(the consciousness of) the Self. Nor is a thing perceived 
by a- madman perceived to be such by others who 
are iri their senses. Hereby is demolished the arguments 
based on perception of duality and experience of pain. 

fad a deak mature enia sri 
eret fü aam aratareeda: wu UREN 

26. Consciousness has no contact with objects; so 
also it has certainly no contact with appearances of 
objects. For according to the reasons adduced, an 
object has no existence, and an illusory object is not 
separate from the awareness.! 

As there is no external objects, therefore the cittam, 
consciousness; na spréati, does not come in contact 
with; artham, an object, anything acting externally: 

. as a support; nor does it come in contact with artha- 
bhasam, any appearance of an object, for it is as much 
a form of consciousness as the consciousness in dream; 

. hi, for; yatah, in accordance with the above reasoning; 
arthah, an object; is abhutah, non-existent, even in the 

1 We are dealing here with the Buddhist view. A.G. explains 
cilla as sphurana, Self-emanation, shining. The act of knowing 

implies an object to be known, but consciousness, thought of as 

shining like the sun, needs no object. Besides, the sun and its 

shining are the same, though in common parlance a distinction 

is made between them. c 
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waking state, just as a dream object is. Na, nor even 
is; arthabhasak, an illusory object; prthak, different, 
from consciousness; it is consciousness alone that 

appears as objects like the jar etc. as it does in a dream. 

Objection: In that case, the appearance of con- 

sciousness, in the form of a jar for instance even when 

there is no jar etc., must be a false perception. And 

if this be the conclusion, you should point out the 

(corresponding) right knowledge somewhere (so as 

to call this an error). 

With regard to this, the answer (of the subjectivist) 

is: 

fated a cat fart deqereag fg 
afiat faute: aa cer afara it 

27. Consciousness does not ever come in contact 
with external objects in all the three states. There 
being no external objects, how can there be any 
baseless, false apprehension of it? 

Cittam, consciousness; ma sada samsprsati, does not 
ever touch; any nimittam, cause, external object; trisu 
adhvasu, in all the three states (of past, present, and 
future). Should it come in contact with any object at 
any time, that will be non-erroneous, i.e. the highest 
reality, and in relation to that true perception, the 
illusive perception of a jar, where there is no jar, will 
be a false perception. But there is no contact of con- 
sciousness with any object at any time. Therefore 
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katham, how; bhavisyati, will there be; tasya, for that consciousness; viparyasah animittah, any false appre- hension that has no object to support it? The idea implied is that there is no such thing as false knowledge at all. Rather it is the nature of consciousness that 
even in the absence of jar etc. it appears like those things.! 

The text starting with, ‘In accord with the percep- 
tion of its cause, knowledge . . . (IV. 25) and ending 
with the previous verse, which represents the view 
of the subjective-idealists among the Buddhists, is 
approved by the teacher (Gaudapada) in so far as it 
refutes the view of those who believe in external 
objects. Now he makes use of that very argument (of 
the idealists) as a ground of inference for demolishing 
their own points of view: 

qaa stadt Rad fared omaia 
Wed uui Hd mia Wr mafa d owew usen 

28. Hence consciousness has no birth, and things 
perceived by it do not pass into birth. Those who 
perceive the birth of that consciousness, may as well 
see footmarks in space itself. 

1 Those who in a case of illusion, hold the theory of anyatha- 
khyati, appearance of a real thing in a wrong way, believe that an 
illusion presupposes a true perception somewhere. But the sub- 
jective-idealists say that an error docs not imply an earlier true 
knowledge, for an illusion and the objects in an illusion are all 
appearances of consciousness. 
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Since from the standpoint of reality, we also approve 

the view of the subjective-idealists that consciousness 

appears as a jar even though there is no such jar etc., 

therefore it also stands to reason that consciousness 

also appears to be born even though there is no such 

thing as birth. And therefore the ciltam, consciousness; 

na jayate, does not pass into birth; just as much as 

cittadrSyam na jayate, the things perceived by con- 

sciousness have no birth. Therefore ye, those, the 

idealists, who; pafyanti, perceive; the jatim, birth; 

tasya, of that consciousness, along with its momen- 

tariness, sorrowfulness, voidness, non-selfhood, etc. 

— thereby presuming to perceive through that very 
consciousness the nature of consciousness which defies 
all perception; te, they, those idealists; pasyanti, see; 
padam, the footprint, of birds etc.; khe vai, in space 
itself. That is to say, they are bolder even than the 
other dualists. As for the nihilists, who, while per- 
ceiving the non-existence of everything, assert thereby 
the voidness of their own philosophy, they ake even 
bolder than the idealist,! inasmuch as they want to 
have the sky itself in their grasp. 

Through the above reasons it is established that 
Brahman is one and has no birth. Now the present 
verse is meant for summing up, in the form of a result 

1 It is through perception that the all-round voidness is proved. 
But how will perception itself be annulled? Not that perception 
can annihilate itself, for the simple reason that perception and its 
negation cannot coexist. Besides, if you talk of absolute nihilism, 
you affirm the non-existence of your own view as well. 
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(of the discussion), what was presented in the begin- ning as a proposition: 

weet wat aeo: cafe: | 
Recor + eifaerrfrerfer usen 

29. It is the birthless that (according to the dis- putants) takes birth. Since birthlessness is its ve nature, therefore, the transmutation of (this) nature can take place in no way whatsoever. 

Since it is imagined by the disputants that the un- born consciousness, which is nothing but Brahman, takes birth; therefore it is the ajatam, unborn; that Jayate, takes birth. Yasmat, since; ajäātih, birthlessness; is its prakytik, nature; tatah, therefore; anyathabhavah, transmutation, birth; prakyteh, of that nature, which is essentially unborn; na katham cit bhavisyati, will not take place in any way. 

Here is another loophole discovered in the view of 
those who hold that the worldly state (i.e. bondage) 
and Liberation of the soul are real: 

Weta A Maer p efr 
IAAT aera Meer a afara 3011 

30. Moreover, if the world be beginningless, its 
termination will not be achieved. And there will be 
no eternality for Liberation that has a beginning. 

Samsarasya anadeh, of the world (i.e. of bondage) 
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which has no beginning, no definite non-existence in 

the past; antavaltvam, termination; na selsyali, cannot 

be established, on the basis of reasoning; for, in com- 

mon experience, nothing is seen to have an end that 
has no beginning. 

Objection: It is seen that the continuity of the serial 

relation between the seed and the sprout breaks 
(though it has no beginning). 

Answer: Not so, for this was refuted by pointing 
out that a series does not constitute a single substance 
(Karika, IV. 20). 

Similarly, za bhavisyati, there will be no; anantata, 
everlastingness; even moksasya, of Liberation, that has 
a beginning, that originates at the time of attainment 
of illumination; for this is not seen in the case of jars 
etc. 

Objection: Since like non-existence brought about 
by the destruction of a jar etc., Liberation, too, is not 
a substance, therefore our point of view is free from 
defect.! 3 

Answer: On that assumption? your proposition that 
Liberation has existence from the standpoint of ulti- 
mate Reality will fall through. Besides, it will have no 
beginning just because it will be non-existent like the 
horn of a hare. 

1 Non-existence brought about by destruction has a beginning 
but no end, and non-existence is not a substance just as much as 
Liberation is not. 

2:If Liberation ‘is non-existence. 
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maa a amia ainsa Wurm 
fact: agar: Wedlsfaerar ga fare: uu 

31. That which does not exist in the beginning and the end, is equally so in the middle. Though they are similar to the unreal, yet they are seen as though 
real. 

32. Their utility is contradicted in dream. There- 
fore from the fact of their having a beginning and an 
end, they are rightly held to be unreal. 

These two verses, which were explained in the 
chapter ‘On Unreality’ (Karika, II. 6-7), are quoted 
here in connection with the non-existence of bondage 
and Liberation. 

wd wu qur eal ea i 
agestery saat d ai eub mer nag 

33. All entities are unreal in dream, since they are 
seen within the body. How can there be the vision of 
creatures within this narrow space here?! 

1 In this way the verse indirectly aims at proving the falsity of 
all. If falsity in dream follows from the fact that things are seen 
inside the body, then all things cven in the waking state must be 
false, since they are seen within the body of Virat. And if falsity 
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The topic raised in, ‘But from the standpoint of 
reality, it is held that the external cause is no cause’ 
(Karika, IV. 25), is being elaborated by these verses. 

a We we ear Breese i 
sftqera d wdegfemq auo fent uae 

34. It is not proper to hold that dream objects are 
experienced by reaching them, since the requisite time 
involved in the journey is lacking. Moreover, nobody, 
on waking up, continues in the place of dream. 

The idea implied is that there is no going over to 
any other place in dream, for the time required for and 
the distance involved in coming and going, as validly 
settled in the waking state, aniyamat, have no corre- 
sponding fixity, in the dream state. 

fram wg AAT dqdt suem 
été rfr atenfaerfrgat v mafa uut 

35. Having conferred with friends and others (in 
dream) one does not get confirmation when awake. 
And whatever one acquired in dream, one does not 
see it after waking up. 

of dream objects follows from the fact of their being seen within 
a place that is not adequate for them, then things of the waking 
state must be false since they, though naturally associated with 
space and time, are still seen in Brahman that has no space and 
time — A.G. 

—— 
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Sammantrya, having deliberated; mitradyaih saha, 
with friends and others (in dream); one na prapadyate, 
does not get confirmation, of that very deliberation 3 
when fratibuddhah, up from dream. And Jat. kim cit, 
whatever, gold etc.; grhitam, was acquired; he does 
not get after waking.! For this reason, too, one does 
not go to a different place in dream. 

AA VATE: RTT: qUTSTET Wed 
UD RTT Wd Perera ua 

36. Moreover the body (seen) in a dream is un- 
substantial, since another body is seen (to exist). As 
it is the case with the body, so is everything perceived 
through consciousness and is (therefore) unsubstantial. 

And the kayak, body; that is seen svapne, in dream, 
to be walking about; is avastukah, unsubstantial ; 
anyasya prthak darsanat, since another (sleeping) body, 
as distinguished from the one in the state of dream, 
is seen separately. The idea is this: As the body seen 
in dream is unreal, so all things seen through con- 
sciousness even in the waking state are unreal, for they 
are all equally perceived through consciousness. The 
significance of the topic under discussion is that the 
waking state also is unreal, since it is similar to the 
dream state. 

1 An alternative meaning is: To the man of illumination 
(pratibuddhak) there is no consciousness of anything except Brah- 
man. So what may appear to others as his eating, drinking, etc., 
does not appear to himself to be so, for he thinks, ‘I do not do 
anything’ (G. V. 8) — A.G. ISi 
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Things of the waking state are unreal because of 

this further reason: 

agea: AA Wm | 
wagen ek wesmrieafimmt ult 

37. Since a dream is experienced like the waking 
state, the former is held to be the result of the latter. 
In reality, however, the waking state is admitted to 
be true for that dreamer alone, it being the cause of 
his dream. 

Grahanat, since dream is experienced; jagaritavat, 
like the waking state, as characterized by the subject- 

` object relationship; therefore dream isyate, is held; 
taddhetuk, as having that waking state as its source; 
that is to say, dream is a product of the waking state. 
Taddhetutvat, since dream has that waking state as its 
cause; that Jagaritam, waking state; is sat, true; tasya 
eva, for that dreamer alone; but not so for the others, 
just like the dream itself. This is the implication. As a 
dream is true to a dreamer alone, so far as it appears 

like objects of common experience having existence, 
similarly the waking things that appear like existing 
objects of common experience are true to the dreamer ` 
alone, since (according to him) they are the cause of 
his dream. In reality, however, just like dream objects, 
the things of the waking state, too, are not objects of 
common experience to all, (nor have they existence). 
This is the purport. 

Objection: Even though the objects of the waking 
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state be the prototypes of those of the dreain state, 
they are not unsubstantial like dream; for dream is 
extremely changeful, whereas the waking state is seen 
to be steady. 

Answer: This is truly so to the non-discriminating 
people, but to the man of discrimination nothing 
whatsoever is known to have origination. Therefore— 

TIAA ATTA i 
Aa Weyer dwetsfer gear ac 

38. Since origination is not a well-established fact, 
` it is declared (by the Upanisads) that everything is 

birthless. Moreover, there is no origination, in any 
way whatsoever, of any non-existing thing from an 
existing one. 

Utpadasya aprasiddhatvat, as origination is not a well- 
established fact; so in the text, ‘co-extensive with 
everything within and without, and since He is birth- 
less’. (Mu. II. i. 2), it has been udahrtam, declared, 
by the Upanisad in effect; that sarvam ajam, every- 
thing is birthless; or in other words, the (birthless) 
Self is everything. And your further conjecture that 
the unreal dream originates from the real waking 
state is also untenable. For in this world na asti sam- 
bhavah abhutasya, there is no origination of a nonen- 
tity; bhutat, from a real thing; for a nonentity, like 
the horn of a hare, is not seen to originate in any way 
whatsoever. 1; 

Objection: Has it not been said by yourself that 
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dream is a product of the waking state? So how is it 
said that origination is not a well-recognized fact? 

Answer: As to that, listen to what we mean by the 
causal relation (between them): 

Smp querar er Tear qeu: 
maasi goat w Raa a wur ue 

39. Having seen some unreal thing in the waking 
state and being emotionally affected, one sees it in 
dream also. And having even seen some unreal thing 
in dream, one does not see it in the waking state. 

Drs(va, having seen; jagarite, in the waking state; 
asat, an unreal, illusory thing, like a snake imagined 
on a rope; and becoming /anmayah, emotionally 

. affected by its thoughts; one paśyałi, sees; svapne, in 
dream, also, by imagining the duality of subject and 
object as in the waking state. Similarly, unless one 
resorts to imagination, one, drsfva, after having seen; 
asat, an unreal thing; svapne api, even in dream; na 
Daíyati, does. not see (it); pratibuddhah, when he is 
awake. From the use of the word ‘ca, and’, it follows 
that, in a similar way, one does not sometimes see 
in dream something that one had seen in the waking 
state. In this sense the waking state is said to be the 
cause of dream, but thereby it is not implied that the 
former is real. E 

In reality, however, it cannot be established that 
anything has any causal relationship with something 
in any way whatsoever. How? 
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ARUSHA ST TAT | 
aed ugga afer agraar: Yor! 

40. There is no unreal thing that has an unreality 
as its cause; similarly there is no unreal thing that 
has a reality as its cause. Moreover, there is no existing thing that has another existing thing as its cause. How 
can there be an unreal thing that is produced out 
of something real? 

Na asti asat, there is no unreal thing; asaddhetukam, 
that has an unreal thing for its cause —e.g. an unreal 
thing like a flower in the air that has an unreal thing 
like a hare’s horn as its cause. Similarly, na asti sat, 
there is no such existing entity, a jar for instance; that 
is asaddhetukam, the product of an unreality —a hare's 
horn for instance. Tatha, so also; na asti sat, there is 
no existing thing, a pot for instance, that is a product 
of another existing thing, a jar for instance. How can 
there be any possibility of an unreality being pro- 
duced out of a reality? Besides, there is no other kind 
of causal relationship possible or imaginable. So the 
idea implied is that, to the discriminating people, 
causal relationship of anything whatsoever is really an 
unestablished fact. 

Again, by way of removing any surmise about the 
causal relationship between the unreal waking and 
dream states, it is said: 

Raatan saaa aad vu i 
wat caer fawaterguiuna waa uv eu 
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41. As some one, owing to lack of discrimination, 
may in the waking state, be in contact with unthink- 
able objects, fancying them to be real, so also in dream, 

one sees the objects in that dream alone, owing to 
want of discrimination. i 

Yatha, as; some one, viparyasat, owing to want of 

discrimination; may imagine jagrat, in the waking 
state; as though one is in touch with acintyan, un- 
thinkable objects, like a snake etc. imagined on a rope 
etc.; bhiitavat, as if they were real; tatha, so also; 
svapne, in dream; viparyasat, owing to want of dis- 
crimination; he fancies as though visualizing dharman, 
objects, like elephants etc., that is to say, he sees them 
there in the dream alone, and not as the products of 
the waking state. 

` | z 

akeg fer gaeat war usa 

42. Instruction about creation has been imparted 
by the wise for the sake of those who, from the facts 
of experience and adequate behaviour, vouch for the 
existence of substantiality, and who are ever afraid 
of the birthless entity. 

For those who ufalambhat, because of perception; 
and samacarat, adequate behaviour, e.g. proper observ- 
ance of duties pertaining to castes and stages of life 
— (i.e.) for those who, because of these two reasons, 
astivastutvavadinam, resort to the declaration of exist- 
ence of substantiality —for the sake of those who are 
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earnest in their effort, who arc faithful, but who are possessed of an inferior kind of discriminations that Jjatih, birth (creation); desitā, has been inculcated — as a means to the attainment of the Reality; buddhaih, by the wise, by the non-dualists, with the idea: ‘Let 
them acceptit for the time being. But in the caseof those practising Vedanta, the discriminating knowledge 
about the birthless and non-dual Self will arise in them spontaneously.’ But they have not done so from the 
standpoint of the ultimate Truth. And this is so because 
those non-discriminating people (for whom such in- 
struction is meant) are devoted to Vedic conduct, 
while, owing to their dull intellect, they are sada, ever; 
afraid, ajateh, of the birthless entity; apprehending 
that this will lead to their annihilation. This is the 
idea. It was said earlier, ‘that is merely by way of 
generating the idea (of oneness)’ (Karika, III. 15). 

serment dung R 
mkA a acca atatsorett afaa uY 31 

43. For those who, being afraid of the Unborn, 
deviate from the true path by relying on their ex- 
perience of duality, the faults arising from acceptance 
of creation will not bear fruit; and the fault, too, will 
be insignificant: 

And ye, those who; thus, upalambhat, relying on 
perception, as well as adequate behaviour; and ajateh 
trasatam, being afraid of the unborn entity (i.e. the 
Self); and declaring that duality exists, viyanti, deviate, 
from the non-dual Self, that is to say, accept duality — 
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(i.e.) in the case of the people who are afraid of the 
Unborn, but are faithful, and tread the righteous 
path, jatidosah, the faults arising from the perception 
of origination; na setsyanti, will not attain fruition, for 
they are treading the path of discrimination. Dosak 
api, should there be any dosah, defect, caused by non- 
attainment of full enlightenment; that afi, too; alpak 
bhavisyati, will be insignificant. 

Objection: As perception and adequate behaviour 
are valid proofs, things comprised in duality do exist. 

Answer: Not so, for perception and adequate be- 
haviour are not universally true. How they are not 
universally true is being shown: 

SWSPEWICHTSTCRRTITgEdI TATA | 
TIGA aed Weg durent uv 

44. As an elephant conjured up by magic is:called 
an elephant by depending on perception and adequate 
behaviour, so from the facts of perception and ad- 
equate behaviour a thing is said to be existing. 

As mayahasf, an illusory elephant conjured up by 
magic, though non-existent in reality, is yet certainly 
perceived, just like a real elephant— people behave 
towards it in this world just as with a real elephant, 
and call it an elephant because of such characteristics 
of an elephant as being capable of being bound, ridden 
upon, etc.; similarly upalambhat samacarat, because of 
perception and appropriate conduct (with regard to 
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them); ucyate vastu asti, it is said that duality, con- 
sisting of diversity, does exist. Therefore the purport is that the facts of being perceived and dealt with ap- propriately cannot be the tests establishing the exist- 
ence of a thing. 

What, again, is the absolutely real thing which is 
the substratum of all unreal ideas of creation and the 
rest? The answer is: 

WaT awe aaa CU wT) 
amarna fami TET YU 

45. It is Consciousness—birthless, motionless and 
non-material, as well as tranquil and non-dual— 
which has the semblance of birth, appears to move, 
and simulates a substance (possessed of qualities). 

That which being birthless has the semblance of 
birth is jatyabhasam, as for instance in the illustration, 
‘Devadatta has birth’. That which appears as though 
moving is calabhasam, as in the case, "That very Deva- 
datta goes’. Vastu is a substance that can have at- 
tributes; that which simulates that is vastvabhasam, as for 
instance in the illustration, ‘That very Devadatta is 
fair or tall’. Devadatta appears as though taking birth, 
as though he moves, and as if he is fair or tall, though 
in reality he is birthless, changeless, and non-material. 
What is it that answers to these characteristics? It is 
vynanam, Consciousness. It is fantam, quiescent, being 
devoid of birth etc. And therefore It is also advayam, 
without a second. This is the meaning. 
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Wd at wad Frade Wu wm: WT 
Cada faemeedt a tafa funr ven 

46. Thus Consciousness has no birth; thus are the 
souls considered to be birthless. Those who know thus 
indeed, do not fall into calamity. 

Evam, thus, in accordance with the reasons ad- 
duced; cittam na jayale, Consciousness! does not under- 
go birth; evam, thus; are dharmah, the souls; smytah, 
considered — by the knowers of Brahman; to be ajah, 
birthless. The plural in dharmah (souls) is used meta- 
phorically, since the non-dual Self Itself appears to be 
different in accordance with the multiplicity-of bodies. 
Those who, after renouncing all cravings for external 
things, vijanantah evam eva, know this indeed, that the 
aforesaid Consciousness, free from birth etc.,.is the 
non-dual reality which is the Self; za patanti, do’ not 
fall again; viparyaye, into calamity, into the sea of the 
darkness of ignorance, as is confirmed by the text of 
the Vedic verse, *what delusion and what sorrow can 
there be for that seer of oneness? (IS. 7). 

In order to dilate upon the above-mentioned 
realization of the Self, the text goes on: 

ATM aT AeA Ae mar | 
Weraenrare fugere qum vet 

47. As the movement of a firebrand appears to 

1 ‘Citta means Consciousness, i.e. Brahman.’ —A.G. 
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be straight or crooked, so is it the vibration of Con- sciousness that appears to be the knower and the known. 

Yatha, as; in common experience, it is seen that alataspanditam, the movement of a firebrand; rju- vakradikabhasam, appears to be straight, curved and so on; éatha, similar; is grahanagrahakabhasam, the ap- pearance as the perception and the perceiver, that is to say, as the object and the subject. What is it that appears? Vijnanaspanditam, the vibration of Conscious- ness, as it were, it being set in motion by ignorance, for the unmoving Consciousness can have no vibra- tion, as it was indeed said earlier, ‘birthless, motion- less’ (Karika, IV. 45). 

AAAA SAANANE TUT | 
wera Sarat TIT UY 

48. As the firebrand, when not in motion, becomes 
free from appearances and birth, so Consciousness, 
when not in vibration, will be free from appearances 
and birth. 

Yatha, as; that very alatam, firebrand ; aspanda- 
manam, when not in motion, when it does not undergo 
birth to become straight etc. in shape; it remains 
anabhasam ajam, free from appearances and birth; 
latha, so; Consciousness, which vibrates through 
ignorance, will, on the cessation of ignorance, become 
aspandamanam, free from vibration, consisting in birth 
etc. — will remain free from appearances, birth, and 
vibration. This is the meaning. 
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Moreover, 

| HST STRAT STATA Sed: | 
a daira freaatatard xf gue 

49. When the firebrand is in motion, the appear- 
ances do not come to it from anywhere else. Neither 
do they go anywhere else from the firebrand when 
it is at rest, nor do they (then) enter into it. 

Alate spandamane, when that very firebrand is in 
motion; the appearances of straightness, crookedness, 
etc. do not come to be in it, anyatak, from anywhere 
outside the firebrand; this is what is meant by na 
anyatobhuvah, non-adventitious. Na, nor; do they go 
out anywhere else, tatah nispandat, from that firebrand, 
when it is at rest. Wa te alatam pravifanti, nor do they 
enter into the motionless firebrand itself. s; 

Furthermore, 

a fr rernm Segen: | 

fasi ata ereremeearfastwe: tot 

50. They did not issue out of the firebrand, by 
reason of their unsubstantiality. With regard to Con- 
sciousness also the appearances must be of a similar 
kind, for as an appearance there is no distinction. 

: Te, they, the appearances; na-nirgatah alatat, do not 
issue out of the firebrand, like something out of a 
house; dravyatva-abhava-yogatah, because of their being . 
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devoid of. substantiality, that is to Say, because ofunsub- stantiality, the phrase being construed thus: The quality of a dravya, substance, is dravyatva; the absence of that is dravyatuabhava; and Jogatah means by reason of. Entry is possible for things and not for those that are not so. The appearances of birth etc., vijnane api tathaiva syuh, in Consciousness also must be thus alone; abhasasya avisesatah, for as an appearance there is no distinction. 

It is being shown how they are similar: 

feat erat d rarer WTA: i 
W aaa fever feret faerfer Tuyen 
a frere frag raaraa: | 
sians aars: Ala TURN 

51. When Consciousness is in vibration, the ap- 
pearances do not come to It from anywhere else. 
Neither do they go anywhere else from Consciousness 
when It is at rest, nor do they (then) enter into It. 

52. They did not issue out of Consciousness, by 
reason of their unsubstantiality; for they are ever 
beyond comprehension, being without any relation 
of cause and effect (with Consciousness). 

Everything with regard to Consciousness is similar 
to that of the firebrand; Consciousness has this one 
distinction that It is ever unmoving. It is being 
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pointed out as to what causes the appearances of 
creation etc. in the motionless Consciousness: Yatah, 
for; te, they; are sada eva acintyah, ever beyond com- 
prehension; karyakaranata-abhavat, in consequence of 
the absence of any logical connection of cause and 
effect (between the appearances and Consciousness), 
they being of the nature of non-existence. Just as the 
ideas of straightness etc. are perceived in the fire- 
brand itself, although the appearances of straightness 
etc. are unreal, similarly the ideas of creation etc. in 
the absolute Self, which appear even though there 
are no creation etc., must be false. This is the purport 
as a whole (of the two verses). 

It has been established that the Reality which is 
the Self, is one and unborn. Now, according to those 
who imagine causality, 

LX 
Wed gerer Bg: emer wu fgi 
raaa WT TATE TTT uua 

53. A substance can be the cause of a substance, 
and one thing can be the cause of another different 
from itself. But the souls can be considered neither as 
substances nor as something different from other 
things. : 

Dravyam, a substance; syat hetuh, can be the cause; 
dravyasya, of a substance; anyat anyasya, one thing can 
be the cause of another; but a thing cannot be its own 
cause. Nor is a non-substance seen in common ex- 
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perience to be independently a cause of anything.. 
Na upapadyate, nor is it logical, in anyway whatsoever; 
that dharmanam dravyatvam anyabhavah va, the souls 
should be considered either as substances or as some- 
thing different from other things, under which possi- 
bility alone could the Self become either a cause or 
an effect.? Thus since the Self is neither a substance 
nor different from anything,3 It is neither the cause 
nor the effect of anything. This is the meaning. 

Wd s face maia att a oir 
Ua geai saaa wetferer: t xu 

54. In this way the external entities are not the 
products of Consciousness; nor is Consciousness a 
product of external entities. Thus the wise confirm 
the birthlessness of cause and effect. 

Evam, thus, according to the reasons adduced; 
Consciousness is the very essence of the Self that is 
identical with Consciousness. Hence dharmah, external 
entities; na cittajak, are not the products of Con- 
sciousness; 4 na ciltam dharmajam, nor is Consciousness 
a product of external entities. For all entities are the 
mere appearances of that which is essentially Con- 
sciousness. Consequently, an effect is not produced 

1 Quality, action, genus, etc. can be causes through the sub- 

stances in which they inhere. $ 
2 For causality presupposes difference. 
3 Le. the Self being all-pervasive and homogeneous. 
4 A.G. equates cilta with the supreme Self. 
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from a cause, nor is a cause from an effect. In this way 
the knowers of Brahman, pravisanti, enter into, affirm; 
hetuphalajatim, the birthlessness of cause and effect. 
The idea is that they arrive at the non-existence of 
cause and effect. 

It is being pointed out as to what will happen to 
those, again, who cling to cause and effect: 

magga quet: 
atta gawerdat aed EUIS ux 

55. Cause and effect spring into being so long as 
there is mental preoccupation with cause and effect. 
There is no origination of cause and effect when the 
engrossment with cause and effect becomes attenuated. 

Yavat, as long as; hetuphalaveíah, attention is riveted 
on cause and effect, under the idea, ‘I am the pro- 
ducer of the causes called virtue and vice; merit and 
demerit belong to me; and I shall enjoy their fruit 
by being born sometime and somewhere among the 
host of creatures’—as long as causality is super- 
imposed on the Self, as long as the mind is preoccupied 
with it; tavat hetuphalodbhavah, so long do cause and 
effect, merit and demerit and their ‘effect, arise, i.e. 
are active without a break. When the engrossment 
with cause and effect, which springs from ignorance, 
is removed through the realization of non-duality as 
stated before, like the removal of the possession by 
evil spirit through the power of incantation and 
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medicines, then that engrossment ksine, being at- 
tenuated ; za asti hetuphalodbhavah, there is no origina- 
tion of cause and effect. 

What is the harm even if there is the origin of cause 
and effect? The answer is: 

aaRS: TALIS: | 
att rA eet c sem uus 

56. As long as there is mental preoccupation with 
causality, so long does the worldly state continue. 
When engrossment with causality is exhausted, one 
does not attain the worldly state. 

Yavat, as long as, mental preoccupation with cau- 
sality is not removed through perfect illumination; 
tavat, so long; samsarah, the worldly state; persisting 
unimpaired, remains dyatah, outstretched, that is to say, 
continues for long. But, again, hetuphalavese ksize, when 
engrossment with causality is attenuated; na prapa- 
dyate samsaram, one does not attain the worldly state; 
for then there is no cause for it. 

Objection: As there is nothing else apart from the 
unborn Self, how can it be said by you that there are 
such phenomena as the origin and destruction of cause 
and effect as well as of the world? 

Answer: Listen: 

iqar sr wd sme fer da di 
AAA Oe wegen Uer d uve 
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57. Everything seems to be born because of the 
empirical outlook; therefore there is nothing that is 
eternal. From the standpoint of Reality, everything 
is the birthless Self; therefore there is no such thing 
as annihilation. 

Sarvam jayate, everything is produced; samurtya, by 
. Samvarana, concealment, consisting: in the empirical 
outlook within the domain of ignorance. Tena, there- 
fore; within the range of ignorance, na asti vai $afvatam, 
there is surely nothing that is eternal. Hence it has 
been said that the world, characterized by origin and ` 
destruction; remains outstretched. But, sadbhavena, 
from the standpoint of the highest Reality; since 
Sarvam ajam, everything is the birthless Self; tena, there- 
fore; in the absence of birth, na asti vai, there is surely 
no; ucchedah, annihilation, of any cause;, effect, etc. 
This is the meaning. ; if 

wat a sft wat mat d a aca 
WH Arata qui at a Ara aw Rem yen 

58. The entities that are born thus are not born 
in reality. Their birth is as that of a thing through 
Maya (magic). And that Maya again has no reality. 

Ye dharmah, the entities, souls and other things, 
which; jayante, are born, are imagined to be born; 
te, they; that are iti, of this kind—the word ‘iti, of 
this kind’ indicates the empirical outlook mentioned 
earlier, (IV. 57); so the meaning is, ‘The entities, that 
are of this kind, are born thus owing to (concealment ' 
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through) the empirical outlook’; te, they; na jayante, 
are not born; /aitvatah, in reality. And as for the 
janma, creation —owing to the concealment (the 
empirical outlook); tesam, of those — of those entities 
mentioned above; that birth is to: be understood 
mayopamam, like what occurs through Maya (magic). 
It is to be understood as similar to magic. 

Objection: Then there is an entity called Maya. 

Answer: Not so. Sa ca maya na vidyate, and that 
Maya does not exist; the idea being that the term 
Maya relates to something non-existing. 

It is being shown how their birth can be compared 
to magical birth: 

TAT ATTA Steet eut: | 
«Tet fret p atesel cgay uie uxeu 

59. As from a magical seed grows a sprout equally 
illusory—it being neither eternal .nor destructible— 
just so is the logic (of birth or death) applicable in 
the case of objects. ; 

Yatha, as; mayamayat bijat, from a magical seed, of a 
mango for instance; jayate, grows; aükurah tanmayah, 
a sprout (of equal substance), equally illusory; asau, 
that one, the sprout; being na nityah, neither eternal; 
na ca ucchedi, nor destructible— simply because it 
has no existence; éadvat, just so; is the yojana, rea- 
soning; about birth and death, dharmesu, in the case 
of the objects. The idea is that, from the standpoint 
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of Reality, there can be no real birth or death for the 
»bjects. 

ATHY wg AMAA | 
WW aut owded fua Wem gol 

60. With regard to all the birthless entities there 
can be no application of the words ‘eternal’ and ‘non- 
eternal'. No categorical statement can be made with 
regard to an entity where words do not apply. 

But from the standpoint of absolute Truth, £afgatz- 
Sasatabhidha, the terms ‘eternal’ or ‘non-eternal’; 
na ajesu dharmesu, do not apply to the birthless entities, 
the souls, whose essence consists in a mere eternal 
and homogeneous Consciousness. This is the meaning. 
The term varpah derivatively signifies those by which 
things are described and it means words. % aira, where, 
with regard to which (souls), words do not apply, 
so far as their description or revelation is concerned; 
tatra, there; na ucyate, is not uttered; any vivekah, cat- 
egorical statement, that ‘This is so indeed’, or in other 
words that ‘It is either eternal or non-eternal’, as is 
declared in the Vedic text, ‘From where speech re- 
turns’ (Tai. II. iv. 1). 

MT cat garara fad aofa umma 
WT magara fart weer Ararat ue et 

wea a Gara fad cat a dara: 
Wea WCEUTWT AIT ATTA AAT: NGU 
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61. As in dream Consciousness (cittam) vibrates as though having dual functions, so in the waking A) state Consciousness vibrates as though with two facets, 

62. There is no doubt that Consciousness, though one, appears in dream in dual aspects; so also in the waking state, Consciousness, though one, appears to have two aspects, 
That the absolute Consciousness, which is really non-dual, becomes an object of speech, is due only to the activities of mind, but not so in reality. The verses were explained earlier! (Karika, III. 29-30). 

For this further reason, duality, describable by 
words, does not exist: 

meq eat few d ag ferri 
HSM KATY aS aa AT WT NEN 
SaR + fret wu: g 
an Tega aafaa nex 

63-64. The creatures—be they born from eggs or 
from moisture— which the experiencer of dream ever 
Sees as existing in all the ten directions, while he is 
roaming in the dreamland, are but objects of per- 
ception to the consciousness of the dreamer, and 

! The word manah occurring in Karika, I11.29-30, is substituted 
here by cittam (meaning Consciousness in the Vedantic, and not 
in the Buddhistic sense). In verses 64-67, citla means empirical 
Consciousness. 
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they do not exist apart from that consciousness. 
Similarly, this consciousness of the dreamer, is admit- 
ted to be only an object of perception to that dreamer. 

Yan jivan, the creatures which; the svapnadrk, seer 
of.a dream; sada pafyali, ever sees; svapne caran, while 
moving in dream, in the place seen in a dream; diksu 
vai daíasu sthitan, as existing in all the ten directions; 
be they andajan, those born from eggs; or svedajan, 
those born from moisture. 

Objection: If that be so, what follows therefrom? 

The answer is: Te, those creatures; are the svapna- 
drkcittadr§yah, objects of perception to the consciousness 
of the experiencer of dream. Therefore na vidyante, they 
do not exist; tatah prthak, separately from the con- 
sciousness of the dreamer. This is the idea. It is con- 
sciousness alone that is imagined in the forms of 
diverse objects like creatures etc. Tatha, similarly; 
even idam, this; which is svapnadrkcittam, the con- 
sciousness of the experiencer of dream; is idam tad- ` 
dríyam eva; merely an object of perception to that 
dreamer. Tad-dr$yjam means the experience (drfyam) 
of that (tat) dreamer. Therefore, such a thing as con- 
sciousness has no existence apart from the dreamer. 
This is the idea. 

ewm mag d arg ea i 
eA ary ast starrer urea gut 

aaf s free ae: yaa | 
Wat aga aaraa AAA Ne EI 
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65-66. The creatures—be they born from eggs or from moisture — which the experiencer of the waking state ever sees as existing in all the ten directions, while he is roaming in the places of the waking state, are but objects of perception to the consciousness of the man in the waking state, and they do not exist separately from that consciousness. Similarly, this consciousness of the waking man is admitted to be 
only an object of perception to the waking man. 

The creatures visible to a waking man are non- 
different from his consciousness, since they are per- 
ceived through consciousness, just like the creatures 
perceived by the consciousness of a dreamer. And 
that consciousness, again, engaged in the perception 
of creatures, is non-different from the experiencer, 
since it is perceived by the experiencer, like the con- 
sciousness in the dream state. The remaining portion 
has already been explained. 

V ueteres q fe aceite rem 
PANT aata Tet usse! 

67. They are both perceptible to each other. (If the 
question arises), ‘Does it exist?’ the answer given is, 
‘No’. Both of them lack valid proof, and each is per- 
ceived merely because of a prepossession with the 
other. 

Te ubhe, both of them—consciousness and the 
creatures — knowledge and its modifications — these 
two; are anyonyadríye, objects of perception to each 
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other. For the thing that is called knowledge is what 
it is in relation to its objects such as the creatures; 
and the objects of perception, such as the creatures, 
are so in relation to knowledge; consequently, their 
awareness is mutually determined. Hence, when it is 
asked, ‘Kim tat asti iti, does it exist?" ; ucyate, the answer 
made, by the discriminating man is, ‘na, no’ — nothing 
whatsoever, be it knowledge or the things perceived 
through knowledge, exists. For in dream neither an 
elephant nor a knowledge having an elephant as its 
content exists. So also, in the waking state, these do 
not exist according to the discriminating people. This 
is the idea implied. How? Since ubhayam, both, knowl- 
edge and the objects of knowledge; are laksanasinyam, 
devoid of laksana, anything whereby they can be estab- 
lished; that is to say, they are both without valid 
proof. Either is grhyate, perceived ; tanmatena eva, merely 
because of a prepossession with the other. There can 
be no knowledge of the pot by setting aside the idea 
of the pot, nor can there be any comprehension of 
the idea of the pot by discarding the pot. The meaning 
implied is that in the case under discussion no dis- 
tinction, of one being the knowledge and the other its 
object, can be made between the two. 

Ta aat sitat saat fenasfr wi 
war sitar erf ad water a wafer uen 

68. As a creature seen in a dream undergoes birth 
and death, so also do all these creatures appear and disappear. : 
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WaT WRIT sitet rm faasi = | 
wat viet anit ad ufu a waft mNgR 

69. As a creature conjured up by magic undergoes birth and death, so also do all these creatures appear and disappear. 

wer aiaa sitet erri faurasfr ari 
WT sitet emi we wafer a waft a eon 

70. As a creature produced through medicines and charms undergoes birth and death, so also do all these creatures appear and disappear. 

Mayamayah means one that is created by a magician; and nirmitakah means created by medicines, charms, etc. As egg-born: creatures and others, created in dreams or by magic and incantation, take birth and die, so also do such creatures as human beings who are verily non-existent and are merely imagined on Consciousness. This is the idea. 

a akama site: dada a freu 
Wege wed Ww afer ara ue 

71. No creature whichsoever has birth, there is no source for'it. This is that highest truth where nothing whatsoever is born. 

It has been said that birth, death, etc. of creatures 
within the range of empirical existence are like those 
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‘of the creatures in dream etc.; but the highest truth 
is that where no creature undergoes birth. The re- 
maining portion was explained before (Karikz, ITI. 48). 

Rose repre 

feri faiai freres da miu exu 

72. This duality, possessed of subject and object, 

is a mere vibration of Consciousness. And Conscious- 

ness is objectless; hence It is declared to be eternally 

without relations. 

All dvayam, duality; grahya-grahakavat, possessed of 

subject and object; is cittaspanditam eva, surely a vibra- 
tion of Consciousness. But from the ultimate stand- 
point, cittam, Consciousness, is nothing but the Self; 
and accordingly it is nirvisayam, without objects. Tena, 
as a consequence of that, because of Its being without 
objects; It is kīrtitam, declared; to be nityam asangam, 
ever without relations, as is known from the Vedic 
text, ‘For this infinite being is unattached’ (Br. IV. 
iii. 15-16). Anything that has its objects becomes con- 
nected with those objects. As Consciousness is object- 
less, It is unrelated. This is the purport. 

Objection: If the unrelatedness of Consciousness 
follows from the fact of Its being without objects, then 
there can be no freedom from relation, since there 
exist such objects as the teacher, the scripture, and 
the taught. 

Answer: That is no defect. 
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Objection: Why? 
The answer is: 

aster afin warts aee i 
Teaia curemfer TATE: noan 

73. That which exists because of a fancied empirical outlook, does not do so from the standpoint of absolute Reality. Anythirig that may exist on the strength of the empirical outlook, engendered by other systems of thought, does not really exist. 

An object, a scripture for instance, yah, which; exists 
kalpitasamurtya, because of a fancied empirical outlook 
(ie. on the strength of empirical experience) — it 
being called so because it is an empirical outlook 
(samuyti) that is imagined (kalpita) as a means for the 
attainment of the highest object; anything that 
exists by virtue of this, asau na asti, that has no exist- 
ence; paramarthena, from the standpoint of the absolute 
Reality. It was said earlier, “Duality ceases to exist 
after realization’ (Karika, I. 18). And anything that 
syat, may exist; paratantrabhisamurtya, on the strength 
of the empirical outlook engendered by other systems 
of thought; that thing paramarthatak, when considered 
from the standpoint of the highest Reality; ma asti, 
does not exist, to be sure. Therefore it has been well 
said, “Hence it is declared to be without relations’ 
(Kanka, IV. 72). : 

Objection: On the assumption that scriptures etc. 
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have only empirical existence, the idea itself that some- 

thing is birthless will be equally empirical. 

Answer: Truly so. 

wa: Berga TAT ATT: | 

Weaexrfafreredr Aaa Hr g T: NVN 

74. Since in accordance with the conclusion arrived 

at in the scriptures of the other schools, the soul 

undergoes birth from the empirical point of view, 

therefore in pursuance of that fancied empirical view 

(it is said by the non-dualists that) the soul is birth- 

less; but from the standpoint of absolute Reality, it 

is not even birthless. 

Kalpitasamurtya, in accordance with the empirical 
outlook, fostered with the help of scriptures etc.; the 
Self is said to be ajah, unborn. But paramarthena, from 
the standpoint of the highest Reality; na api ajah, It 
is not even unborn. For what is birthless paratantra- 
bhinispattya, from the standpoint of the conclusions 
arrived at by other schools of thought; (is said to be 
so because) sah, that thing; jayate, undergoes birth; 
Samurtya, as a matter of empirical experience. There- 
fore, even the imagination that the Self is birthless 
does not pertain to the absolutely real Entity. This is 
the idea. 

aafaa ga aa a frets 

ware w gga fatafaet + wma uweuu 
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75. There is in evidence à (mere) craving for false objects, (though) no duality is in existence there. Realizing the non-existence of duality, one becomes free from craving for false things, and one does not undergo birth. 

Abhiniveśah means mere strong attachment. Since no object exists, therefore there is in evidence a mere persistent infatuation for a non-existent duality. Dva- Jam na vidyate tatra, duality does not exist there. Since fondness for the unreal is alone the cause of birth, therefore sah, he; na Jayate, does not undergo birth; who buddhva, having realized ; dvayabhavam, the non- existence of duality; has become nirnimittah, free from cause, divested of the craving for the unreal duality. 

Tal a Owe AGUA | 
wat a RE fat Res we Fa: ue 

76. When one does not Perceive the superior, medium, and inferior causes, then Consciousness ceases to have births. For how can there be any result when there is no cause? 

The highest causes are those duties which are enjoined in relation to castes and Stages of life, which are performed by people free from hankering for results, which lead to the attainment of the states of gods and others, and which are purely virtuous. Those that are mixed with irreligious practices and lead to birth among men etc., are the middling ones. And the inferior causes are those particular tendencies 
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that are known as irreligious and lead to birth among 

animals etc.. Yada, when, after the realization of the 

reality of the Self which is one without a second and 

free from all imagination; one za labhate, does not 

perceive; all those causes — superior, intermediate, or 

inferior— that are fancied through ignorance, just as 

the dirt seen in the sky by children is not perceived 

there by a discriminating man; /ada, then; cittam, 

Consciousness; na jayate, is not born, in the shape of 

gods and others that constitute the superior, medium, 

and inferior results. For when there is no cause, no 

effect can be produced just as no corn will grow unless 

there are seeds. 

It has been firmly asserted that Consciousness has 

no birth in the absence of causes. Now is being stated 

in what, again, that birthlessness of Consciousness 

consists: Sa 

afara facet usqeafer: ugar t 
amada wder fawgud. fg wenn uev 

77. The birthlessness that Consciousness attains 
when freed from causes is constant and absolute; for 
all this (viz duality and birth) was perceptible to 
Consciousness that had been birthless and non-dual 

(even before). 

Anutpaitik, the birthlessness, called Liberation, 
which comes; cittasya animittasya, to Consciousness that 
js causeless, that has become free from all the causes 
of birth called virtue and vice, as a consequence of 
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the realization of the ultimate Truth — the birthless- ness that is of this kind is for ever and under all circum- stances sama, constant, without any distinction; and advaya, absolute. And this state ajatasya, belongs to the birthless, to Consciousness that had been birthless even before; (it belongs) Sarvasya, (to Consciousness) that had been all, that is to say, to the non-dual Consciousness. Since even before the rise of knowledge, tat, all that—viz duality and birth; was cittadr$yam, an object of perception to Consciousness; therefore 
the causelessness of the unborn non-dual Consciousness is ever the same and absolute, not that sometimes it 
is subject to birth and sometimes not. It is ever of the 
same nature. This is the meaning. 

etes TSHR AS TESTS teet 

78. After realizing causelessness as the truth, and 
not accepting any separate cause, one attains the state 
of fearlessness that is free from sorrow and devoid 
of desire. 

Since duality, the cause of birth, does not exist in 
accordance with the reasons adduced, one asnute, 
attains; the abhayam padam, state of fearlessness, which 
is free from desire; sorrow, etc. and is without ig- 
norance etc.; that is to say, one is never reborn, 
buddhoa, after having realized; animittatam Satyam, 
causelessness as the truth, of the highest order; and 
anapnuvan, (after) not getting, that is to say, not ac- 
cepting; any frihak, separate; hetum, cause, such as 
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virtue etc., which may lead to birth among the gods 

and others— (that is to say), after having renounced 

the desire for all external things. 

aafaa eget. reete | 
aeaa w gÀ Frag afiada woe 

79. Since owing to a belief in the existence of un- 

realities, Consciousness engages Itself in things that 

are equally so (i.e. unreal), therefore when one has 

the realization of the absence of objects, Consciousness 

becomes unattached and turns back. 

Abhiitabhinivesah consists in a conviction that duality 

does exist, even though there is no such thing. Since 

from this infatuation, which is a kind of delusion 

created by ignorance, tat, that Consciousness, which 

imitates the unreal; pravartate, engages; sadyse, in a 

similar thing; therefore when sah, anyone; realizes 

the non-existence of objects within duality, his Con- 

sciousness becomes zifsangam, unattached to it; and 

It vinivartate, turns back, from the objects that are the 

contents of the belief in the unreal. 

farema freaer fg war feater: | 
fau: a fg qari acres lico! 

80. For then, to the Consciousness which has got 
detached and does not engage (in duality), there 
follows the state of inactivity. Since that is the object 
realized by the wise, therefore that is the real equipoise, 
and that is birthless and non-dual. 
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Of the Consciousness nivrllayya, that has desisted, from objects of duality; and apravytlasya, does not engage in any other object because of the realization of the absence of any such thing; there follows niscala sthitth, a state of motionlessness, which is the very nature of Brahman. Hi, since; sak visayah, that is the object of vision — this state of continuance of knowl- edge as Brahman that is a non-dual mass of homo- geneous Consciousness; buddhanam, to the wisc, who realize the supreme Reality; therefore, lat, that state; is the highest samyam, cquipoise, without any differen- tiation; and it is also ajam advayam, birthless and non- 
dual. 

It is again being shown what is the nature of the object of vision of the wise: 

were at Haft emu | 
aera Bae vat gea: ue 21 

81. This becomes birthless, ‘sleepless, dreamless, 
and self-luminous. For this Entity is ever effulgent 
by Its very nature. 

That becomes prabhatam svayam, fully illuminated 
by Itself, and It does not depend on the sun etc.; in 
other words, It is by nature self-effulgent. Esah, this; 
dharmah, entity, called the Self, that is possessed of such 
characteristics; is sakrl-vibhatah, always shining, that 
is to say, ever effulgent; dhatusvabhavatah, by the very 
nature of the thing (that is the Self). 
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It is being shown why this supreme Reality, though 

spoken of thus, is not grasped by ordinary people: 

werd frd gat faf war! 

WC HET A TAT TET ATA UCN 

82. Because of the passion for any object, whatever 

it be, that Lord becomes ever covered up easily, and 

He is at all times uncovered with difficulty. 

Since asau bhagavan, that Lord, the non-dual Self, 

that is to say, the Deity; sukham avriyate, is easily 

covered; grahena yasya kasya ca dharmasya, by the eager- 

ness to grasp, because of the false belief in the reality 

of an object, whatever it be, that lies within duality— 

for the covering follows from the perception of duality, 
and it does not require any additional effort; and 
since It is vivriyate, uncovered, revealed; duhkham, 

with difficulty, the knowledge of the supreme Reality 
being a rarity; therefore It is not easy to be under- 
stood, even though spoken of by the Upanisads and 
the teachers in various ways, as is pointed out by the 
Vedic text, *the teacher is wonderful, and the receiver 

is wonderful" (Ka. I. ii. 7). 

When the passionate attachment of the learned to 
even such subtle ideas as the existence of the Self or Its 
non-existence becomes a covering of the Lord, the 
supreme Self, what wonder is there that the passion in 
the shape of the intellectual preoccupation of the dull 
should be much more so? The next verse goes on to 
show this: 
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fer areca aR sfr refer aT ya: i 
qaaa Aa ames: ue au 

83. By asserting that the Self ‘exists’, ‘does not exist’, ‘exists and does not exist’, or again, ‘does not exist, does not exist’, the non-discriminating man does certainly cover It up through ideas of changeability, unchangeability, both changeability and unchange- ability, and non-existence. : 
Some disputant accepts the idea that the Self asti, exists. Another, viz the believer in momentariness of things, avers na asti, It does not exist. Another half- believer in momentariness, the naked one (i.e. Jaina) who speaks of both existence and non-existence, as- serts, asi na asli, It exists and does not exist. The absolute nihilist says, na asti, na asti, It does not exist, It does not exist. Of these states, that of existence is 

calah, changeable, it being different from such imper- manent things as a jar;! and the state of non-existence 
is sthirah, changeless, it being ever constant.2 The state 
of both existence and, non-existence is ubhayam, of 
either kind, since it relates to both the changeable 
and the changeless.3 And abhavah relates to an absolute 

221 

1 An object of perception is inconstant; the perceiving soul is different from it and reacts to it diversely, being, according to Nyàya-Vaisesika, sometimes happy and sometimes sorry with regard to the same object. 
2 According to those who deny the existence of a perceiver 

apart from the intellect etc., the denial remains constant, for non- 
- existence is changeless. 

3 The view of the Jainas. 
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non-existence.! Baliiah means a fool, a non-discrimi- 
nating man. Each one of the fools, whether calling 

the Self existing or not, eva, surely; auynott, covers up, 

the Lord ; calasthira-ubhaya-abhavaih, by ideas of change- 
ability, unchangeability, both changeability and un- 
changeability, and non-existence — which all belong 
to the four alternatives. The idea implied is that 
when even a learned man who has not rcalized the 
supreme Truth is but a fool, nothing need be spoken 
of one who is naturally stupid. 

Of what nature, then, is the supreme Reality, by 
knowing which one gets rid of stupidity and becomes 
enlightened? The answer is: 

aeaa Ung Weatat assy: | 
warmer At Fer: a wdg uci 

84. These are the four alternative theories, through 
a passion for which the Lord remains ever hidden. 
He who sees the Lord as untouched by these is om- 
niscient. 

Etah catasrah kotyah, these are the four alternative 
theories, viz ‘It exists’, ‘It does not exist’, and so on, 
which have been already mentioned and which are 
the conclusions arrived at by the scriptures of the 
dogmatic disputants; grahaih yasam, through the ac- 
ceptance, through the conviction arising from the 

1 The view of the nihilistic Buddhists. 
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realization, of which alternatives; bhagavan, the Lord: remains sada durtah, ever covered, to those sophists alone. Sal, he, the reflective Sage; yena, hy whom: drstah, has been realized; that Lord who, though remaining covered to the sophists, is rcally asprstah abhih, untouched by these... these four alternative theories of existence, non-existence, etc; he who has realized the all-pervasive Being found and pre- sented in the Upanisads alone, sak, that sage; is sarvadrk, omniscient; or to put it otherwise, he is the truly enlightened man. 

WT Ae HET AEM Weg | 
serrata fara: Tees tex 

85. Does one make any effort after having attained omniscience in its fullness and having reached the 
non-dual state of Brahmanahood, which has no begin- 
ning, middle, and end? 

Prapya, having attained; sarvajiiatm krtsnam, omnis- 
cience in its fullness; and having reached the érah- 
manyam padam, state of Brahmanahood, as indicated 
in the Vedic texts, ‘He (who departs from this world 
after knowing this immutable Brahman) isa Brahmana 
(i.e. a knower of Brahman)’ (Br. III. viii. 10), “This 
is the eternal glory of a Brahmana (i.e. a knower of 
Brahman): (it neither increases nor decreases through 
work) (Br. IV. iv. 23); which non-dual state of 
Brahmanahood, anapannadimadhyantam, has no bcgin- 
ning, middle, and end—that is to say, is devoid of 
origin, continuance, and dissolution; Kim kate. does 
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one make any effort; atah param, after this, after this 
attainment of the Self? The idea is that any effort 
becomes useless — in accordance with the Smrü text, 
*He has no end to achieve here either through activity 
or through inactivity’ (G. III. 18). 

fart farat ge wa: STET Toad | 
ww: sparad fags ast ue gu 

86. This is the modesty of the Brahmanas, this is 
called their natural tranquillity, and this is their 
natural self-restraint resulting from spontaneous poisc. 
Having known thus, onc gets established in tranquil- 
lity. 

This continuance in the state of identity with thc 
Self is the natural vinayak, modesty; vipranam, of the 
Brahmanas. This is thcir humility, and this is also 
ucyate, called; their prakriah Samah, natural mental 
tranquillity. Damah, sclí-restraint, too. is this only; 
prakylidantatvat, because of (their) spontaneous poise, 
and because Brahman, too, is by nature quiescent. 
Evam vidvan, having known thus, having known the 

. aforesaid Brahman as naturally tranquil; vrajet, onc 
should attain; famam, tranquillity, which is sponta- 
neous and which is the very nature of Brahman — 
that is to say onc remains established in identification 
with Brahman. 

Thus since the philosophies of the sophists are at 
conflict with one another they lead to the worldly 
State, and they are the hot-houses for such drawbacks 
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as attraction and repulsion. Accordingly, they are 
false philosophies. After having proved this fact by 
their own logic, the conclusion arrived at was that, 
being free from all the four alternatives, the most 
perfect philosophy is the naturally tranquil philosophy 
of non-duality which does not engender such faults 
as attachment ctc. Now the following text starts to 
show our own process of arriving at truth: 

wee Maari aga Sannaa | 
aag Aart cw Ys wife cw 

87. The ordinary (waking) state is admitted to be 
that duality, co-existing with things of empirical 
reality and fit to be experienced. The objectless 
ordinary (dream) state is admitted to be without 
any object and yet as though full of experience. 

Savastu, empirical existence, is that which co-exists 
with an empirically real thing; similarly sopalambham 
is that which co-exists with experience. That is dvayam, 
duality, that is the source of all behaviour, scriptural 
and other, and that is characterized by the subject- 
object relationship. It is /aukikam, the ordinary state, 
or in other words, the state of waking. In the Upa- 
nisads, the waking state is ijjate, admitted, to be of such 
characteristics. That which is avastu, unsubstantial, 

there being an absence of empirical existence as well; 

which is sopalambham, associated with experience of 

things, as it were, though in fact there are no objects — 

that is isyate, admitted in the dream state; to be Suddham, 
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pure, objectless, subtler! than the gross objects of the 
waking state; and it is laukikam, ordinary, being com- 
mon to all beings. 

aaraa wo Startech CRT | 
wei Gu ow frat war qd: satiety uec 

88. It is traditionally held that the extraordinary 
is without content and without experience. Knowl- 
edge, object, and the realizable thing are for ever 
declared by the wise. 

That which is avastu, unsubstantial; ca, and; anupa- 
lambham, without experience, or in other words, that 
which is devoid of object and perception; is smrtam, 
traditionally held to be; /okottaram, beyond the or- 
dinary, and therefore, since it is devoid of those 
(objects and perception), it is super-normal; for the 
ordinary consists of objects and perception. The idea 
is that the state of deep sleep is the seed of all activity. 
That (mental state) is called jranam, knowledge, by 
which is known in succession the supreme Reality 
together with Its means (of realization), the ordinary, 
thé objectless ordinary, and the extraordinary. The 
Jneyam, object of knowledge, is comprised of all these 
three states, for logically there is no object (of knowl- 
edge) over and above these, the objects fancied by all 
the sophists being verily included in them. Vijneyam, 
the object of realization, is the supreme Reality which 

1 Another reading is ‘pravibhaktam, different from’. 
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is called the Fourth, that is to Say, the non-dual and 
birthless Reality that is the Self. All this, ranging from 
the ordinary to the realizable thing, prakirtitam, is 
declared; sada, for ever; buddhaih, by the wise by 
the seers of the summum bonum, by the knowers of 
Brahman. 

mA faf aa ate fated caue 
weder fg ada wag warts: cen 

89. When after the acquisition of the knowledge 
(of the threefold object) and the knowledge of the 
objects in succession, the supreme Reality becomes 
self-revealed, then there emerges here, for the man 
of supreme intellect, the state of being All and en- 
lightened for ever. 

Jnane (vidite), when (after) knowledge — knowledge 
of the ordinary etc.—is acquired; and jeye trividhe 
kramena (vidite), when (after) the knowable things of 
three kinds are known in succession — viz first the 
gross ordinary, then when these are not present, the 
objectless ordinary, and in the absence of that again, 
the extraordinary; and then, when the three states 
are eliminated and the supreme Reality, the Fourth, 
the non-dual, birthless, and fearless vidite, has become 
known; svayam, of Its own accord; then mahadhiyah, 
for the man of great intellect, for such a knower; 
bhavati, there emerges; tha, here, in this world; sarva- 
jnata, the state of being All and enlightened; sarvatra, 
for ever, since his realization relates to what transcends 
the whole universe; that is to say, if one’s true nature 
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is realized once, it never leaves him. For unlike the 

knowledge of the sophists, there is no rise or decline 
of the knowledge of a man who has realized the highest 
Truth. 

From the fact that the ordinary state etc. have been 

presented as objects to be known successively, some- 

one may conclude that they have real existence. Hence 

it is said: 

gustarera uris fastum: i 
Were fasurguemwfeyg Aya: £o 

90. Things to be rejected, realized, accepted, and 

made ineffective are to be known at the very begin- 

ning. From among them, the three, excepting the 

realizable, are traditionally held to be only.fancies , 

resulting from ignorance. S 
ff. 

ck 

The heya, rejectable, are the three states counting ` 
from the ordinary. That is to say, just like the denial 
of an illusory snake on the rope, waking, dream, and 
sound sleep are to be denied as having any existence 
in the Self. The jneya, thing to be known (realized), 
in this context, is thc supreme Reality, free from the 
four alternatives (Karika, IV. 83). The apya, accept- 
able, are the disciplines, called scholarship, the strength 
arising from knowledge, and meditativeness,! that 

lBr. III. v. 1: “Therefore the knower of Brahman, having 
known all about scholarship, should try to live upon the strength 
which comes of knowledge; having known all about this strength 
as well as scholarship, he becomes meditative.’ 
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are to be accepted by the monk after discarding the three kinds of desire (for progeny, property, and worlds). Pakyani, those that are fit to be reded in- effective — the blemishes, viz attraction, repulsion delusion, etc., called passions (Kasayas). All these viz those that are to be rejected, known, accepted "and rendered ineffective, are to be vijneyani, known well by the monk; agrayanatah, in the beginning as (his) means. Tesam, among those, among the things to be rejected etc.; smytah, it is held traditionally, by the 
knowers of Brahman; that vijneyat anyatra, apart from 
Brahman alone which is to be realized, which is 
the ultimate Reality; there is upalambhah, a mere im- 
agination of perception, owing to ignorance, with 
regard to all the three — the rejectable, the acceptable, 
and the fit to be made ineffective. The idea is that those 
three are not admitted to be true from the highest 
standpoint. 

But from the ultimate standpoint: 

SEASSA: Wd TAL AEA: | 
fau a fe red agi cnra frane 

91. All the souls should be known as naturally 
analogous to space and as eternal. There is no plural- 
ity among them anywhere, even by a jot or tittle. 

Sarve dharmak, all the souls; jreyah, are to be known, 
by those who hanker after liberation; to be 
prakrtya, by nature; akaíavat, analogous to space, in 
point of subtleness, freedom from taints, and all- 
pervasiveness; and (to be) anadayah, eternal. Lest 
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any misconception of diversity be created by the use 
of the plural number, the text says by way of rebutting 
it: nanatvam, plurality; na vidyate, does not exist; 
lesam, among them; kvacana, anywhere; kim cana, even 
by a jot or tittle. 

As for the souls being objects of cognition, that, 
too, is merely from empirical experience but not in 
Reality. This is being stated: 

aaar: sucia wd wu: garam: 
werd wafer anf: Aaa med ue 

92. All the souls are, by their very nature, illumined 
from the very beginning, and their characteristics 
are well determined. He, to whom ensues in this way 
the freedom from the need of any further acquisition 
of knowledge, becomes fit for immortality:- 

Since just like the ever effulgent sun, sarve dharmah, 
all the. souls; are frakriya eva, by their very nature; 
adibuddhah, illumined from the very beginning; that is 
to say, as the sun is ever shining, so are they ever of 
the nature of Consciousness, (therefore) there is no 
need for ascertaining their character; or in other 
words, their nature is ever well established, and it 
is not subject to such doubts as to ‘whether it is so or 
not so’. As the sun is ever independent of any other 
light, for its own sake or for any other, so yasya, he, 
for whom, for which seeker after Liberation; bhavati, 
there occurs, in his own soul; ksantih, eternal freedom 
from any need of further acquisition of knowledge— 
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either for himself or for others; evam, thus, in the wa described above; Sak, that man; kalpate, becomes fit, amytatvaya, for immortality; that is to say, he becomes able to attain Liberation. 

Similarly, there is no need for bringing about tranquillity in the Self. This is being pointed out: 

STRSITTT ACTA: ete gers: 
aa eat: efe: smi Wet fasmeg e311 

93. Since the souls are, from the very beginning tranquil, unborn, and by their very nature com- pletely unattached, equal, and non-different, and since Reality is (thus) birthless, uniform, and holy, (therefore there is no need for any acquisition etc.). 
Since sarve dharmah, all the souls; are adifantah, tranquil from the beginning, always peaceful; and anutpannah, birthless; prakytya eva sunirvrtah, completely detached, by their very nature; sama-abhinnah, equal and non-different; and since the reality of the Self is ajam, birthless; samyam, equipoised (uniform); vifara- dam, holy; therefore there is no such thing as peace or Liberation that has to be brought about. This is the idea. For anything done can have no meaning for one that is ever of the same nature. 

Those who have grasped the ultimate Truth, as 
described, are the only people in the world who are 
not pitiable; but the others are to be pitied. This is 
being stated: 
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dared g d afer Wa faut Aart 

Rae: pranane HTT: TAT: UE Yl 

94. There can be no perfection for people who have 

proclivity for multiplicity, tread for ever the path 

of duality, and talk of plurality. Hence they are tradi- 

tionally held to be pitiable. 

Since they are bhedanimnah, have a proclivity for 

duality, follow duality, that is to say, confine them- 

selves to the world— who are they? Prihagoadah, 

those who talk of multiplicity of things, or in other 

words, the dualists—/asmat, therefore; they are smriah, 

traditionally held to be; Krpanal, pitiable. For, za asti, 

there is no; vaisaradyam, perfection; tegam sada vicaratam 

bhede, for those who are ever roaming about in duality, 

that is to say, for those who ever persist in the path of 

duality conjured up by ignorance. Consequently, it 

is proper that they should be objects of pity. This is 

the purport. 

The next verse says that this nature of the supreme 

Truth is beyond the ken of those who have not the 

requisite expansion of heart, who are not learned, 

who are outside the pale of Vedanta, who are narrow- 
minded, and who are dull of intellect. 

smt art g agaaa giu | 
a fe ANS Agee Stat A TUE UEKI 

95. They alone will be possessed of unsurpassable 
knowledge in this world, who will be firm in their 
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conviction with regard to That which is birthless and uniform. But the ordinary man cannot grasp That (Reality). or ales 
Ye kecit, those—even women and others, who per- 

chance; bhavigyanti, will become; suniícitah, firm in 
conviction, that ‘This is so indeed’; with regard to 
the nature of the ultimate Reality, aje samye, which 
is birthless and uniform; te hi loke mahajnanak, they 
alone in this world are possessed of great wisdom, or 
in other words, endowed with unsurpassing knowledge 
about the Reality. Ca na lokah, and nobody, no other 
man of ordinary intellect; gahate, can dip into, that 
is to say, grasp; fat, that thing, viz their path, the 
content of their knowledge— the nature of the ulti- 
mate Reality. For it is stated in the Smrti, ‘As it is 
not possible to sketch the flight of birds in the sky, so 
even the gods get puzzled in trying to trace the course 
of one who has become identified with the Self of all 

. beings, who is a source of bliss to all, and who has no 
goal to reach’ (Mbh. Sa. 239. 23-24). 

The next verse says in what their great knowledge 
consists : 

saa TAT serm | 
Wet A WAN AAS GT Hf EI 

96. It is traditionally held that the knowledge 
inhering in the birthless souls is unborn and non- 
relational. Since the knowledge has no objective 
relation, it is said to be unattached. 
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Since isyate, it is traditionally held; that the jnanam, 
knowledge; ajesu dharmesu, inhering in the birthless, 
steady, souls; is ajam, birthless, steady — like light and 
heat in the sun; therefore that knowledge which is 
asamkrantam, unassociated with any other object; ajam 
isyate, is said to be unborn. Yatah, since; jnanam, the 
knowledge; na kramate, does not relate, to any other 
object; tena, because of that reason; it is Kirtitam asan- 
gam, proclaimed to be non-relational like space. 

amasa sere maA aaraa: i 
megat war Ra frar: EVN 

97. Should there occur any change for anything, 
however-slight it may be, there can never be any non- 
attachment for the non-discriminating man;! what 
need one speak of the destruction of covering for him? 

If, in accordance with the schools of disputants 
which differ from this, jayamane vaidharmye anumatre 
api, it be admitted that there is origination of any 
object of a different nature, inside or outside, however 
insignificant that origination be; then za asti sada, 
there can never be; any asangata, non-attachment; 
avipascitah, for that non-discriminating man. Kim uta, ` 
what need one say that there is no; avaranacyutih, 
destruction of covering? 

Objection: By asserting that there is no removal of 
covering, you lay yourself open to the charge of accept- 

1 For the slightest idea of origination carries with it the idea 
of the subject-object relation, i.e. duality. 
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ing a covering for the souls as your own conclusion. 
To this it is answered, ‘No’. 

AIRMAIL: Ud tm paan: | 
MA FATA RAT get wf TIT: eZ 

98. No soul ever came under any veil. They are by nature pure as well as illumined and free from the very beginning. Thus being endowed with the power (of knowledge), they are said to know. 
(Sarve) dharma, (all) the souls; alabdhavaranah, never 

had any veil, any bondage of ignorance etc., that is 
to say, they are free from bondage; and they are pra- 
Krtinirmalah, intrinsically pure; buddhah tatha muktah, 
illumined and also free; adau, from the beginning, 
since they are by nature ever pure, illumined, and free. 
If they are so, why is it said that they budhyante, know? 
The answer is: They are nayakah, masters, have the 

` power, of learning; that is to say, they are by nature 
endowed with the power of knowledge. This is just 
like saying, ‘The sun shines’, though the very nature 
of the sun is constant effulgence; or like saying, ‘The 
hills stand’, though it is the very nature of the hills to 
be perpetually motionless. ; 

wad oW fe a at ody ia: 

wd watera at Adages arity ue 

99. The knowledge of the enlightened man, who 
is all-pervasive, does not extend to objects; all the 
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souls, also, like knowledge (do not reach out to objects). 

This view was not expressed by Buddha. 

Hi, since; jňānam, the knowledge; buddhasya, of the 

enlightened one who has realized the ultimate Reality ; 
tayinah, of the all-pervading one, of the one who has 

no interstices like space, or of the one who is either 

adorable or enlightened; na kramate, does not extend 

to; other dharmesu, objects; that is to say, his knowl- 

edge is ever centred in (or identified with) the soul, 

like light in the sun; /atha, similarly, like knowledge 

itself; sarve dharmah, all the souls also; do not extend 

to other things whatsoever, the souls being analogous 

to (the all-pervasive) space. This is the meaning. The 

knowledge that was introduced in, ‘through his knowl- 

edge that is comparable to space’ (Karika, IV. 1), 

is this knowledge that is analogous to space, that does 
not reach out to other things, and that belongs to the 
enlightened one who is all-pervasive by virtue of his 
identity with knowledge itself. So also are the souls. 
Hence they are the reality that is the Self, Brahman, 
which like space is unchanging, immutable, partless, 
eternal, non-dual, unattached, invisible, unthinkable, 

beyond hunger etc., as is said in the Vedic text, ‘for 
the vision of the witness can never be lost’ (Br. IV. 
iii. 23). That the nature of the supreme Reality is free 
from the differences of knowledge, known, and knower, 
and is without a second, efat, this fact; na bhasitam, 
was not expressed; buddhena, by Buddha; though a 
near approach to non-dualism was implied in his 
negation of outer objects and his imagination of every- 
thing as mere consciousness. But this non-duality, the 
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essence of the ultimate Reality, : is to be k 
the Upanisads only. This is the o be known from 

purport. 

At the end of the treatise a salutation is uttered in praise of the knowledge of the supreme Reality: 

gitaar emet faece | 
SET WAHT AHH WT Uo ott 

100. After realizing that State of non-duality which 
is inscrutable, very profound, birthless, uniform, and 
holy, we make our obeisance to It to the best of our 
ability. 

Durdaríam, that which can be seen with difficulty, 
that is to say, inscrutable, It being devoid of the four 
alternatives of existence, non-existence, etc. (Karika, 
IV. 83); and hence atigambhiram, very profound, un- 
fathomable like an ocean—to the people lacking in 
discrimination. Ajam, birthless; samyam, uniform; 
visáradam, holy. Buddhva, having realized, having be- 
come identified with; such a fadam, State; which is 
ananatvam, non-duality; namaskurmah, we make our 
obeisance, to that State; yathabalam, to the best of our 
ability, by bringing It within the range of empirical 
dealings, though It defies all relative experience. This 
is the idea. 

aerate saai sateen 

ait a rR sea gnus | 

Moe Hay ART AAAS EA tg 
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HAT ARTA AT Feta es eeaa Tea Sect CET 

SETSITSTSRE iilii wm 

EIEH LETA IEAI: GLE ETE t RET AN GEG Li 

Wed qag eaen TAANS REA usu 

aaaea a ReRe 
matena Wit gargana R | 

aaan SrÍTSTHÍTWUNTPRTCQUT Baa 
Marat mai aaaf uina ua 

Salutation by the commentator: 

1. I bow down to that Brahman which, though 
birthless, appears to be born through Its inscrutable 
power; which, though ever quiescent, appears to be 
in motion; which, though one, appears to be multiple 
to those whose vision has become perverted by the 
perception of diverse attributes of objects; and which 
destroys the fear of those who take shelter in It. 

2. I salute by prostrating myself at the feet of that 
teacher of my teacher,! the most adorable among the 
adorable, who, on seeing the creatures drowned in the 
terrible sea (of the world) infested with sea-monsters 
in the form of repeated births, extricated, out of com- 
passion for all beings, this nectar, which is difficult 
to be obtained even by gods and which lies in the 
depths of the ocean called the Vedas, which (Vedas) 

1 Gaudapada, the teacher of Govindapada who taught Sarikara. 
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stirred up by inserting the churning rod of his il- lumined intellect. 

3. I offer my obeisance with my whole being to 
those sanctifying feet—the dispellers of the fear of 
transmigration — (the feet) of my own teacher, 
through the light of whose illumined intellect was 
dispelled the darkness of delusion enveloping my own 
mind, who destroyed for ever my fear of appearance 
and disappearance in this terrible sea of innumerable 
births, and having taken shelter at whose feet others 
also get unfailingly the knowledge of the Upanisads, 
self-control, and humility, which is fruitful and most 
worthy. 
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